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Chapter 1: Questions 1-20 

1. “What’s The Most Romantic Moment You’ve Ever 
Experienced?” 

1) MissInfer wrote: 

“My first kiss with my partner felt like something from a 
cliché romantic scene, but I still get a wide grin when I think 
about it. 

“We’d regularly hang out after we met through online 
gaming and realised we shared a lot in common. Over the 
course of a few months of us just often chilling together, 
nerding out, and having long deep discussions, I started 
developing romantic feelings for him. 

“Now mind you, I’m not an affectionate person at all — in 
fact, I’m quite touch-averse towards people — but someday 
just when I was about to catch my train, I gave him a 
goodbye hug and told him I don’t usually do this (he knew I 
wasn’t the most expressive or touchy-feely person). He stole 
a kiss from me, merrily told me he normally doesn’t do this 
either, and I just stood there thinking ‘that smooth f… sigh I 
love him.’ I thought about that exchange during my entire 
train trip on my way home. 

“I decided to directly tell him ‘I love you’ a few days later 
while we were hanging out. We got together on that day and 
we’ve been dating for 4.5 years now.” 

2) bekadaboo wrote, “I saw Niagara Falls for the first time 
this year and because of the pandemic no one was there. My 
partner at the time and I walked the whole strip by ourselves 
while drinking wine from the bottle. 

“It was amazing, and I’ll never ever forget that experience.” 

3) glamasaurus wrote, “A man I was seeing tried to teach me 
to salsa dance on his balcony. It was really sweet and fun.” 
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4) destria wrote: 

“He figured out the clues that led him to our Valentine’s Day 
picnic on Parliament Hill with a view over London. We 
watched the sunset whilst drinking wine and eating cheese. 

“Or at least I thought that was the story. Years later he 
admitted that he got stuck on the third clue so he guessed the 
password to my laptop, found the MS Word document I had 
typed up and printed all the clues from, read the last one, and 
came straight over.” 

5) OverallDisaster wrote, “On our honeymoon we stayed at 
Emerald Lake Lodge (it’s near Banff). It was in the winter 
and I had never seen snow before and I remember one night 
we went and ate at a nearby restaurant. It was so cozy and 
intimate (and some of the best food we’ve ever eaten) and as 
we were eating I looked out the window and snow had 
slowly started to fall. Once we got back to the lodge, we 
walked around and the snow was still coming down and they 
had lights wrapped around the trees. I felt like I was in a 
winter wonderland. We came back to our cabin and my 
husband started a fire and we cuddled together and drank tea. 
One of the most romantic things ever to me is being out in 
the snow and being able to get all cozy together in a cabin. 
Our honeymoon was our first trip together and honestly it 
was so amazing. I think it was the best week of my life.” 

6) smtgsubtle wrote, “Driving away from the city, looking 
for a random field and lying down on blankets to watch the 
Perseids meteor shower with my boyfriend. And then at 4 
am, sharing a poutine at a local diner.” 

7) Badassnanas wrote, “Spooning and cuddling with my 
crush under the stars and next to a bonfire after I told him I 
was cold. All our friends went to sleep, and it was just the 
two of us. I was 17. I think we could have dated, but he met 
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someone else soon afterwards. It’s one great memory, 
though.” 

8) ghetto_okie wrote: 

“While it wasn’t necessarily romantic in a traditional sense, 
it was beautiful and I’ll always cherish the memory. 

“When I was young, I worked at a drive-in movie theater for 
12 years, mostly as management but this story takes place 
when I was a regular box office employee. The box offices 
were located near the front of each screen, and it’s where 
cars paid to get in. 

“I was about 35 weeks pregnant with my middle child and 
just miserable. It was my last day before maternity leave. It 
was so slow, which made it 10 times worse. I was sitting at 
the back of the box when someone knocked on the sliding 
door. I heaved my fat ass out of my chair and opened the 
door. Our three security guards dropped to their knees and 
did the ‘You’ve Lost that Loving Feeling scene’ from Top 
Gun. 

“I bawled. Lol. Like I said, I was feeling so bad and just 
wanted the night to be over. It was such a kind thing to do.  

“Thank you, Tom, Dwight, and Jeff!”1 

2. “What Are Some Perks Of Being Ugly?” 

1) ConfusedandKindaCute wrote: 

“Guys don’t bother you, which I personally think is nice.” 

“Top perk would be to actually work on your personality, I 
realised early on I wasn’t going to get anywhere with looks, 

 
1 Source: officialraaph14, “What’s the most romantic moment you’ve 
ever experienced?” Reddit. AskWomen.28 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/yxfhz7cv>. 
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so I’ll focus on my brain and personality instead … and I 
did. 

“Best decision ever.” 

hurtsdonut asked, “Username doesn’t check out?” 

ConfusedandKindaCute answered, “Not really. Nah.” 

Kgrrs commented, “I already find you attractive.” 

ConfusedandKindaCute added: 

“I dress modestly and don’t wear makeup … but that’s only 
because I’ve been bullied for my looks (I used to be ugly but 
now I’m just average), and I’ve been told putting on makeup 
makes zero difference to my face (even though I absolutely 
love makeup). 

“So I eventually lost interest in makeup and clothes. (But I 
am going to try to bring those interests back to life 
somehow.) 

“Once a girl told me I’m the kind of girl who can afford all 
kinds of makeup but could never look good in it …. bro … 
can you imagine the absolute destruction? A 13-year-old’s 
self-esteem is a delicate thing.” 

frazzi1234 commented: 

“Wow, sorry that someone said that to you, especially at that 
age. Sounds like something they said just to be hurtful, not 
because they believed it to be true. 

“For what it’s worth, I genuinely believe that pretty much 
anybody is attractive if they have the personality to back it 
up.” 

2) rosetintedmonocle wrote, “I have lost a lot of weight, and 
in doing so I became conventionally attractive. The biggest 
perk of being ugly for me was people treated me as they 
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really are, not trying to impress me or win me over. Ugly 
people are more likely to see others true colors.” 

brokendowndryer commented, “I lost a bunch of weight, too. 
I soon found out who was a sincere person and who was not. 
So many people became nice once I lost the weight. I didn’t 
associate with them since I know their true colors. It was the 
people who were always nice to me that I kept being friends 
with.” 

3) Aninternerloser wrote, “No one is going to kidnap you, if 
anyone else is an option.” 

4) shinkouhyou wrote, “It’s a lot easier to get older. 
Conventional attractiveness is such a narrow window that 
most people can’t maintain it for very long. Unless you can 
devote a constantly increasing amount of time and money to 
keep your body in perfect condition, you’re going to start 
getting wrinkles and grey hairs and flab. The gap between 
pretty people and ugly people starts to shrink with age, and 
looks start to depend more on how well you take care of 
yourself than on what you were born with. In my teens and 
early 20s, I was definitely in the bottom 20% of 
attractiveness … but now I actually look pretty decent 
compared to other people my age.” 

5) No-Accountant5363 wrote, “Gift of invisibility cloak. I 
lived in supposedly the ‘most dangerous places in London’ 
(Lewisham, Peckham, Mile End, New Cross). I’ve literally 
never been cat-called once or had anyone take a second 
glance at me, although I like walking / running in the dark. 
Best gift ever.” 

6) itsgood101 wrote, “Your son’s friends won’t ever have a 
disturbing crush on you.” 

7) Choas_deluge_8 wrote, “If someone wants to date you, 
and is actually being serious and it isn’t just a sick joke, they 
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like you for your personality and who you are in general, not 
because you’re attractive or to make some ex jealous.”2 

3. “What Are Some GOOD Things About Being On 
Your Period?” 

1) owoikawa wrote: 

“I’m going to start and say period poops — don’t get me 
wrong, they definitely have their drawbacks but it’s also 
such a blessing that you don’t have to care about your fiber 
intake because it just leaves your system so smoothly. 

“Also, the good monologue opportunity it creates as you’re 
showering — you see the crimson water flowing to the drain 
and you’re just like ‘Yes, I’ve finally killed those enemy 
spies I’ve been chasing since the fiasco in Russia and now 
I’m cleaning their blood off of me.’” 

ArtisticPomegranate0 commented, “I love when the blood 
comes down in the shower. Lol. Even better is when I’m on 
the toilet and I let gravity do its thing and blood just comes 
out. It’s like a collaboration between biology and physics.” 

2) JakeysMommy wrote, “You’re not pregnant. (Although 
this could also be a BAD thing depending on the person.)” 

3) Lu8888 wrote, “Allowing myself the opportunity to 
actually rest, eat soul food, and have a non-productive day 
without guilt. I do this because I need it for my body on her 
period. No guilt, no shame, just self-love!” 

DrVeryBerry wrote: 

 
2 Source: martianruby, “What are some perks of being ugly?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 29 January 2021 <https://cutt.ly/MkeHVex>. 
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“This! Maybe not a whole day because of work. but if I can, 
I’ll snuggle up on the couch with two hot water bottle, a 
blanky, a weepy movie, and a bar of chocolate. 

“And my family know to leave me alone on pain of death! 

“Maybe I should just do this occasionally on non-period 
days, too.” 

Lu8888 responded, “I agree. Maybe we should allow 
ourselves these moments more often, especially at the 
moment with all that’s going on in the world. It is ok to 
sometimes just be still.” 

4) SilentSiren39 wrote, “Too much information, but my 
husband finds it enjoyable to hug me tightly and call me his 
little ketchup packet. Lol. It’s weird but like a wholesome 
weird.” 

5) Almanix wrote: 

“Knowing that I am healthy and my body has all the 
nutrients it needs. 

“I’ve been at a pretty low body fat for too long (at a normal 
weight even) which resulted in not getting my period at all 
for over half a year. They’ve been back for almost two years 
and are even completely regular again. So even though I still 
don’t like them, I’m glad to have them and they remind me 
each time that I’ve made progress.” 

Piblets commented, “This right here. Especially for people 
recovering from eating disorders, having your period come 
back is a big progress marker for your health returning.”3 

 
3 Source: owoikawa, “What are some GOOD things about being on 
your period?” Reddit. AskWomen. 29 January 2021 
<https://cutt.ly/4keNXOg>. 
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4. “What’s Been The Funniest Moment In Your 
Relationship With Your Significant Other?” 

1) mybaduwu wrote, “I was watching him play League of 
Legends, and he got a pentakill, which means you kill five 
opponents in a row without dying yourself. He jumped up 
from his chair, started doing a really weird dance, and then 
got killed. It sounds quite lame, but it was the funniest thing 
ever.” 

2) ForBrew2018 wrote, “For my birthday a few years ago, I 
wanted to go to the local drag show. We got a bunch of $1 
bills and went and had a great time. Next morning he woke 
me up and said to hurry, we overslept, we had promised to 
go to this local church to watch his ex-wife sing. (She was in 
a gospel group and we’re all good friends.) We get there in 
time, watch while hungover, and then they pass the 
collection plate around. He pulled his wallet out and had no 
cash, but then I remembered the $1 bills and was like WAIT, 
and tossed what I had left into the collection plate. We were 
able to hold it together until we left, thank god. He loves to 
tell the story of me giving the church my stripper money.”4 

5. “Anyone Have Any Tips On How To Feel Less 
Insecure When You Have Bad Body Image But Still 
Want To Have Sex?” 

1) iusedtobefamous1892 wrote, “I just try really hard not to 
think about it. I try to remember that no matter how I’m 
thinking or feeling, this person wants to have sex with me, 
so no matter what I think about myself, they obviously find 
me at least a little bit attractive.” 

 
4 Source: IN_A_WUHAN_LAB, “What’s been the funniest moment in 
your relationship with your SO?” Reddit. AskWomen. 29 January 2021 
<https://cutt.ly/0ke1zS5>. 
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mjigs commented, “For real, you need to be only a bit 
attracted to someone in order to have sex with you and vice 
versa. When you’re horny, that’s really all that’s needed.” 

2) icoytemi wrote: 

“I asked my ex once whether a guy really looks at the faults 
a woman has of her own body. He said that a face is the 
initial attraction. It’s easy and instant. Next is body shape, 
but not details. Some men like curvy, some like thin, some 
like obese, some like big boobs, other like small, some don’t 
care. 

“But after you get to know them, personality takes over and 
you really don’t care what their body looks like because you 
love her as a whole person, not parts of a person. 

“I hope that helps.” 

gotnoideathisisfine commented, “This just made me feel so 
good about myself and my relationship.” 

3) ExploreDaniella wrote, “Pick a partner who values your 
mind and soul first. Have the intimacy build before they see 
your body. This way, they’re with you for you and when they 
see your beautiful body they’ll be more open and accepting. 
Also … do it in the dark. Lol.” 

JumbeePlays commented, “Don’t do it in the dark! Do it 
with the lights on — own your body! Guys are happy to be 
having sex in the first place, and many see women in a 
different light than we see ourselves.” 

4) Oblinger4 wrote, “I was never comfortable in my own 
skin when I was younger. It didn’t matter if I was a size 2 or 
nine months pregnant. My ex-husband used to tell me to 
cover up and point out any tiny bit of cellulite when I was 
nursing my three-week-old baby. I eventually met someone 
who made me feel completely beautiful, and he constantly 
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told me how much he loved my body. He actually told me 
he loved my little tummy pooch, which after three kids has 
never gone away completely. His kindness and compassion 
truly changed the way I see myself. I think with the right 
person you will feel beautiful and confident, and that 
confidence is what’s sexy.” 

5) Vegetable_Ad_9699 wrote, “I’m not that confident so the 
first times with my boyfriend we used to do everything in 
the dark. Then he made me love my body even if it might 
not be everyone’s favorite, and I feel confident showing it 
completely! I still have sex with low and colored lights, 
though, because it’s much more romantic.” 

6) hauteburrito wrote, “Honestly? Two or three whisky 
shots, assuming you’re a mid-weight drinker. Helps loosen 
the nerves.” 

Buggyaxa commented, “Getting tipsy but not drunk is the 
key. Loose enough to not care but sober enough to make 
conscious choices.” 

Opening_Replacement commented, “Yep, get him drunk. 
Not so drunk that he can’t perform but drunk enough so that 
you don’t feel uncomfortable.” 

7) elegant_pun wrote, “Do it with someone you feel 
comfortable with, with whom you feel attractive, and accept 
the body you’re in. It’s the only one you’ve got and you can 
change [some] things about it you’re unhappy with, but at 
the core of it you have to accept who you are and the 
immutable things about yourself.” 

8) Madgirl1998 wrote, “I was really nervous at first, I talked 
to my partner at length about how I felt. He responded with 
compliments, understanding, kissing the parts that make me 
really insecure, and every time I make a self-deprecating 
comment about my body, he turns it around into something 
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positive. Honestly, him starting to dry hump me and saying 
I make him really horny helped, too. ;)” 

9) todayonbloopers wrote: 

“It helped me a lot to realize that when someone is 
committed to a certain action, they tend to have a positivity 
bias. in other words, they want to get laid and enjoy it, so 
they’re going to focus on what’s good (your tits, butt, thighs) 
and not so much on the other stuff you worry about. :) 

“Do people who have been queuing in a theme park line 
nitpick details about the ride once they’re there, or do they 
hold their arms up and go ‘wheeeee!’? It’s like that!”5 

6. “If People Used ‘Break-Up Lines’ Instead Of ‘Pick-Up 
Lines,’ What Would Some Of The Best Ones Be?” 

1) JonnyRebel357 wrote, “I’d rearrange the alphabet and 
move U out of my house.” 

2) chrisf_nz wrote, “I see an amazing future for the two of 
us, each living our own lives.” 

3) billybobjimmyjoe wrote, “You know how you’re good 
with your hands? They will come in handy when you are 
single.” 

4) Independent_Court430 wrote, “Girl, is our relationship a 
closed gym? Because nothing in it is working out.” 

tutiramaiteiwi commented, “Girl, are you bad phone 
reception? Because we are breaking up.” 

 
5 Source: No_Concentrate_8386, “Anyone have any tips on how to feel 
less insecure when you have bad body image but still want to have 
sex?” Reddit. AskWomen. 30 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y25bdmc3>. 
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5) turanzz wrote, “I look into your big blue eyes and I can’t 
help but fall head over heels for your sister.” 

6) ThunderCuntess wrote, “It’s not you, it’s your mother.” 

7) Affable_Additive wrote, “Hell must be missing a 
demon.” 

8) Alvuncay wrote, “You’d make a terrible loan shark 
because you’ve lost my interest.” 

9) MamboNumber1-4 wrote, “If I had a pound / euro / dollar 
for every day we are together from here on out, I’d be 
broke.” 

10) Donkey-brained_man wrote, “As I was walking out on 
my ex yelling at me, I calmly said, ‘This is why you’re going 
to die alone.’” 

11) InterNut07 wrote: 

“Wanna see a magic trick? POOF, YOU’RE SINGLE!  

“Knock knock. Who’s there? Not me! Byeeeee!” 

12) desperate-pleasire wrote, “Welcome to Dumpsville. 
Population: you.” — Homer Simpson6 

7. “What Is The Worst ‘Sorry, Wrong Person’ Texting 
Story You Know?” 

1) Boxerdude wrote, “A fuck-buddy of mine accidentally 
texted a dick pic to his family group chat. It would be nice if 
he could deny it by saying it was the dick of some other dude, 
but it had his easily identifiable tattoo in the frame. It was a 
complicated day for him.” 

 
6 Source: ginogeneli, “If people used ‘break-up lines’ instead of ‘pick-
up lines’, what would some of the best ones be?” Reddit. AskReddit. 
30 January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y2tg4tnt>. 
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Protogentantivirus wrote, “I can only imagine that 
conversation.” 

SniperViper12 commented, “My family (just my dad, so :/) 
would be pretty understanding. My dad would say, ‘So … 
who is she?’ or say, ‘Damn, you’re small,’ in reply.” 

2) Ancient-Concept4671 wrote, “Got a random dick pick out 
of the blue. I texted the guy back saying it was a 4/10 and to 
next time clean up his room.” 

3) AuldLangSimone wrote, “Not texting, but I got a 
whispery voice message one night from a man. ‘Hiiii, it’s 
ME. I wonder if you can get away and meet me at the 
Cowboy Bar? I snuck away from my wife.’” 

Thisismyrealnameisit commented, “He liked pina coladas.” 

Note by David Bruce: Listen to “Escape (The Pina Colada 
Song)” by Rupert Holmes.7 

8. “What Is The Worst Thing You Have Ever Done?” 

1) help_me_do_stuff wrote: 

“Before I come across sounding like a complete psycho, hear 
me out (sounds like something a psycho would say, right?). 

“I was in a relationship with a guy who took advantage of 
anyone he could, especially me, so of course that ended. At 
least he let me visit his house while he was at work to pick 
up my things while I didn’t want to see him. I was so mad at 
how not cool he was toward me that I wanted revenge. So I 
bought a bag of potatoes and hid them in places throughout 
the house where I figured he’d never find them. Behind the 
fridge, tucked away in the back corner of the highest storage 

 
7 Source: seesnawsnappy wrote, “What is the worst ‘sorry, wrong 
person’ texting story you know?” Reddit. AskReddit. 20 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y5tl4z8f>. 
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cabinets, in the attic, in the garbage, all kinds of places, just 
hoping they would get stinky and rot someday months after 
I was already gone. I put some in damp paper bags and 
placed some with onions, which are supposed to speed up 
the rotting process, so hopefully they’d each go off at all 
different times. I have no idea what happened after that, I did 
feel guilty about it for a while, but now I tell myself that if a 
randomly stinky house is the worst I can do, I’m going to be 
okay.” 

2) Academic_Magazine488 wrote, “There was a kid being 
extremely annoying in a HomeGoods and his mom wasn’t 
really doing anything about it and just letting him run 
rampant. He had blue crap around his mouth, so I’m 
assuming sugar high. His mom kept yelling his name across 
the store… while she continued to look at throw pillows. So 
I saw her kind of shuffle off, and I looked at the kid and go, 
‘Hey, kid, I think your mom just left.’ Well, this kid didn’t 
run off to find her like I thought he would. Instead, this nine-
year-old just started throwing a tantrum. So I just left like 
honeyimnotevenhereimahallucination. An employee was 
like, ‘Did she really leave?’ and I was like, ‘Psssh. I don’t 
know!’ (The employee thought it was funny.) His mom 
found him within ten seconds because of his whining. I’m 
probably going to hell, but parents, please don’t let your kids 
run around like that and disturb other shoppers.”8 

9. “What Famous Fictional Couple Realistically 
Wouldn’t Last A Month?” 

1) ShitpostPatrolman wrote, “Jack and Rose from Titanic. 
They wouldn’t find enough room in a household for each 
other, even if it obviously has room for two people.” 

 
8 Source: Rhurab, “What is the worst thing you have ever done?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 31 January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y6rffpko>. 
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Note by David Bruce: The joke is that Jack didn’t have to 
die at the end of Titanic. Supposedly, there was room for him 
on the floating doorframe with Rose. 

2) maceman486 wrote, “Ariel and Prince What’s His Name. 
He’s prince of a fishing community. They eat seafood a lot. 
She’d have to be cool banging a dude who perpetuates the 
genocide of her friends.”9 

10. “They Say A Person Truly Dies When Their Name Is 
Spoken For The Last Time. Whose Names Do You Want 
To Live On In This Post?” 

1) blamethepunz wrote, “Stanley. My dad was a hell of a 
dude.” 

Melonmode commented, “Mark. As was mine.” 

blamethepunz replied, “I’m sure he was.” 

Melonmode asked: 

“What’s your favourite memory of yours? 

“Mine would be the time when we took out his telescope into 
the back garden and looked at the moon and stars. Even now 
when I look up, I remember him. We named a star after him 
when he died, and I’ve tried encouraging my local 
community to lower the light levels at night so that we can 
see more stars, I just wish my eyesight was better.” 

blamethepunz replied: 

“That is an awesome memory; thank you for sharing it with 
us 

 
9 Source: Animeking2208, “What famous fictional couple realistically 
wouldn’t last a month?” Reddit. AskReddit. 31 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4wd82jm>. 
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“I have too many fantastic memories to pick a favorite, so I 
will settle for my first clear one I can remember completely. 
My dad used to play guitar and when I was really young and 
didn’t understand how guitars worked, I would turn all the 
tuning knob things so they lined up with each other because 
I thought it looked better. This would, of course, make the 
guitar horribly out of tune, but my dad would play it like that 
and agree with me that it sounded much better that way.” 

2) HellxKnight wrote, “Virginia Tormey — leathery old 
bird, tough as nails, a survivor of the Depression and several 
wars, zero shame and took shit from no one, full of humor 
(even the Rick and Morty kind), three-time cancer 
champion, and most awesome grandmother anyone could 
ever have.” 

Fbogre66 commented, “Thelma Kahoute. My spicy 
Slovakian great-grandmother. She was opinionated, loving, 
giving, and unreasonably kind. She made sure to keep our 
traditions alive. She beat colon cancer twice and wasn’t self 
-conscious that she had a colostomy bag. She made the best 
chocolate cake.” 

3) MedicalWelder wrote, “Private First Class (PFC) Jacob 
Gassen. Friend, battle buddy, fellow soldier. Killed in action 
November 29th, 2010. Just a week over 21 years old. For the 
longest time, I wished it was me instead.” 

xXFreakyyyXx commented, “I looked up your buddy and 
damn was he a badass. Went out as a medic trapped in small-
arms fire. My condolences to you and his family.” 

Pleasant_Power_9657 commented, “SGT John E. Allen 
KIA Baghdad, Iraq on March 17, 2007. Good man, just 
married before deployment. Wasted lives lost.”10 

 
10 Source: Melonmode, “They say a person truly dies when their name 
is spoken for the last time. Whose names do you want to live on in this 
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11. “What Do Women Do That People Don’t Realise It 
Takes A Lot Of Courage?” 

1) CatrianaShadowleaf wrote, “Say no. You never know 
when some tool is going to get violent about it.” 

BigFinnsWetRide commented, “Agreed, and a lot of more 
religious households raise young girls with the idea that 
women should be quiet and submissive. It can be so hard to 
say no when from a young age you’ve been ingrained with 
the thought that you should not and cannot, or you’ll suffer 
the consequences of speaking up.” 

ConfusedCuddelefish commented: 

“I grew up in a decently religious household in a very 
religious town, and this is exactly what happens. 

“I’ve (luckily) never yet had someone get violent about my 
saying no, but I have had: 

1. Outright refusal to accept the ‘no’ (and then trying to 
force physical touch). 

2. Gaslighting / guilting to try and make me change my 
mind. 

3. Yelling / outbursts of anger at the audacity to say no. 

4. Men creating stories to smear my reputation and 
outright lie and cast me as an abuser / terrible person 
to others because I said no to a hangout. 

“Other women I know have gotten rape threats, been 
assaulted physically and sexually as punishment for saying 
no, and more. I’m in my 20s and still trying to learn that I 

 
post?” Reddit. AskReddit. 31 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y438gx5w>. 
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can say no without incurring a panic and flee response just 
in case the person gets angry.” 

FaeryStuff commented: 

“You wrote: ‘I’ve (luckily) never yet had someone get 
violent about my saying no ….’ 

“Numbers 1 and 3 both count as violence. Number 1 is 
assault (sexual assault if it was that kind of touching) and 
Number 3 is verbal abuse. 

“It’s unbearably sad that if we don’t come out with bruises 
or endure a rape, we’re so reluctant to see the other things as 
violence as well. I wish we lived in a world where we didn’t 
have to weigh the potential consequences of a ‘no’ every 
time we said it.” 

ConfusedCuddlefish replied: 

“Yeah, I think it says a lot about our world that I didn’t even 
think about those as forms of violence because I know so 
many worse examples that I’ve lucked out of experiencing 
so far. 

“On the plus side, change is being made and I’m seeing a lot 
more women and men stand up for their right to say no, and 
questions and communities like this on the internet (dark 
sides excepted) allow for those lightbulb moments of ‘Oh, 
shit, this isn’t just a small issue.’ I gotta stay optimistic or 
I’ll go hide and be a hermit knitting under a rock for the rest 
of my life.”11 

 
11 Source: UnwantedJason, “What do women do that people don’t 
realise it takes a lot of courage?” Reddit. AskWomen. 31 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/yyxfh5ty>. 
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12. “How Can I Avoid Misleading Lesbians Who 
Mistake Me For a Lesbian? 

ariamar wrote, “I need advice from a lesbian, and I’m a bit 
ashamed to ask the ones I personally know. All the lesbians 
(and probably everyone else) I know thought I was also a 
lesbian at first because, aside from the fact I dress more 
manly (they say it’s not the clothes), it’s the way I talk, walk, 
move my hands. How can you tell? I was raised mostly 
among men and the few women around me, and let’s say, 
they aren’t delicate flowers. I don’t want to mislead anyone. 
How do I stop giving fake signs on the gay radar?”  

Haikumuffin answered: 

“There’s absolutely no way to tell. I’m a lesbian and I’m 
very feminine. Lipstick and pretty dresses are my thing and 
I have a high voice. Most other gay gals I know are also very 
girly and soft and you wouldn’t know unless they upright 
told you they’re gay. 

“Lesbians acting or looking masculine or confident only is a 
silly stereotype. Some are, some aren’t. 

“You’re aren’t misleading anyone by being yourself. Gaydar 
is a myth, and the only way to actually know someone’s 
sexuality is by asking them. 

“Point is, you aren’t doing anything wrong. Just be you!” 

UncleTomsCabinFun commented, “Just tell them you’re a 
gaydar jammer.” 

ariamar replied, “Lol! That one! I will use it! Loved it. 
Thanks.”12 

 
12 Source: boomgoesthejeff, “Men of reddit, what have women been 
taught to hate about their bodies that you actually love?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 2 February 2021 <https://cutt.ly/NkdSzav>. 
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13. “Men Of Reddit, What Have Women Been Taught 
To Hate About Their Bodies That You Actually Love?” 

1) kor_hookmaster wrote, “Small breasts.” 

leiladobadoba wrote: 

“My partner tells me he loves my ‘tiny titties’ all the freaking 
time. I’ve never had any hang-ups about them, but I’ve also 
never felt especially proud of them … until now! 

“Itty Bitty Titty Committee, RISE UP.” 

safewordisharder commented, “I actually prefer small 
breasts.” 

2) saydizzle wrote, “Big boobs that don’t sit up on their 
chest. Every big-boob girl I ever dated complained that their 
boobs are hanging down. Yeah. Because they’re big. That’s 
how physics works. There’s nothing wrong with it.” 

Additional_Bend_2346 wrote, “Really? I have double Ds 
that hang and am always wishing I could get a lift because 
I’m worried guys will find them ugly. I never let any guy see 
them full on because of this.” 

saydizzle replied, “That’s what I have heard from every girl 
I dated. I love big boobs. That’s how they look. They hang 
down because they’re big. They look good and natural that 
way. If it will make you feel better, you can direct-message 
a pic and I’ll double check, though.” 

Additional_Bend_2346 wrote, “Check your inbox.” 

saydizzle replied, “ I just got around to looking in my inbox. 
This person’s boobs are excellent. 10/10 would look at 
again.” 

spiderbabyinapram commented, “The guy is telling the truth, 
and to be honest most guys just love boobs — doesn’t matter 
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how they are. I’ve seen so many different shapes and sizes 
and they’re all attractive to me.” 

3) outdoorsybarbie wrote, “Curves!” 

4) Haikumuffin wrote: 

“I’m a lesbian, but I hope my answer qualifies. 

“The little soft pooch pretty much everyone has on their 
lower tummy. Every woman I’ve seen undressed has had one 
and every woman seems to hate it on themselves, but I think 
it looks cute as fuck.” 

WaltzAdventurous wrote, “My four-year-old son will take 
both hands and repeatedly squish the pooch up-and-down. 
‘Squishy,’ he says with a candid smile. Babies love fat.” 

Old-Man-of-the-Sea commented: 

“I prefer the pooch to flat or a six-pack any day and every 
day. 

“PS: OF COURSE, your answer qualifies.”13 

14. “[Serious] If You Could Learn The Truth Of Any 
One Mystery, What Would You Choose?” 

gr8carn4u wrote, “When my grandmother was actively 
dying, she gasped and said ‘Bill (my grandfather who had 
already passed) is here and he brought a black lady,’ anf then 
she died. All of us there were looking at each other like 
WTF?” 

lucozade_throwaway commented, “My dad did this kind of 
thing too, he was in a lot of pain and very distressed, and 

 
13 Source: boomgoesthejeff, “Men of reddit, what have women been 
taught to hate about their bodies that you actually love?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 2 February 2021 <https://cutt.ly/NkdSzav>. 
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then suddenly turned to us and said, ‘My mum is here. She 
wants me to die now,’ smiled to himself, and reached out 
like he was hugging someone and died peacefully. Honestly, 
it was the biggest relief knowing he was comforted and 
happy in those last few seconds. He’d always been a 
mummy’s boy and never got over her passing.” 

haolestyle commented, “Hospice nurse here. Seeing loved 
ones who have gone before them, just before passing is 
extremely common. Often they reach out or point to a corner 
of the ceiling. It’s usually comforting to the patient. Even in 
non-religious folks, this happens. It’s like they are 
welcoming them into heaven / afterlife.” 

edotman commented, “My dad and his mum hadn’t spoken 
for about 15 years. He died in 2010 and she died two years 
later, never knowing that he had passed away. (My dad’s 
family have a bad habit of not passing on bad news to each 
other.) The night before she died, she was telling a family 
friend that she had been speaking to my dad all night and that 
he’s coming to pick her up soon. I’m an atheist, but this still 
spooked me big time; some strange things happen near 
death.”14 

15. “What Is Your ‘Nobody Will Ever Believe This’ 
Story?” 

visions1013 wrote, “I saw a bird unscrew a lightbulb once.” 

vision1013 added, “Just one. It worked at it for a long time.” 

vision1013 also added: 

 
14 Source: notyouravrredditor, “[Serious] If you could learn the truth of 
any one mystery, urban legend or conspiracy theory. What would you 
choose?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 February 2021 
<https://cutt.ly/gkgeCTw>. 
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“Short story: Birds + sockets don’t mix. 

“Long story: I was five, and we’d just moved to a new house. 
My mom had sent me outside to play while she unpacked 
stuff. The house had recessed can lighting under the eaves 
on the outside. There was a bird in one of the light fixtures 
trying to unscrew a bulb (presumably to build a nest or 
something, but it was in the fall). It was using its wings, feet, 
and body pressure to work the bulb around. I went inside like 
five times, trying to get my mom to come outside to look, 
help me scare off the bird, help the bird, or whatever. I was 
constantly met with the response of ‘[my name], birds can’t 
unscrew lightbulbs. Go play.’ 

“It eventually got the bulb unscrewed, but the bulb flipped 
upside down and blocked the hole on the light fixture. 
Unfortunately, Birdy electrocuted itself. I went inside and 
told my mom, “Well, it got it out.’ Then I went back to play. 
She laughed it off, assuming it was just part of a make-
believe story or something. 

“My dad came home, and I pointed it out to him. He got the 
ladder, fixed the bulb and removed the body. Both parents 
were sad they didn’t get to see a bird unscrew a lightbulb. It 
never happened again in the 15 years we lived at that house. 

“As a result, whenever my four-year-old tells me I need to 
see something cool … I drop whatever and go look. Just in 
case it’s a bird unscrewing a lightbulb or something. Lol.” 

WannieTheSane wrote, “I’ve made it very clear to my kids 
that if they ever see any cool shit to come tell me and I’ll 
believe them. I’ve also told them that if any aliens, time 
travelers, or heroes show up to please include me in the 
adventure.”15 

 
15 Source: Regularpaytonhacksaw, “What is your ‘nobody will ever 
believe this’ story?” Reddit/ AskReddit. 2 February 2021 
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16. “How Romantic Is Your Partner? What Is Your Idea 
Of ‘Romance’?” 

1) castnostones00 wrote: 

“My husband isn’t ‘hearts and flowers’ romantic. He doesn’t 
really buy me flowers or make big romantic productions. 
He’s not a big fan of public displays of affection because 
he’s a shy and private kind of person. 

“At the same time, he goes out of his way to let me know 
that he’s crazy about me in his own way and I think that’s 
his idea of romance. When we go out places, he holds my 
hand in the car or sits next to me in a booth at a restaurant 
instead of across from me. He spends lots of time with me 
and loves working on projects with me and doing things 
around the house. He’s always super proud of himself when 
he makes or fixes something and comes to show me because 
he knows it will make me happy. He loves to cuddle, be 
goofy and is all-around affectionate. He’s grumpy when it 
comes to big to-dos, thinks Valentine’s Day is a made-up 
Hallmark holiday to get money out of people, hates traveling 
because he hates tourists and will find something to grump 
about on just about any subject. I’m keeping him. :)” 

2) danerdswife wrote, “My idea of romance is how well my 
partner is bonding with me. How appreciative we are of each 
other. The littlest gestures. The way we express love for each 
other. Or even boasting about each other in front of friends 
or family. I think that’s really romantic.” 

3) plainprogram wrote, “My husband is ‘cheesy romantic’; 
i.e., he says the sappiest things and gives flowers, etc. I’m 
the opposite and actually had a hard time in the beginning of 

 
<https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lbbp8w/what_is_your
_nobody_will_ever_believe_this_story/>. 
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our relationship to accept his romanticism. I learned to 
loosen up, and now I love his sweet compliments and gifts.” 

4) destria wrote: 

“I think my partner is romantic in a kind of low-key way. 
Neither of us are into big showy or public displays of 
romance. 

“But he does stuff like bring me coffee every day at 11am, 
bakes a loaf of fresh sourdough bread every few days, comes 
up randomly to kiss me on the top of the head when I’m 
working, cuddles with me all the time and other types of 
physical affection. He will do more ‘traditional’ romantic 
gestures, too, like buy flowers for me on special occasions 
but this is only because I’ve said it’d be nice.” 

5) that’s_riddikulus wrote, “My boyfriend is low-key 
romantic. He doesn’t do big displays of affection but he does 
buy me flowers at least once a month, usually after I’ve had 
a hard day. He opens almost every door for me, which 
actually was quite the shock the first time. I remember him 
going to open my car door on our first date, and I said, 
‘Aren’t you driving?’ when he started walking to my side. I 
didn’t know how to handle that. He rubs my shoulders / neck 
regularly. He holds my hand when we drive or walk around. 
He gets all my breakfast and lunch ready for me in the 
morning because he knows I am not a morning person. He 
shows me he loves me in all those things.” 

6) Shallow-ishPuddle wrote, “Our idea of romance is all 
about showing lots of physical affection when we’re together 
(though not too many Public Displays of Affection) and 
being open about our feelings. I’d say pretty romantic given 
how many dorky pick-up lines he likes to throw at me.” 

7) OrangeyPanda wrote, “He’s very romantic as am I. 
Surprises me with gifts. Always lights candles, handmakes 
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candles. Romantic language to describe our feelings to each 
other often. Constant cuddling and touching. It’s perfect.”16 

17. “Women Who Previously Didn’t Enjoy Sex, But 
Came Around To Loving It, What Changed? Please 
Share Your Stories.” 

1) raged-cashew wrote, “My partner. Sex is so much better 
when you love and respect that person and when that person 
deserves your body, time, and attention. I crave him daily.” 

annelies18 commented, “Honestly finding a partner who 
cares for your pleasure and doesn’t just see you as a sex doll 
is everything. That’s what changed it for me.” 

WeakYesterday19 commented: 

“Amen! My partner makes me feel loved and wanted, which 
in turn makes the whole experience so much better. I love 
having sex with him and pleasing him, and he’s also eager 
to please me, which makes me feel so great and desired 
(which keeps the momentum going for both of us to want / 
have sex whenever we can / feel like it. Lol)! 

“It definitely isn’t everything, but it is such an important part 
of a relationship, in my opinion.” 

PotatoesnClouds commented, “I remember literally thinking 
‘sex is overrated’ when I had sex for the first time with some 
guy at work. It wasn’t until I met the next guy, who turned 
into a loving partner, where I finally saw the beauty and fun 
in sex. So I know exactly what you mean!” 

 
16 Source: pumpupthejam77, “How romantic is your partner? What is 
your idea of ‘romance’?” Reddit. AskWomen. 3 February 2021 
<https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lbo07o/how_romanti
c_is_your_partner_what_is_your_idea_of/>. 
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2) wintergreen10 wrote, “Oooh, boy. A partner who made 
me feel safe and who was interested in getting me off. Also, 
dating someone I was physically attracted to rather than 
someone who was just ‘nice.’” 

UnlikelyGirl commented, “You’re right. Physical attraction 
is also key, speaking from experience.” 

FajitaBonks commented, “I third this. I always thought 
going for looks was shallow, but my current partner is 
freaking drop-dead gorgeous and it’s changed everything.” 

3) lacroixsters wrote, “Having sex with someone who was 
good at it.” 

Leading-Version-7671 asked, “What makes one good at it?” 

poipleisafruit answered: 

“For me, not assuming that sex is just PIV [Penis In Vagina] 
and leaping to that straight away, and instead taking time to 
explore and get you off before even approaching that, not 
being insulted if you say something isn’t working, not 
assuming you’ll like something because a previous partner 
did, etc.  

“Tl;dr [Too long; didn’t read]: Take your time, listen to your 
partner, think about them as well as yourself.” 

Leading-Version-7671 asked, “So physically speaking the 
sex is the same, it’s the context that differs, right?” 

oipleisafruit answered: 

“Not sure that’s what I meant. To put the words into an 
example: 

“My first-ever boyfriend watched a shitload of porn and 
never asked me things like ‘Was that good for you? Is this 
working?’ He thought sex was approximately one minute of 
making out and then immediately getting naked, getting on 
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top to have immediate PIV [Penis In Vagina] and 
hammering until he would finish. That was not good for me. 
Occasionally, he would bring in something he saw in porn 
with no warning and assume I would love it because some 
girl did in porn, and when I said I wasn’t into it, he didn’t 
understand. So, no communication or concern for what I was 
into, no listening to me, no taking their time. I never came 
once with him FYI [For Your Information]. 

“Subsequent boyfriend, heaps of making out before clothes 
even come off, gradual stripping and taking our time, 
playing around physically with each other, occasionally I’d 
ask if we could specifically do something, and I’d get off at 
least once before he would even approach me for PIV, and it 
was always ensured that that was fun for me as well even if 
I wasn’t going to cum from it. (I don’t cum through PIV, but 
I do enjoy it.) Lots of communication and an interest in 
whether I was into what was going on.” 

4) LookAtAllThatNature wrote, “Turns out I was just really 
gay.” 

PurpleSocksAcademy commented, “Yup, same. I always 
thought I hated making out. And I hated being touched. 
Turns out I just hated kissing men and being touched by men. 
Lol. Ever since I started dating women, I’ve never looked 
back.” 

5) Luminur wrote, “I stopped taking birth-control pills. I was 
on pills since before my first sexual experience — being 
responsible and all that. Therefore, for me sex was always 
only something one simply was expected to do in a healthy 
relationship. It’s not that I didn’t enjoy the feeling, but I also 
never got the urge to initiate anything, no yearning. Rather, 
it felt like watering the plants. Something I had to do at times 
that could be enjoyed but overall was a duty. I always 
thought that I simply was asexual in a way. Therefore I 
didn’t expect much when my Significant Other and I decided 
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that we don’t need birth control anymore. Since then I 
noticed how much those pills fucked up my hormones. 
Nowadays, I actually get horny. That alone improved my sex 
life significantly. Not only does it feel better while horny, it 
also led to me wanting to explore my body by getting to 
know what feels best. My whole mindset changed.” 

6) Inevitable-Glove5043 wrote: 

“The first time I had sex, I didn’t know what to expect as I 
never watched porn and didn’t really know how sex worked. 
I always wanted to lose my V [Virgin] card with someone I 
loved, but that never happened as I ended up hooking up with 
a stranger I met at a club. My first experience with sex was 
painful as I wasn’t really turned on. Ever since, I had this 
mental association of sex to be painful and not pleasurable. 
But when I met my current partner, we took things really 
slow and I started to explore myself and my body. I love 
having sex with my current partner because we are attracted 
to each other, and we love experimenting in bed. I feel a lot 
more confident in my body now versus a few years ago when 
I had insecurities regarding my weight. 

“TLDR: Things that changed: 

“I know my body better. 

“Intimacy with someone you love.”17 

 
17 Source: FreeCyrusTheVirus, “Women who previously didn’t enjoy 
sex, but came around to loving it. What changed? Please share your 
stories.” Reddit. AskWomen. 4 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lc7ica/women_who_p
reviously_didnt_enjoy_sex_but_came/ >. 
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18. “Ladies, What Is A Difficult Part Of A Relationship 
That Is Completely Normal?” 

strike_match wrote, “Trying to decide what to eat.” 

lazyflavors commented, “The greatest thing I ever saw was 
a meme photo that claimed it was a couple who had a Switch 
with Smash Bros that claimed each partner picked four 
things they’d like to eat and they named each character one 
of the foods and did a computer deathmatch and the winner 
is what they eat that night.” 

ExtraCaramel8 commented, “Modern problems require 
modern solutions!” 

SingForMeBitches commented: 

“My husband and I used to have this problem, but it doesn’t 
happen nearly as much anymore. 

“I decided one day at work that I had had enough crappy 
frozen lunches and that I wanted to have good leftovers to 
heat up instead. My job is tough and it was honestly 
depressing eating that frozen garbage every day. So, I told 
my husband I’d like it if we both cooked more. We had been 
cooking a lot of two-person frozen skillet meals that aren’t 
great and don’t really leave leftovers. 

“Now, we usually each cook two nights a week, unless one 
of us has a busy few days at work. The other nights are 
leftovers, takeout, or one of us cooks an extra meal. We have 
each since made shared lists of the meals we can make, to 
make it easier to decide what to make every week. We 
choose our meals and make the grocery list from there, plus 
whatever snacks and extras we want. 

“We’ve been doing this for a while, and we have continued 
adding recipes to our lists when we start getting bored of 
what we rotate through. This system has caused less stress 
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and worry throughout the week for both of us, and it has 
resulted in fewer and more efficient trips to the grocery store. 
It works well for us!”18 

19. “People Who Met Their Partners After Age 30, How 
Did It Happen? Do You Wish You Had Met Earlier?” 

1) 907puppetGirl wrote, “A new neighbor moved into the 
second-floor studio and was chatting with me from his 
balcony while I worked on an art project in the yard. Thought 
nothing of it, until some houseguests insisted I come up and 
meet their friend — small world. Weeks later he told me he 
was flirting with me but I was oblivious (as usual). We had 
20 wonderful years together until he died suddenly, and yes, 
I do wish we had met earlier because then we would have 
had more time together.” 

Freakyfreekk commented, “I thought it was just guys who 
had trouble with noticing hints — good to know we’re not 
the only ones.” 

zukomypup commented, “Nope, women can definitely 
suffer from this affliction! Lol. A guy once overheard my 
friend and me talking while I was attempting some 
photography. He chatted with us for five to seven minutes 
and kept asking me questions. After he left, my friend burst 
out laughing, saying he was trying to catch my interest 
reallllll hard but no, I had to take pictures of Tokyo Tower, 
ya know. Completely 100% oblivious.” 

Trealis wrote, “I’m a woman and do this, too! I think part of 
it stems from insecurity — as in, is he into me? No, he 

 
18 Source: MyLittleDeku, “Ladies, what is a difficult part of a 
relationship that is completely normal?” Reddit. AskWomen. 3 
February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lc447t/ladies_what_is
_a_difficult_part_of_a_relationship/ >. 
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couldn’t possibly want me, he’s probably just being 
friendly.” 

kinetic-passion commented, “It’s also too easy for either 
gender to mistake friendliness for flirting. So then you just 
become overly cautious about that and default to assume 
friendly only until proven otherwise by something more.” 

2) ItIs1976 wrote, “We met eight years ago at an old car meet 
in Nevada. Spent a little time together, a bunch of the older 
ladies shoving us together whenever they could, hence I 
avoided him the rest of the trip. He lived in Texas. I lived in 
California. A year later, he called to ask me a question and 
three hours later we got off the phone. Same thing the next 
day. Same thing the next day. I invited him to come out and 
visit because we were having an event at my house. To my 
utter shock, he came. About a year and a half later, we were 
married five days before my 40th birthday. Fifteen months 
ago, I gave birth to our first and what will be our only 
daughter one week after my 43rd birthday. Yes, I wished I 
had met him sooner sometimes. But in hindsight the timing 
was perfect and meant to be. And I wouldn’t have it any 
other way.” 

byebybuy commented, “My wife just had our second at age 
36 and she was considered a ‘geriatric’ pregnancy. Modern 
medicine sure knows how to make ladies feel special.” 

eternalstar01 commented, “No kids here, but my doctors 
started referring to me as ‘advanced maternal age’ (around 
when I turned 35). That felt like a boot to the behind. Lol.” 

NolesChick wrote, “I had my last baby at 40, and this was 
the term the doctors used for me as well. Advanced Maternal 
Age. Not only did I have to attend my regular OB 
appointments with my GYN, but I had to go to this other 
facility for old ladies like me. I remember one doctor at the 
other place — ROC, Regional Obstetrics Consultants — 
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asking me if I was there because I was having issues with 
this pregnancy, or was it because I was just old. This guy 
was well into his 70’s, yet he was calling me old. I knew 
what he meant, but man, be nice to the old, pregnant lady.” 

3) SchubaSteve1219 wrote, “As somebody who just turned 
30, I’d like to think it’s not nearly as weird as Reddit thinks 
to meet somebody so ‘old.’” 

NobbleberryWot commented, “For me life got easier after 
30. I’m 34 now, and I make enough money that while I can’t 
be extravagant all the time, I can pretty easily obtain what I 
want within reason. Only thing is, now I’m fatter and balder 
and 100% more single. You win some, you lose some.” 

ninjatoes36 commented: 

“Fellow 34-year-old chiming in! I make enough money now 
to start cleaning up the financial mess I made for myself 
during my twenties. I’m fatter, balder, but not single. Met 
my girl last year and she’s the best woman and partner I 
could’ve ever hoped for! She’s helped me a lot and is a big 
reason for me starting to clean myself up. The amount of 
unconditional love, patience, and understanding is 
astonishing. Former catastrophic relationships had rendered 
me almost hopeless, but I’m happy as can be now! 

“I’m going to ask her to marry me on our one-year 
anniversary. There’s no age limit on love; for those of you 
still looking for that special someone, trust that they’ll come 
around when you least expect it.”19 

 
19 Source: amithrownawayforgood, “People who met their partners 
after 30, how did it happen? Do you wish you had met earlier?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 4 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lcxdq6/people_who_m
et_their_partners_after_30_how_did_it/ >. 
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20. “How Do You Make Yourself Feel Better After Being 
Catcalled?” 

The original poster added, “It dawned on me that there’s 
really no fixing this issue; it is very upsetting and I feel like 
shit especially because my reactions are somewhat slow so 
whenever it happens I freeze instead of saying anything to 
these men. It feels like there’s literally no solution (if some 
incel wants to claim it’s about clothes then imma let you 
know I’m hijabi), and ‘getting used to it’ is worse, I don’t 
want to get used to it NOR feel this shitty about it.” 

1) jasmine-blossom wrote, “I’m going to explain this poorly, 
but there are studies done on the emotional impact of being 
catcalled. It triggers a stress response, and whether or not 
you’re safe to respond, in order to move out of the stress 
cycle you need to address the cause of the stress (your 
feelings about being catcalled) and remind yourself that you 
are now safe. This can be a tensing of muscles you release, 
for example, or deep breathing. It’s in a book called Burnout 
by two sisters [the Nagoski sisters] who have studied stress 
responses.” 

pinkslh commented, “It indeed feels unsafe, and thoughts of 
being followed home are terrifying. Thank you for the 
explanation and advice! Maybe I should remind myself of 
how safe my building is.” 

sparkpaw commented: 

“Also, it helps me so if it’s possible, take different entrances 
and exits randomly to and from your place. Whether it’s a 
different stairwell in an apartment, parking in a different spot 
at work than usual, driving past your house and turning 
around to make sure no one is behind you, etc., doing things 
like this helps (me at least) ensure that anyone who was 
following either is now OBVIOUSLY following and I can 
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figure out what to do next (keep moving and make a phone 
call) or that it was coincidence and I’m fine. 

“I’ve even just circled my car around a parking lot a handful 
of times sometimes just to shake someone who’s being a bit 
extra weird, or gone purposely in the wrong direction with 
911 dialed on my cell and ready to go in my hands.” 

2) kaoutanu wrote: 

“I remind myself that their creepy behaviour is their 
problem, not my problem. I don’t allow them to affect me 
beyond the initial disgust. If they are so socially 
dysfunctional that they’re prepared to behave like that, they 
most likely have a difficult life full of self-inflicted problems 
ahead of them. 

“Breeze on by like you would pass a stray dog taking a dump 
in the street. If you found yourself thinking about the dog 
later, you’d redirect your mind to other things, right? Do the 
same here.” 

__shadowwalker__ responded: 

“I wanna expand on this, because it’s easier said than done. 
A helpful method for people suffering from anxiety, for 
example, is to redirect their thoughts elsewhere. But it’s not 
a statement made without further explanation. 

I’m not an expert on this either, but I’ll try to explain, so 
Original Poster, take this with a grain of salt because as I said 
I’m not super knowledgeable about this 

“Someone catcalls you. Allow your thoughts, mind, and 
body to feel how they feel. You’re disgusted, upset, and 
scared. Afterwards, though, I feel like you have two options. 
Different things work for different people. 

1. When you have thoughts about being shitty, don’t 
fight the thoughts, let them pass through and accept 
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them. You get a thought about the catcalling: ‘These 
thoughts make me feel shitty, and that’s okay. That 
situation would reasonably make me feel this way. 
But I know I’m safe and that the situation is over.’ 
Focusing on your negative thoughts is only going to 
make you feel even shittier. Sometimes fighting 
them doesn’t work and you just have to accept the 
thoughts, but your response to them / lack of 
attention to them is what makes the difference. 

2. As commenter kaoutanu said, redirect your thoughts 
elsewhere. When it first happens, give yourself a 
little time to process what happened and how it made 
you feel, and then focus on something else. 
Appreciate and feel the sunshine / rain, the buildings, 
the sounds the cars are making, the smell of the air 
around you. If you’re getting that thought while 
eating, really focus on the food and how it tastes and 
how you’re chewing. Bad thoughts while brushing 
your teeth? Focus on the task at hand, hear the water 
run, feel the toothbrush bristles against your teeth, 
the smell of the toothpaste. I believe this is called 
‘grounding.’ Bad thoughts while you’re sleeping? 
Think about something positive about yourself, 
something that happened at school or work, or a TV 
show or movie. 

“I probably explained this poorly, Original Poster. I 
recommend you read up on this!” 

InjuriousPurple commented, “The sayings ‘not my circus, 
not my monkeys’ and ‘the dogs bark, but the caravan moves 
on’ both come to mind!” 

3) chelsiijo wrote, “I haven’t tried it, but my daughter said 
when dudes catcall, women should bark like angry 
aggressive dogs at them. Something about this idea amuses 
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me a lot, so if some blind asshat ever catcalls me that’s what 
I’m going to try. Lol.” 

TapeEaster wrote: 

“This is my go-to response. However, I was out running the 
other day and I was waiting for the cross walk sign and this 
car full of idiots were waiting on a green light on the other 
side of the road. They start doing their thing: ‘Hey baby,’ 
whistling, etc. So I bark, as one does. Then they started 
barking back and then I realized they were heading in the 
same direction and they’re revving their engine and being 
even more obnoxious. I honestly got scared they were going 
to follow me home. 

“Ultimately, I think the guy wants to get a rise out of you. 
Whatever attention they get from you is going to make them 
happy. So I think for the future I’m just going to go back to 
ignoring. Especially when I’m alone on my runs.” 

imalittlefrenchpress wrote: 

“One time at a traffic light while in my car when a carload 
of guys was harassing me, I shoved my index finger right up 
a nostril and dig around while smiling at them. 

“They started making weird ‘Ew, gross’ noises and were 
nervously laughing. 

“It was fucking awesome.” 

Jurk_McGerkin commented, “I’ve never heard of picking 
your nose to flex on someone, and now it’s all I want to try.” 

Anonymousghoul wrote, “I’m afraid even duck walking and 
barking would be taken as a sign of positive encouragement 
still. Be careful, y’all. I like the idea of it, but I’m afraid we 
might get the opposite result.” 

4) courtneyzoh wrote: 
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“Try to go somewhere where you feel safe and call a friend. 
Don’t worry that you freeze up — it’s part of your survival 
instincts kicking in and your body is just trying to protect 
you. 

“It sucks that this happens, but if you aren’t good with 
confrontation (like me), try speaking up when you feel safe. 
For example, if it comes from someone wearing a uniform 
or on a work site, call the workplace later that day and make 
a complaint.”20 

Chapter 2: Questions 21-40 

21. “Women Who Lost Their Virginity Later In Life, 
How Do You Deal With The Emotions That Come With 
That?” 

leolafern wrote, “I was 24, about to turn 25, and I just wanted 
to be able to say I wasn’t a virgin anymore. Went on three or 
four dates with a guy, didn’t tell him, and it was pretty 
awkward. I was relieved, but still felt I had no idea how to 
have sex so I became insecure about that. Always had to be 
insecure about something! Had a couple more not great 
experiences, then I worked on myself to really understand 
what I want and don’t want in a partner and found the most 
amazing Significant Other.” 

CoopssLDN commented, “Same as me. I never wanted any 
one-night stands when I was at college, but I just never met 
the right guy either. Before I knew it I was in my mid 20s 
and just hating being a virgin at that point. None of my 
friends knew I was, it was something I felt really shameful 
about, which is probably stupid. So I ended up just sleeping 

 
20 Source: pinkslh, “How do you make yourself feel better after being 
catcalled?” Reddit. AskWomen. 4 February 202 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lcydgv/how_do_you_
make_yourself_feel_better_after_being/ >. 
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with a guy I’d been seeing on the fourth date. He had no idea 
I was a virgin somehow. I mostly felt relief that I had finally 
done it. I don’t carry any emotions from being a late 
bloomer. Of course, I wish I’d met a wonderful boyfriend 
when I was younger to really experience the first times 
properly, but my first time was with someone whose 
company I enjoyed and was fun snd I don’t regret it. 
Likewise, I think it just took me longer to realise what it 
actually is that I want from a sexual experience and I spent 
too many times after that worrying about making it 
pleasurable for him.” 

2) Mad-AA wrote: 

“It’s normal for women (and men) in other parts of the world 
to remain virgins until their marriage. And they feel there is 
little greater shame than to not be. 

“I’m not saying which of the worlds is better. But it is a 
social construct at the end of the day. So live as you feel most 
comfortable.” 

3) trwwy321 wrote: 

“I was 24. I remember thinking, ‘So this is what I’ve been 
afraid God would smite me for?’ 

“I was raised in a household that was anti-premarital sex 
because it was a sin.” 

Onion_Heart commented: 

“My aunt told me that my first time would go one of two 
ways. 

1. That was it? 

2. That was the best thing I’ve ever experienced, and I 
must have more. 

“Sadly, I think for a lot of women, it’s often the former.” 
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4) PrettybadCake wrote: 

“It was hard. I was 24. I was desperate to get rid of my 
virginity, so I lost it with someone I met over the internet for 
what he initially wanted to be a FWB [Friends With 
Benefits] situation. I went on a few dates, paid for a shitty 
motel, the guy came, we had awkward sex, and immediately 
after, he started talking to me like we’d not see each other 
again. He left and I watched Nurse Jackie until I fell asleep. 
He never contacted me again. It took a massive, massive toll 
on my self-esteem. 

“I couldn’t shower, or get changed, or look at myself naked, 
I couldn’t sleep, I repeated it over and over again in my head 
to figure out where I went wrong. I honestly hated myself 
and was in a really bad place for a while. 

“Ultimately, not being a virgin didn’t make me any different. 
I just learned that I don’t really do casual sleeping around 
after that. 

“After a while I ended up in a happy, committed relationship, 
and I realized that a good sex life to me was one where 
partners are both happy, comfortable, communicate, love 
each other, and take care of each other’s wants and needs. 
I’m happy in more ways than one, and honestly, it doesn’t 
matter how much sex you’ve had or not had in the past when 
there is always time to improve with a good partner.” 

5) placeholder1226 wrote: 

“I was 19 my first time, and it was really fast. I was drunk. 

“The next time I had sex was at 24 and I really consider that 
my first time. I kept sleeping with that partner for a while. 

“Honestly, neither time really mattered. Both guys I had sex 
with treated me wonderfully and didn’t care that I was 
inexperienced. I thought the guy I slept with at 24 would 
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make a big deal out of it, but he was just happy to be with 
me!” 

6) DanceJessicaDance wrote: 

“It was opposite for me. It was a few days after turning 14. 
He was 17. My first boyfriend ever. I was his first girlfriend 
ever. Two weeks in we lost it to each other. We dated for a 
year and a half and had sex at least once a week. I was 16 
when we broke up and I didn’t have sex, including oral, until 
a few days after turning 18, on graduation day with another 
ex. We dated for only a few months, but I was across the 
country and he was at camp so we rarely spoke. We had sex 
only the day of graduation because we broke up. I had sex 
with about 10-15 people. Four or five years later, my ex 
whom I had sex with on the day of graduation and I started 
hanging out every day and every day we’d have some of the 
best sex ever. Kept getting the typical Gemini ‘I want to be 
with you.’ And ‘I don’t want to be with you.’ After a month 
I stopped because I was upsetting myself by letting myself 
get played by him.  

“Then a month after that, I started hanging out with a really 
close friend of mine of 10 years (same high school and same 
group of friends so we are very close), started dating him. 
Now we’re married and it has been three years! We waited a 
few weeks before having sex and to this day, it’s still just as 
passionate and amazing as the first time we ever did it. By 
far the best sex I’ve ever had out of every person I’ve been 
with. Funny, too, because we almost dated a few times in 
high school, but just never did. We were even married on 
Facebook for a long time. (You know how you’d put 
yourself as married to one of your best friends or your crush? 
Well, he was both!) I guess it really was the right person, but 
the wrong time! 

“Anyways, I don’t regret a thing. I don’t regret any person 
either, no matter how our relationship ended up. It made me 
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who I am today. I do admit, though, that 14 is wayyyyy too 
young to be having sex. Definitely not mature enough to 
handle it. The only reason I handled losing my virginity so 
young as well as I did is because we dated for a year and a 
half. But if it would’ve been a one- or two-time thing, I 
definitely wouldn’t have been mentally ready for it. Looking 
back, I can’t believe I even had sex that young. After my first 
boyfriend, I didn’t even intentionally wait until I was 18, I 
just waited until I felt ready and I happened to feel ready 
then. I dated guys in between then, but never had oral or 
actual sex. I just didn’t want it or desire it.”21 

22. “What Was Going In Your Mind When You Were 
Having Sex Or Any Other Intimate Moment For The 
First Time?” 

1) FlavortownAbbey wrote, “When my boyfriend (now-
husband) stripped in front of me for the first time, I shook 
his erect … you-know (WITH MY HAND, LIKE A REAL 
HANDSHAKE) and said, ‘Nice to meet you.’ So, safe to say 
there was NOTHING going through my head. Total, dumb, 
static void.” 

thelioness0809 commented, “Hahaha. Omg, that’s cute. I 
kind of want to try that with my boyfriend to see what he’ll 
do. Lololol.” 

2) Sea-Information7515 wrote: 

“It was very unrelaxed. Stuff like: Is this body part supposed 
to be here? Is that body part supposed to move? Am I 
supposed to do anything right now? 

 
21 Source: aliiinalemur, “Women who lost their virginity later in life, 
how do you deal with the emotions that come with that?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 4 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lcs9is/women_who_l
ost_their_virginity_later_in_life_how/ >. 
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“It felt like my first yoga classes where I didn’t know where 
each body part is supposed to be and which moves to make 
and no chance of relaxing and focusing on the feeling and 
breath, just stress. 

“But it got better, just like yoga classes.” 

3) Slythergin23 wrote: 

“Is he in? 

“Oh, he’s done already. 

“What the fuck was that? I didn’t even feel anything. 

“THIS is what they’re all talking about? How dumb!”22 

23. “Women Who Are New To Relationships, What Is 
Something You Do In Your Relationship That You 
Didn’t Think You Would?” 

1) msstark wrote, “Silly voices. I used to think they’re 
ridiculous and I was absolutely wrong.” 

2) heathahR wrote, “I didn’t think I would be the “fry 
stealer” in the relationship, but I definitely am. Also, the 
gushy couples talk that I hated when other people did — yup, 
that’s me now.” 

3) ToeBeans-R-Us wrote, “Be disgustingly lovey dovey.” 

 
22 Source: Papazolaxoxo, “What was going in your mind when you 
were having sex or any other intimate moment for the first time?” 
Reddit. AskWomen. 6 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/ldsw37/what_was_goi
ng_in_your_mind_when_you_were_having/ >. 
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4) blackpatota wrote, “Be very physical with each other, the 
need to kiss and hug and hold hands. Yes, we kiss in public, 
too (not too much).”23 

24. “What Is The Dumbest Idea You Had In The Middle 
Of A Stressful Situation?” 

1) coffeesneeze86 wrote, “A woman yelled, ‘Did you sleep 
with my boyfriend?’ and my dumb ass said, ‘Who’s your 
boyfriend?’” 

billeribsen commented, “I’ve had this conversation, and yes, 
I had slept with his boyfriend, but he was totally cool about 
it.” 

technos commented: 

“A male friend of mine once answered a screamed, ‘Oh, so 
you sucked his dick?’ with ‘All three inches, honey!’ and 
caused a small bar fight. 

“I got the hell out of Dodge and he got five stitches from a 
thrown bottle.” 

2) Wrackrackes wrote, “My dinner was in the oven, and it 
caught on fire. Instead of attempting to put out the fire, I took 
a picture of it and texted it to my mom for advice. I was 39 
years old.” 

Wrackrackes added, “She laughed and told me to close the 
oven door to try to suffocate the flames. It worked. House 
was fine!” 

 
23 Source: heathahR wrote, “Women who are new to relationships, 
what is something you do in your relationship that you didn’t think you 
would?” Reddit. AskReddit. 5 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/ldm6j5/women_who_
are_new_to_relationships_what_is/ > 
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redditorsass9802 commented, “I once made an oven roast 
that caught on fire in the stove. To counter this, I went and 
purchased fast food to disguise it as my own cooking for the 
superintendent who was over for dinner.” 

3) Krookedpinkies wrote, “When I was a kid, I was playing 
with matches in my room. Started a small fire and began to 
panic. Solution? Direct the air from my fan towards the fire 
to blow it out. You can imagine how that went.” 

emilyjfuckoff wrote, “Similar issue, but I stomped it out. 
Barefoot. Covered the melted carpet with a rug, walked on 
the sides of my feet for a while, and my parents didn’t find 
out for 20+ years.” 

emilyjfuckoff added: 

“I mean, honestly, that incident is my go-to example when 
talking about why I think corporal punishment, even scaled 
down to a level where it doesn’t physically DAMAGE a kid, 
is a bad idea. 

“In a moment of crisis, my inexperienced little brain just 
went, ‘I have to hide this or I’ll get SPANKED.’ I’d gotten 
swatted pretty badly the day before, for something I can’t 
remember, so it was fresh on my mind. I hurt myself and 
endangered the rest of my family because in my mind calling 
for help could ONLY make things more scary. 

“But yeah, it all turned out OK, the house didn’t burn down, 
I’ve got a healthy relationship with my parents, and my feet 
work fine. Just kind of impacts my views on what is and isn’t 
effective when teaching kids to stay safe.” 

4) Dazed_in_my_panties wrote, “I was home sick from 
school one winter day, and I let the dog out to pee. A few 
minutes later, I go to let the dog in but he wasn’t at the door. 
Walk into the yard, shutting the door behind me, forgetting 
that it automatically locks. Climbed through the doggie door 
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into the garage to find that the door into the house is also 
locked. Got the idea into my head that breaking the glass on 
the storm door would somehow help. I may have gotten 
angry as well. Broke the storm door, slicing my arm up 
pretty decently in the process. Bawled for a while and ended 
up walking up and down the street looking for my dog (he’d 
jumped the fence) and looking for someone to help me. 
Someone happened by and saw this 13-year-old girl in her 
pajamas, bleeding and crying, walking around in the snow. 
He took me to his house where I called my mom to come 
take me to the hospital. Only 20 stitches and my dog was 
waiting on the front porch when we got home. I did get 
grounded for breaking the storm door, though.” 

5) Fuckedupsexy wrote, “When I was in high school, we had 
to complete a notebook full of work and get it graded. It was 
time to hand them in, and my friend wrote PENIS on the 
front cover! I panicked and wrote an S in front of it to spell 
out SPENIS. I’m glad my teacher had a good sense of 
humor.24 

25. “When Have You Ever Had Someone Do Something 
So Petty Against You That All You Could Do Was 
Laugh?” 

1) Swedette17 wrote, “I had an ex tell me, in explicit 
detail,about all the women he slept with WHILE WE WERE 
TOGETHER in an attempt to win me back. Yeah, no. You 
just revealed a lot of cheating! How did you expect it to go? 
I just laughed.” 

 
24 Source: lilpuppers00, “What is the dumbest idea you had in the 
middle of a stressful situation ?” Reddit. AskReddit. 6 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/le24vi/what_is_the_du
mbest_idea_you_had_in_the_middle_of/ >. 
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2) marry-your-socks wrote, “My kindergarten-age son was 
so mad at me, he said he didn’t want his bellybutton 
anymore.” 

3) rudebish wrote, “A friend had implemented a new chore 
for her son to do, so he trolled her Animal Crossing account 
and wallpapered one of her houses with a ‘NOT COOL’ 
icon. That made me laugh so hard.”25 

26. “Redditors Who Have Hired A Private Investigator, 
What Did You Discover?” 

1) alwooqia wrote, “Friend hired a private investigator to 
look into her boyfriend who she thought was cheating on her. 
The dude wasn’t cheating — he was plotting his proposal.” 

2) Salty_Series wrote, “My aunt hired a private investigator 
because she suspected her husband of cheating on her. The 
stereotypical ‘Why does he have to stay at work for so long 
all of a sudden?’ Instead, she found out that he stayed at work 
after he was done so he could play poker and crack a cold 
one in peace. When she confronted him about it, he got so 
mad, flying into a rage that he confessed to her how 
annoying and controlling she actually is. They worked it out, 
saved their marriage, and built a house.” 

3) After reading about private investigators and inheritances, 
Tonn013 commented: 

“When my great-grandmother died, my great-uncle moved 
to the property to postpone the inevitable conflict, which 
worked. When he died, my grandmother and great-aunt 
immediately rifled through the entire property looking for 

 
25 Source: swedette17, “When have you ever had someone do 
something so petty against you that all you could do was laugh?” 
Reddit. AskWomen. 7 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lelvfe/when_have_yo
u_ever_had_someone_do_something_so/ >. 
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the cash my great-grandmother withdrew and supposedly 
hid on the property shortly before she died. The property is 
46 acres and has upwards of 20 old barns, sheds, and 
whatnot. This began a three-year conflict between my father 
and his support and his mother and her support. My father 
wanting to preserve the land and history, my grandmother 
wanting to liquidate. Ultimately, my grandmother won the 
dispute after being estranged from the land for 20 years 
leading up to this. She fracked the land and has been 
collecting royalties ever since. I’ve not spoken to my great-
aunt in over eight years because of this conflict and I have 
only seen my grandmother at Christmas and Thanksgiving 
since then. 

“About two years ago my mother, who cared for my great-
grandmother for 10 years leading up to her death, told me 
and my father that she gave my great-grandmother a ride to 
the bank about six months before she died. My grandmother 
left the bank with a duffel bag full of cash and told my 
mother she was going to burn it. My mother pleaded for her 
not to, but she insisted that it was her money, her choice. My 
mother stepped aside. While my grandmother and great-aunt 
wasted their time looking for money, my father and I 
watched angrily, while my mother laughed and smiled, 
finally understanding why my great-grandmother set the 
money on fire those years ago.” 

4) Traditional-Camera-4 wrote:  

“My wife and I adopted our son from another country when 
he was three. You don’t get many records, but we did have 
the national ID number for his birth mom. We hired a private 
investigator to track down his family. He found the birth 
mom, older sister, and younger sister on the way. We have a 
recorded interview between the PI and birth mom where she 
shares how our son’s pregnancy was a secret (not even her 
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teenage daughter knows) and how she feared she could not 
care for him. 

“We share some photos of our son with the birth mom and 
talk back and forth a little bit (awkwardly, through Google 
Translate). Our son’s birth family knows about him now and 
I think our getting in touch is the reason she kept her new 
baby. The mom appears to be concerned for his well-being 
and wants to make sure he plays soccer and not American 
football. :D 

“When our son is older, we plan to share all this with him 
and let him decide if he would like to meet them. Some of 
the best money we ever spent. 

“Edit: Yes, our son knows he is adopted and we discuss it 
with him in age-appropriate ways. He’s still only four years 
old. Also, he is from Eastern Europe.”26 

27. “What’s A Compliment That Has Stuck With You, 
And Why?” 

1) ph8drus wrote: 

“I was on the phone with ‘the one who got away’ not long 
after he had gotten married. I asked him what she was like, 
to tell me about her. His reply was that she ‘is exactly like 
you.’ 

“I thought it was the nicest (and cruelest) thing anyone had 
ever said to me. 

 
26 Source: MoonPrismPowerUp, “Redditors who have hired a private 
investigator, what did you discover?” Reddit. AskReddit. 8 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lf4f04/redditors_who_
have_hired_a_private_investigator/ >. 
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“Later, I met her. We became friends, hung out. I loved her. 
I thought that if this is what I’m like, or at least, how he sees 
me, then I’m pretty awesome, because she sure was.” 

2) emsaut wrote: 

“I found this guy passed out on the stairs, and I stopped to 
make sure he was okay. Clearly, he was in a bad state so I 
called an ambulance. While we were waiting, he came to, 
looked up at me, and said, ‘You have very kind eyes.’ 

“I don’t know why, but that stuck with me. Coincidentally I 
was coming home from therapy that day because I struggle 
with my self-worth. I hope he’s doing okay.” 

3) LeaveJudging2Judges wrote, “My husband snuggled up 
to me one morning and smiled, and then he whispered, 
‘Mmm, your perfume smells like home.’ I almost cried.” 

4) StMungosHeartHealer wrote, ““The way you’ve raised 
your kids gave me the courage to become a mom.” 

5) inked-microbiologist wrote, “When I graduated high 
school, one of the parents at our prom / dinner told me that 
out of all the girls, she thought my dress was the prettiest. I 
felt like queen of the ball and kept that dress way longer than 
was practical because it always made me remember that 
compliment.” 

6) Present-Body7905 wrote: 

“This young girl who couldn’t have been more than six years 
old exclaimed that I was ‘so pretty!’ as I was walking down 
a hall. 

“I’ll always remember this because kids are so blunt and will 
say when you’re ugly, too, LOL, so you know they mean 
what they say and have no ulterior motives.” 
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7) Cindy6390 wrote, “I complimented a lady (don’t 
remember why) and she said, ‘That is so kind of you to say 
so.’ Not ‘thank you’ or some fake modesty. She 
complimented me and left me speechless. From that day 
forward, I wanted to make a point of complimenting others 
on their kind words, too.”27 

28. “What’s Your Favorite / Funniest Out-Of-Context 
Quote From Your Kids? (Or Nieces / Nephews / Students 
/ Neighbor-Children / Wherever There Are Small 
Humans In Your Life)” 

1) rudebish wtote, “My daughter was a toddler, and she was 
in the bathroom stall with me. As I pulled my pants down to 
use the toilet, she said, ‘Mommy! Will I have hair on my 
bagina when I grow up, too?’ Oh, my god, I was mortified 
because you know toddlers and their volume so it echoed 
throughout the bathroom. I heard plenty of chuckling and 
some lady waiting for the stall said, ‘Yes, honey, you will; 
every woman has hair down there.’ I will never forget that 
day! Lol.” 

2) cecikierk wrote: 

“I’m one of those people with super-long, fancy fingernails. 
I was subbing for a class when a boy noticed my nails. He 
complimented on my nails and another kid said, ‘You like 
nails? Are you a girl?’ A third kid chimed in with, ‘Hey, boys 
can like cool nails, too, you f*ggot!’ 

“So close.” 

 
27 Source: scorpiosbane, “What’s a compliment that has stuck with 
you, and why?” Reddit. AskWomen. 7 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lf37tk/whats_a_compl
iment_that_has_stuck_with_you_and_why/ >. 
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themathymeastro commented, “Oh, NO! The kid whiffed it 
right at the end. Lol.” 

3) MumbleSnix wrote: 

“‘Let’s go find the fucks!’ 

“We were walking through the woods and my then two-year-
old struggled to pronounce FOX! 

“To be fair, I haven’t found any fucks to give in a long time! 
:-)” 

4) queenoreo wrote: 

“I watched a little girl from birth until she started school. 
One day I was explaining to my oldest that what he wanted 
me to do just wouldn’t work (it was a driving / car / timing 
thing) and I ‘just can’t do it, so you’ll have to find a way to 
make it happen on your own.’ Little girl looks over 
(probably four-ish?) and says, ‘Yes, you can. I believe in 
you. You won’t know you CAN’T until you try it twice!” 

“Try explaining to a four-year-old that trying to drive 
somewhere during rush hour when you have an appointment 
too close to that time isn’t the same as trying to wipe your 
own butt or learning to tie your shoes.” 

5) hopefullytrippin wrote, “Apparently my three-year-old 
told my ex-husband this morning that if he needs money to 
just ask Chris (my current boyfriend) because that’s what 
Mummy does … followed by telling my ex’s girlfriend that 
Daddy did something really bad to Mummy and that’s why 
she left.” 

6) Valiantlycaustic wrote: 

“My name begins with a ‘P’ and my nephews call me ‘Pui’ 
(Punjabi for paternal aunt) but my at the time three-year-old 
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nephew had a hard time pronouncing either word. So he 
would call me ‘PooPoo.’ 

“Now imagine a three-year-old screaming POOPOO out in 
public anytime he sees you or is with you. Got some 
hilarious looks for a while.” 

7) DeliciousPumpkinPie wrote: 

“‘Are you tired, kiddo?’  

“‘I’m not tired. I’m awesome!’  

“And she is.”28 

29. “What Is The Most Wildly Stupid Thing You’ve Ever 
Done To Impress A Crush?” 

1) Abmean14 wrote: 

“I almost died while attempting to climb to the top of a street 
light, saved myself, and acquired a severe case of rug burn 
by bear hugging the pole as I fell. 

“We’ve been married for eight years.” 

FarmerExternal commented, “Hey, man, if it works, it ain’t 
stupid.” 

Abmean14 added, “When this comes up in a conversation, 
my wife will remind me that I was an idiot. My comeback is 
that she married this idiot.” 

 
28 Source: themathymeastro, “What’s your favorite/funniest out-of-
context quote from your kids? (Or nieces/nephews/students/neighbor-
children/wherever there are small humans in your life).” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 8 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lfj05g/whats_your_fa
voritefunniest_outofcontext_quote/ >. 
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BobooFrick commented, “What the fuck, I came here to tell 
MY streetlight story! We were both drunk and I got halfway 
up and fell, I still have like a four-inch scar on my elbow.” 

Asked if he had married her, BobooFrick replied, “No, but I 
am asking her out again next week. We dated a bit back in 
high school but have always been close.” 

2) fr_horn wrote, “Spent my entire fall break writing and 
recording a ten-part brass arrangement of the music from 
How to Train your Dragon because that was her favorite 
movie. When I sent it to her, she replied, ‘Thanks! You’re 
such a great friend!’” 

3) keni_logs_in wrote, “Listened to the entire discography 
of a band he said was one of his favorites in the hopes of 
impressing him with my knowledge of their catalogue. 
Never even brought it up in conversation again. Lol.” 

4) Io0o0oI wrote: 

“After she rejected me, I sent her a text in which I pretended 
that I thought I was texting a friend being like, ‘I just don’t 
know what to do. I think she’s really the one for me’ and 
like, ‘She’s just so beautiful. I wish I could tell her.’ 

“I’ll let you guys guess whether or not I was 16.” 

5) Nadiya_Switch wrote, “Eighth grade. The boy I was 
obsessed with said to his friend, ‘I think blondes are hot,’ so 
I went to the beauty store and stayed up all night bleaching 
my poor hair. We ended up dating just for me to realize the 
boyfriend him I created in my mind was way better than the 
real him. Learned a hard lesson in many ways that year.” 

6) urajerknotajoker: 

“Read in a magazine that Nick Jonas’ favorite school subject 
was trigonometry. I already liked math, but this made 
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me really like math, especially trig, in hopes of one day 
meeting him and impressing him. 

“The thing itself wasn’t too stupid, but the idea that I might 
meet him and that he might actually care most definitely 
was. 

“Now I work in a STEM field and have more job satisfaction 
than almost every single person I know, so who’s the real 
winner here.” 

7) ericaworthyyy wrote, “When I was in sixth grade, I tried 
to impress a guy by eating a Philly cheese steak sandwich 
without hands.” 

8) izmebtw wrote: 

“Pretended to cry while watching a chick flick … you know, 
‘sensitive.’ 

“I’m no actor, so I had to scratch my own eyes.”29 

30. “What Name Do You Call Your Significant Other 
And Why?” 

1) AAL648 wrote, “‘Moby Dick’ at the moment because she 
is pregnant and has gotten quite large!” 

2) augenwiehimmel wrote, “‘Heart.’ Because mine would 
break without her.” 

3) SquiddlyDoodlePerson wrote, “She calls me ‘Hun’ and I 
call her ‘Love.’ No idea when or why it started, but it’s been 
like that for most of our marriage. Only time we used our 

 
29 Source: Paranoidanesthesia, “What is the most wildly stupid thing 
you’ve ever done to impress a crush?” Reddit. AskReddit. 8 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lfrru5/what_is_the_mo
st_wildly_stupid_thing_youve_ever/ >. 
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names was when we’d be arguing and had to emphasize a 
point so the other would listen better.” 

4) heisenberger_royale wrote: 

“By her name. Sometimes ‘Dear,’ ‘Darling,’ or 
‘Sweetheart.’ ‘Dear’ is probably most common, besides her 
name.  

“Wait. 

“Actually, the most common nicknames are probably 
‘Asshole,’ ‘Dickhead,’ ‘Dick,’ ‘Shithead.’ We have a 
combative relationship.” 

5) Billbapawpaw wrote: 

“‘Hussy.’ 

“I wanna talk dirty. She wants to talk dirty. But I can’t bring 
myself to call her a bitch or slut or cunt because, you know, 
love. Plus this one doesn’t cause a social disturbance usually 
just giggles.” 

6) TheRynoceros wrote, “‘Mahoney.’ Because she’s ‘muh 
hunny,’ but ‘Mahoney’ doesn’t sound like a verbal Public 
Display of Affection.” 

7) alaginge wrote, “I called her ‘m’lardy’ once. I regretted 
it.”30 

 
30 Source: slayez06, “What name do you call your significant other and 
why?” Reddit. AskReddit. 9 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lg3647/what_name_do
_you_call_your_significant_other_and/ >. 
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31. “Women Who Aren’t Afraid To Walk Alone At 
Night, Travel Alone, Couch Surf, Camp In The Woods, 
How Often Do Bad Things Actually Happen To You?” 

1) Zeiserl, a woman, wrote: 

“I live in a very safe European city and move around alone 
all the time, day and night (much to the dismay of my 
mother-in-law, who for some reason is utterly scared for 
me). The only incidents I had were in broad daylight, 
surrounded by other people. One time a guy tried to follow 
me home; the other, someone just put his arm around me in 
the subway and tried to get me to go with him. And then 
countless smaller ones. 

“Personally I think unless you live in a high-crime area, 
instilling fear of the public space in yourself and fellow 
women — especially daughters — is useless and even 
counterproductive. I’d be far more concerned with teaching 
my children what an abusive relationship looks like than 
with teaching my daughters that they don’t have the same 
right to move through town as men have. Especially when 
statistically, they are very safe. And the fewer women are 
moving around, the more exposed are the ones who have no 
choice but to do so.” 

2) Confetticandi wrote: 

“I used to walk and jog alone at night through the wealthy 
suburban neighborhood I grew up in, thinking it was about 
as safe as it gets. I did that at least a couple hundred times, 
but one night a red truck pulled over by the side of the road 
a little ways behind me and started trailing me real slow. 

“I sprinted off through the houses until I lost sight of them, 
called my mom to come get me, and never did that ever 
again.” 
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cheapmanbcf commented, “This happened in my old 
neighborhood and this lady freaked out, thinking they were 
going after a young kid out playing that evening. It turned 
out garbage day was the next day and it was a truck with 
garbage pickers who would drive really slow looking for 
larger items to salvage from people’s trash.” 

Summer1sFun commented, “I always say that it doesn’t 
matter how rare it is — if / when it happens to you, that’s all 
it matters. So I just don’t do stuff that could get myself in 
trouble, if I can trivially [without much problem] avoid it.” 

ph8drus commented, “When you’re careful or just don’t do 
things alone because of what might happen, people like to 
dismiss your feelings and call you paranoid. But then when 
something does happen, the first thing those same people say 
was ‘Why didn’t you know better?’ Or ‘What were you 
doing out there alone?’ Better safe than sorry. And just 
because you’re paranoid doesn’t mean that somebody isn’t 
out to get you.” 

3) schwarzmalerin wrote, “So far, nothing has happened and 
I will not let my life be restricted just for being a woman.” 

twistednormz commented, “I’m in complete agreement with 
you. It bothers me when other women say, ‘Ooh, you 
shouldn’t be doing that,’ etc., about things like going for a 
run early in the morning, say 5.30 when it’s still dark. I don’t 
want to live my life in fear just because I’m a woman, 
especially when the chances of something bad happening are 
miniscule. Maybe if I lived in a very dangerous area, it would 
be different, but my country is quite safe.” 

4) Koleilei wrote, “I have moved and traveled overseas for 
the past ten years with only two incidents (a friend’s husband 
beat me up when I helped her move out, and a coworker 
flipped out in the office when he was told how to do his job 
by me, his practicum supervisor). I’ve never had a problem 
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while traveling alone. I live alone now, walk though my 
relatively small city by myself, hike by myself, go on bike 
rides by myself, eat alone, explore my city by myself, etc. I 
don’t lead a particularly dangerous life, and I make sure I’m 
aware of my surroundings and don’t do stupid things (I never 
knowingly engage with people who are drunk or high on 
anything, pot included even though it’s legal here), and I 
don’t have many problems.” 

5) Feralburro wrote: 

“I walked home alone from the train after work at night 
before the pandemic. I live downtown in a large Midwestern 
city. It’s sometimes scary, but the vast majority of people 
aren’t paying attention to you. It’s better walking when there 
are people around, it’s well-lit, or when you’re in an area 
where lots of people live. I have found that the problem 
children are usually out and about from like 1-8 or 9 pm. 
Before and after, people largely just mind their own 
business. Just walk with purpose and be aware of your 
surroundings. 

“Once I got super hammered with strangers and then when I 
was on the train home, someone pickpocketed me and stole 
my iPhone. It’s stupid to be that drunk on public transit 
alone, and I’m lucky that was the worst thing that happened 
to me. 

“Traveling alone is fine if you know what you’re doing or 
where you’re going. My rules for traveling alone are to look 
like you know what you’re doing and where you’re going, 
and to pack light to help you keep eyes on everything. 

“Also, don’t wear diamonds and designer clothes while 
doing touristy stuff unless you want to get scammed or 
robbed. I went to Mexico with my cousins while they were 
all decked out with Apple Watches, and they kept getting 
pulled over and bribing the police.	
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“Being alone doesn’t have to be scary. Just make sure people 
you love know where you are, and don’t do a lot of reckless 
things at once, haha. People don’t usually do serious or 
violent crimes to people they don’t know. You might get 
pickpocketed, intimidated, harassed, or robbed, but honestly 
those things aren’t the end of the world, you know? Why let 
the fear of that happening stop you from living your life?” 

6) Bedposts wrote: 

“Most of my life is spent by waking up after 2pm and not 
sleeping until 7am the next morning. I work well into the 
night and do basically everything by myself. That being said, 
never has anything bad happened to me and I hate the idea 
that it’s expected that things are almost supposed to happen. 

“If you’re careful about what you’re doing and where you’re 
going, you’re probably going to be just fine. I live in a pretty 
bad area, but I also don’t spend a lot of time walking around 
in it except maybe to go to the convenience store down the 
street, and even then I’m basically left alone. 

“The most dangerous thing I’ve encountered are homeless 
(?) individuals approaching my car on a fairly regular basis 
to the point where it doesn’t even phase me anymore. But 
again, I live in a bad area. 

“I think the internet like to sensationalize everything — I 
was actually talking about this to a friend tonight. Yes, 
there’s bad in the world, but there’s a lot of good as well. 
What comforts me a lot is the knowledge that any time I go 
into a gas station at 2 in the morning there’s a good chance 
not a single person in there who even notices me and we’re 
all just trying to get out and go home.”31 

 
31 Source: riverbirch12, “Women who aren’t afraid to walk alone at 
night, travel alone, couch surf, camp in the woods, how often do bad 
things actually happen to you?” Reddit. AskWomen. 9 February 2021 < 
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32. “Friends Of Social Media ‘Influencers,’ What Is It 
Like?” 

peppereth wrote: 

“My friend is apparently pretty famous on TikTok. On 
Instagram, she has only 17k followers but has a few several 
hundred thousand on TikTok — I don’t have the app so I 
don’t know an exact number. It doesn’t really change 
anything. We met before she was an influencer, and she’s 
still the same down-to-earth woman with a good sense of 
humor she was when I met her. She’s been beautiful her 
whole life, so getting even more reinforcement than usual 
shouldn’t change anything. 

“The part that’s annoying is men. My husband’s single 
friends will constantly ask me to hook them up. Like I’m just 
going to say to one of the most beautiful, funny, and 
hardworking women I know, ‘Hey, my husband’s 
unremarkable friend who hasn’t been able to hold onto a 
relationship in six years wants to go out with you because he 
likes your TikToks.’” 

2) msstark wrote: 

“My friend is a fashion influencer who lives a really posh 
life online. 

“In real life, she’s a normal person with a normal life, except 
that instead of having a 9-5 job she usually gets stuff in 
exchange for posts. She’s not shallow or dumb or anything 
people assume about influencers, but a bright journalist who 
started a blog / Instagram and realized it gave her a better life 
than the one she had writing for a small local newspaper. 
People think she’s really well off because she does her hair, 

 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lfwi4p/women_who_
arent_afraid_to_walk_alone_at_night/ >. 
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nails, and makeup every week, and has fancy massages, 
permanent lashes, and things like that … but it’s not like 
she’s paying for any of it. Even the really expensive stuff 
like cosmetic procedures (she had her boobs and nose done, 
as well as Botox), and those invisible tooth braces, she pays 
almost nothing. 

“In reality, she doesn’t wear fancy clothes every day, drives 
an old car, and shares an apartment with her mom. One day 
we got lunch and she was dressed worse than me, no 
makeup, and with her hair up in a bun or something. Then 
30 minutes later she posted her ‘outfit of the day’ and it 
was nothing like what she actually looked like that day. 
What she does is get all fancy one or two days a week, when 
she gets her hair and makeup done, and takes lots of photos 
/ videos.”32 

33. “What Can A Girl Do To Get A Boy’s Attention?” 

SephiRickRoth wrote, “Compliment him. Most guys will 
ride a single compliment for the next 20 years. When I was 
five, a girl complimented my Ninja Turtles shirt. I’m still 
waiting for her to quit fuckin around and love me.” 

FreemanPontifex commented, “This is because we are so 
fucking starved for positive attention and affirmation.” 

rhen_var commented, “Two years ago a girl at my college 
complimented my shirt and it’s the only compliment I’ve 
ever gotten from a girl before or since then, so obviously I 
thought it meant she was interested in me, especially since I 
already had a crush on her. That led me to awkwardly asking 

 
32 Source: exposinginstagrammod, “IRL friends of social media 
‘influencers’: what is it like?” Reddit. AskWomen. 9 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lg22l6/irl_friends_of_
social_media_influencers_what_is/ >. 
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her out later over Messenger, and it turns out I was wrong. I 
still think back fondly on getting that compliment, though.” 

raistliniltsiar commented, “Unfortunately, it’s probably also 
part of the reason why girls are hesitant to dole out 
compliments. If I was going to inadvertently get a guy to fall 
in love with me just because I liked his hat, I’d keep my 
damn mouth shut.” 

agreeingstorm9 commented, “You like my hat? That means 
you want to get married, right?” 

raistliniltsiar replied, “I mean … it’s a REALLY nice hat.” 

Affectionate-Sun-243 commented about raistliniltsiar’s non-
joking comment two paragraphs above, “You’re right! This 
is exactly why I rarely compliment men unless I know them 
very well and therefore know they won’t make things weird 
between us.” 

MentalSewage commented: 

“A woman walked up and simply told me, ‘I dig your 
aesthetic,’ and I STILL ride that wave. We’re good friends 
from that, I crushed on her for a couple years, and even 
though I decided not to pursue, she occupies a significant 
chunk of my thoughts to this day, all from a single simple 
compliment. 

“She actually inspired me to compliment people more often, 
which inspired my daughter to compliment people 
everywhere we go. All because I have gotten one only 
compliment my entire life, and it made that much of an 
impact.” 

PIgnaBatman commented: 

“(I’m a girl.) There was this time in high school when in the 
middle of a class a boy I liked took off his jacket for a couple 
minutes and then covered himself again. I went to him at 
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lunchtime and told him I liked how he wore that shirt. Even 
though it was winter, he didn’t put on another jacket for like 
a week.” 

SethRickRoth commented, “I bought a $160 peacoat when I 
was in high school, all because a girl told me it would look 
good on me.” 

VinnieGognitti commented: 

“I can assure people this does work — even if it’s just to 
make someone feel great about themselves. I work with a 
guy who never speaks — he’s extremely shy but very 
unique-looking and beautiful! When my coworker and I 
were close to him one day, I spoke my mind and told him he 
should become a model because he looks so different in a 
good way! I made sure my coworker heard, so she could add 
to it and say also because his beautiful eyes and posture. He 
looked like all the breath was taken from his lungs! He said, 
‘Really? Oh, my god …thank you!’ 

“It was so nice to see how happy he looked! (He would be a 
beautiful model.)”33 

34. “People Who Declared Their Love By Carving It Into 
A Tree Or Wet Concrete, Did You Stay Forever 
Together Or Was It Doomed To Fail?” 

1) Real_Space_Captain wrote: 

“My aunt once took us to this gazebo and while walking 
around it. she  remarked that she came here on her first date 
with my uncle, then looked over at him and went, ‘I wanted 

 
33 Source: baabycat_300, “What can a girl do to get a boys attention?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 9 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lg5cti/what_can_a_girl
_do_to_get_a_boys_attention/ >. 
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him to carve our initials, but he said that would be 
vandalism.’ 

“He just shrugged and said, ‘I brought girls here a lot and 
didn’t want to risk it.’” 

2) LovesToLoveLove wrote, “We did put a lock on a bridge 
in Paris. We’re still here!” 

AwSkiba commented, “Did the same thing in Wrocław, 
Poland, only for the city to declare it will remove them the 
next year due to weighing down the bridge and posing a risk 
to its structural integrity. Still together, though!” 

mr_gerald_sathior commented, “Someone should write 
‘Ness’ on the bridge, (un-)officially commemorating Lock 
Ness Bridge.” 

3) Flint_Chittles wrote, “After we broke up, I went back to 
the tree and scratched my name out.” 

4) Dijitalify wrote, “I did this with an ex on various walls 
near my house when I was like 15. We broke up and I went 
out with my Sharpie and scribbled them all out.” 

5) Poatatoman1234567890 wrote, “High school swim team 
had a ‘love locker’ where we would write couples’ names in 
a heart and X them out if they broke up. I didn’t have any 
hearts on it, but there was a couple on there who got married 
recently.” 

6) 1985crownvic wrote, “I chiseled our initials into a boulder 
with an old railroad spike. I thought we were a pretty solid 
thing until two weeks later when she started telling me about 
the great date she went on the night before with another 
guy.” 
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1985crownvic added, “Young me just thought we were more 
serious than we were.”34 

35. “Single Women Of Reddit, What Has Been The Most 
Romantic Thing You’ve Witnessed Throughout Your 
Years?” 

tonksbond wrote: 

“My boyfriend at the time (this was 2018) was from a small 
town with lots of nature surrounding it. I fell completely in 
love with that city, but my favourite place to go there is a 
small eroded valley with this beautiful stream of water that 
forms a lake. We used to take our dogs there, and they loved 
it. 

“Because the town was small, the night sky was beautiful. I 
loved looking at the sky there because I come from a big city 
where I can barely see the stars. I mentioned to him once that 
I thought the sky would look even better when seen from that 
valley. 

“I was going through a really bad depressive episode for the 
last two years already and leaving home and enjoying things 
was really difficult. We were there at his hometown for the 
weekend, and he asked if he could stay one more night there 
because he had to do something on Monday morning and I 
said it was fine. We were watching TV Sunday night when 
his cellphone rang and he didn’t answer. Instead, he said he 
wanted to take me somewhere and blindfolded me after we 
got into his car. When he said I could take the blindfold off, 
I noticed we were at that valley and there was this beautiful 

 
34 Source: Matti_Matti_Matti, “People who declared their love by 
carving it into a tree or wet concrete, did you stay 4eva 2together or 
was it doomed to fail?” Reddit. AskReddit. 9 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lg5cnu/people_who_de
clared_their_love_by_carving_it_into/ >. 
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path made with candles that led to a nighttime picnic next to 
a bonfire. He had asked for his friends’ help to prepare all 
that so I would have no clue something was going on. 

“We spent the entire night lying on top of his car looking at 
the stars and the meteor shower that was taking place that 
night. I never felt happier.”35 

36. “What Is It Like Growing Up With A Father?” 

The original poster added: 

“When I was growing up, my father was abusive and 
neglectful. My mom never remarried, and I’m not close to 
the men in my family, so it’s been almost 10 years since I 
last had any semblance of a father figure. 

“Do share some stories! I’m curious to know what a good 
father/daughter relationship is like. 

“Edit: Scrolling through the comments made me feel so 
warm inside. Thank you for the wonderful stories! I had lots 
of fun reading them.” 

1) OddPotato wrote: 

“This isn’t so much about my relationship with my dad, but 
it is the best example I have of my dad’s relationship with 
us. 

“My dad is very protective, almost too much so, but he 
always means well. There was one day I wanted to watch a 
movie with a little sci-fi in it. Previous to this, we hadn’t seen 
any form of these movies. I think the scariest movie we saw 

 
35 Source: throwawaybmambaa, “Single women of Reddit what has 
been the most romantic thing you’ve witnessed throughout your 
years?” Reddit. AskWomen. 11 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lhh5j6/single_women
_of_reddit_what_has_been_the_most/ >. 
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was Scooby-Doo. Lol. I asked my dad if I could watch the 
movie, but he said no. When I asked him why, he told me he 
didn’t like sci-if movies and preferred that they not be played 
under his roof. I wasn’t too happy about it, but I knew he was 
stubborn so I accepted his answer and left. Later I was 
talking to my mom and mentioned how I didn’t understand 
dad’s reasoning for not letting me watch the movie, even 
when he wasn’t in the house. My mom laughed and admitted 
that sci-fi scared her, but my dad loved sci-fi movies. Before 
they’d married, he’d been a huge Star Wars, Lord of the 
Rings, and Star Trek nerd. He stopped watching them when 
he learned they scared my mom.” 

Asked about what’s so scary about Star Wars, OddPotato 
replied, “My mom’s the most mom person you’ll ever meet. 
She wants to mother any person who comes her way. The 
fact that Anakin went through that much and then his kids 
had to stop an entire war and she couldn’t help them just 
haunts her.” 

OddPotato added, “He set some HIGH standards for my 
husband. Lol. He did a lot of stuff like that that I didn’t find 
out about until years later. I’m still learning stuff about him 
because he put his interests aside to take an interest in ours. 
Like recently, I learned he LOVES video games. But he 
didn’t play them when we were growing up because he 
wanted to spend time with us.” 

Sylci2021 commented, “I was worried about this with my 
daughter’s father. He’s a huge gamer and I didn’t want that 
time to take away from their relationship. Now they can both 
kick my butt in almost every game we play. She showed me 
how to turn on the PlayStation the other day and hook up the 
VR. She’s seven. Luckily he has cut his time down a lot, too, 
and we do a ton of outdoor stuff, too, I just thought it was 
cute that he stopped playing the CODs [Call of Duty games 
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— violent games] of the world and switched to the Marios 
and Kirbys for her.” 

OddPotato added, “Thank you for all the responses and 
rewards! I didn’t think this would blow up, so I should 
probably add it was entirely my dad’s choice to stop 
watching them. My mom said she had mentioned it in 
passing and then noticed a while later he’d stopped watching 
them. My parents have since started watching some popular 
sci-fi’s together and mom’s really getting into Star Trek.” 

2) rudebish wrote: 

“My dad was a wonderful man: He was quiet, respectful, and 
loving. He was a man of few words but always happy and 
was one of the most decent humans I’ve ever known; he was 
always wanting to help others / strangers and was kind to 
everyone he met. When he passed, the entire funeral home 
was packed with people wanting to pay their last respects. I 
actually didn’t even realize how many people loved my 
father; they were actually lined up out the door waiting to 
say their last good-byes; that’s how much of a great man my 
dad was. 

“He taught me how to appreciate the things we have; we 
never had much money, but we didn’t lack for anything. We 
had what we needed — a roof over our head, love, food on 
the table, clothes on our back. He tried what he could to 
provide us with the fun stuff that kids love to get (toys, etc.) 
but we actually didn’t even care about those things; I don’t 
remember a single time when we got mad that we didn’t get 
X for Christmas. My dad never shouted, never hit, never 
raised his voice. He taught by example and gave me such 
incredible words of wisdom growing up that I carry in my 
heart and live by to this day. 

“He showed me what a relationship is supposed to be — he 
adored my mom. She’s not the easiest person to live with, 
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but he had so much patience / love for her and they rarely 
fought; in fact, I remember them fighting only ONCE but it 
was over fairly quickly and I remember him giving her a big 
hug and saying, ‘Let’s not fight; I love you.’ I used my dad 
and my parents’ relationship as a measure for how a partner 
/ relationship should be. My husband and my father-in-law 
have very similar traits as my father — they are both kind, 
generous, supportive, and loving. 

“My dad was always one to provide guidance, and he 
understood that we would make mistakes, but the important 
thing was to learn from them. I actually don’t ever remember 
him doling out any punishment; there was never an ‘I told 
you so,’ but rather, he would try and help us understand why 
whatever we did went wrong and turned it into a learning 
opportunity. 

“I miss my dad so much. (He passed in 2004 from a heart 
attack.)” 

Manapach commented, “My dad is also like your dad. One 
Christmas when I was seven years old. I got to the living 
room and saw a lot of presents. My whole family was there. 
I asked, ‘Are all of these for me? And my mom said yes all 
of these presents are all for you’. I stopped and said, ‘This 
can’t be right,’ started crying, and ran away. Everyone was 
shocked. Then my parents came to talk with me to 
understand why I was rejecting opening the presents. And I 
said, ‘Santa must have made a mistake. If I get these many 
presents, there will be children with no gifts. I can’t have all 
of these. There are children who have nothing.’ After that 
every Christmas, I got only one present. This is thanks to my 
dad. He is such a humble person.” 

3) xknet101 wrote: 

“I was raised by a single father. It’s like having a dumbass 
roommate sometimes. When I was little, I came home sick 
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one day and he thought all soda makes your stomach feel 
better (because we always sip Sprite or ginger ale when 
sick). That man gave me his Mountain Dew, and I obviously 
threw that up. My grandma never let him live that down. 

“When you get in trouble, you’re going to get a lecture and 
if you’re like me you would prefer getting hit over a lecture. 
The look of disappointment just hurts more. 

“There’s going to be a BBQ during every holiday. Even 
Presidents Day. 

“You’re never going to be on time to a thing. It’s worse if 
you have a black father. 

“(Me: Grandma said to be there by 2pm and you started 
getting ready at 8am. How are we still running late? 

“(Him: She knows the man she raised.) 

“He’s going to make fun of the shows you watch, but he’ll 
end up getting wrapped into them, too. And if you watch an 
episode without him, he’s going to get offended. 

“He’ll take your car one day and bring it back with a full tank 
of gas and a tire rotation. 

“If you have to go to take your car to a shop and he can’t go 
with you, he’ll give you a script and you guys will rehearse 
it so that the mechanics won’t pull one over on you. 

“When you get sick, he won’t bombard you by making you 
eat soup or anything, but you’ll always wake up with a cup 
of water and a sleeve of Saltines on your nightstand. 

“Spending the night over at anyone’s house is going to be 
hard, especially if your friend has a father or older brother. 

“Don’t ever complain to him about anyone. Not about your 
friend or significant other, because he will REMEMBER 
that.” 
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BasicYellowChick commented, “Don’t forget, when you 
start to wear makeup, he’ll tell you, ‘Your face doesn’t need 
all that crap.’”36 

37. “Ladies Of Reddit, Have You Ever Been In A 
Situation Where You Were About To Make A Very Big 
Mistake And Common Sense / Your Brain / Body 
Rebelled And Stopped You From Making Said Mistake, 
And What Was The Direct Aftermath Of Not Making 
That Mistake As Opposed To If You Followed 
Through?” 

1) TheMcDonaldsGuy wrote, “I once almost drove past a 
McDonald’s instead of getting food from it.” 

2) Apocalyseface wrote: 

“I hope this counts. 

“I was casually dating a supervisor at one of my old jobs. 
(Horrible, I know. Trust me, I learned.) At that time I had no 
sexual experience but told him he would have to hold space 
for me, as being a woman in the patriarchal society has jaded 
me and closed me off to sexual vulnerability. If at any 
moment I needed him to stop or slow down, he would have 
to, and depending would need to provide emotional support, 
like reassuring me I’m safe, hugging me, etc. 

“He agreed, said he’s comfortable taking things slow and 
was okay with my requests, but his actions said otherwise. 
He rushed everything, never checked-in with me, assumed 
that because I agreed to be casual that meant he never had to 
ask for consent for anything. 

 
36 Source: azurem00ds, “What is it like growing up with a father? 
(serious).” Reddit. AskWomen. 9 February2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lg4mwa/what_is_it_li
ke_growing_up_with_a_father_serious/ >. 
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“One day when we were spending time together, he asked 
me if I wanted to come over to his apartment on the weekend. 
Not the upcoming weekend, the weekend three weeks from 
now. I said yes; however, during that time approaching, I 
struggled constantly with fear, anxiety, trepidation, 
heaviness in my gut, and so much confusion (I know now 
confusion is a sign to run the fuck away). 

“Days before I was supposed to go to his place, I developed 
athlete’s foot and my period came. I felt so relieved to tell 
him we’d have to reschedule. We met for a couple hours to 
grab drinks and things escalated, but I was uncomfortable 
the entire time. It wouldn’t be until months later that I 
realized those turbulent emotions I grappled with and 
discomfort in that exchange weren’t ‘virgin nerves,’ but 
rather my intuition screaming at me to not be with this guy. 
If I had not been on my period or had athlete’s foot, I 
would’ve lost my virginity to him. It took my body 
physically reacting for me to reconsider my choice. 

“And thank god for it. Turns out he was engaged, and 
sleeping with other coworkers, never informing me of either. 
He was very pushy with those coworkers as well, and 
repeatedly sexually assaulted an employee who had rejected 
him. 

“He was an asshole for sure, but I was the fool for doubting 
my gut and not speaking up about the depth of my 
apprehensions. But it taught me many valuable lessons that 
I might not have learned otherwise. Now I know not to 
distrust my instincts, and am very strict about who enters my 
sexual space.”37 

 
37 Source: Prestigious_Cow_5210, “Ladies of Reddit, have you ever 
been in a situation where you were about to make a very big mistake 
and common sense/your brain/body rebelled and stopped you from 
making said mistake, and what was the direct aftermath of not making 
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38. “Guys Of Reddit, What Is The Dumbest ‘I Have A 
Boyfriend’ Moment You’ve Encountered?” 

1) Walmart_Feet23 wrote: 

“I worked at a library in college. A girl came up and asked 
about booking one of our study rooms. I got her booked and 
she walked away. But she forgot her wallet thing. 

“I grabbed it and ran after her. I yelled, ‘Ma’am!’ She kept 
walking, so I called out her name (she used it to book the 
room). She turned around and YELLED, ‘I have a 
boyfriend!’ before realizing I was holding her wallet thing. 

2) CoolHandRK1 wrote: 

“I was waiting to get a haircut in a Sport Clips one day. Super 
long wait, but I was going out of town so I had to stick it out. 
The girl using the first chair in the room and that you could 
see from the waiting area was about 24 or 25. 

“They call some guy’s name, he gets up, and she walks out 
and shakes his hand and introduces herself (they always do 
this). She then says, ‘I like that T-shirt. Where did you get 
it?’ Before he can get the first syllable out of his mouth, she 
interrupts with ‘I think my boyfriend would really like it so 
I may buy him one.’ 

“I really didn’t think much of it the first time. Maybe it’s her 
boyfriend’s birthday, maybe she really did like the shirt. 
Maybe she gets hit on by every asshole in this place and is 
defensive. I don’t know. 

 
that mistake as opposed to if you followed through?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 11 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lhesjo/ladies_of_reddi
t_have_you_ever_been_in_a/ >. 
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“But I sat there for over an hour and watched her do the same 
routine on every guy. ‘Nice sunglasses. My boyfriend would 
look great in those.’ ‘I like those shoes. I wonder if my 
boyfriend wants a pair.’ Etc. Etc. It became comical to 
watch. 

“So they finally call my name and I see ‘I like your shirt’ girl 
come walking up front to shake my hand. Sure enough I get, 
‘Hi, my name is XYZ. Nice to meet you. Have a seat in the 
first chair. By the way, I really like your glasses. Where did 
you get them?’ 

“‘WarbyParker.com. My boyfriend bought them for me.’ (I 
am not gay, but I couldn’t resist.) 

“She was quiet the rest of the haircut.” 

3) Slavic_Raccoon wrote, “So, basically some girl was 
having troubles closing her locker, I was like, ‘Hey, need 
some help?’ She was all like, ‘No, thanks, I have a 
boyfriend.’ I just shrugged, saying, ‘Don’t remember asking 
that, but all right then.’ Then I just walk off to go do my own 
business or whatever.”38 

39. “When Was A Time Someone Told You You’re Cute 
Or Sexy?” 

1) Pattypants7000 wrote, “Last week a gentleman told me I 
was the ‘cutest fat bitch he’s ever seen in his life’ as I was 
walking in Downtown Denver. Please, ladies, save your 
jealousy.” 

 
38 Source: Overkill028, “Guys of reddit, what is the dumbest ‘I have a 
boyfriend’ moment you’ve encountered?” Reddit. AskReddit. 12 
February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/li7eng/guys_of_reddit_
what_is_the_dumbest_i_have_a/ >. 
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2) Valadon-valmore wrote, “Well, I don’t know if this 
counts. But the other day I was walking my dog, wearing 
parka, boots, ski hat, and mask, and a man shouted, ‘You 
could walk me on a leash!’ from the porch of the 
neighborhood halfway house.” 

3) ss_kimu wrote, “As for a completely genuine 
compliment, I was nine years old. I was sitting in the waiting 
area at a hair salon while my mom got her hair done. A little 
boy two chairs over who around five years old looked over 
at me and said, ‘You’re so pretty,’ and his dad hushed him. 
Lol. I still think about it sometimes.”39 

40. “How Old Were You When You Found Your G 
Spot?” 

1) Chocobojittering wrote, “I was 31, had two kids and was 
married three and a half years. Then one day my husband 
was frustrated with the lack of sex, and I finally admitted I 
had never had an orgasm. I figured the marriage was over. 
Every man before had made it out to be my fault, other 
women didn’t have that problem, they made other women 
cum all the time, so it was me and if I didn’t like sex then it 
was over for them. So I was already trying to figure out 
where I was going to go. But he grew very concerned and 
started asking me a bunch of questions about how sex feels 
for me and if I even knew where my g spot was and if I could 
orgasm while masturbating then what did I do to get there 
and how could he do what I do to get there. He spent weeks 
doing research and we got a babysitter to go to a sex store 
and spent a couple hours finding just the right toys. Been 
almost four years since then, and even my orgasms while 

 
39 Source: four-seasons, “When was the last time someone told you 
you’re cute or sexy ?” Reddit. AskWomen. 11 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/li2vn7/when_was_the
_last_time_someone_told_you_youre/ >. 
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masturbating have gotten that much better. Definitely 
surprised me. It was all about being scared to relax and 
having no idea what it even feels like. I remember I got close 
once or twice but I started getting worried that I was going 
to pee on him. After a great deal of reassurance that he didn’t 
mind, towels and waiting for me to hop up and make sure 
my bladder was empty, it finally happened and now I know 
the difference between my orgasms and needing to pee. He 
makes me happy. I hope every woman gets to experience the 
glorious sensations of orgasm.” 

2) castnostones00 wrote, “I can’t remember how old I was, 
but I was married. I was 32, maybe? And technically I didn’t 
find it, my husband did by complete accident. First time I 
had vaginal orgasm and it was glorious. Took us a while to 
figure out how to make it happen again on purpose but then: 
oh, glory day.” 

3) addjasmineto champa wrote, “Far beyond 30. But this is 
just one thing, and I don’t give it too much importance. 
Emotional connection is just as important to me as physical 
compatibility (even the first can stimulate the second), I 
don’t know if it is because of my age or the experiences or 
my brain is wired this weirdly but as long as I feel the love 
in a long and close hug with a man my heart beats for, 
orgasm is secondary.” 

4) Organixz_Pea_2809 wrote, “I’m 24 and found mine a few 
years ago but for some reason touching it (and even the 
thought of touching it) makes me feel queasy. I much prefer 
clitoral stimulation.” 

5) tattsnlats wrote, “I was 26,	a	late bloomer. Then I bloomed 
and BLOOMED.” 
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6) msstark wrote, “I never did, and God knows I’ve tried.”40 

  

 
40 Source: maria_the_brave, “How old were you when you found your 
G Spot?” Reddit. AskWomen. 12 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lidgg5/how_old_were
_you_when_you_found_your_g_spot/ >. 
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Chapter 3: Questions 41-60 

41. “What First-Date Behavior Is A Dealbreaker?” 

1) PurpleInkBandit wrote, “Once, I was talking to this girl 
online, and things were going pretty well, so we decided to 
go out together for dinner. I showed up to the place five 
minutes early, so I waited. And kept waiting. Texted her 15 
minutes after we were scheduled to meet, but didn’t get a 
response. Waited for another 45 minutes and then left. She 
messaged me later saying that she wasn’t there because she 
lives in Indonesia. I live in New Jersey.” 

2) TOMSDOTTIR wrote, “Starting the date by saying that 
you’ve cleared your entire weekend, just in case this date 
works out and I’m free. No pressure.” 

evilshenanigan commented: 

“Or bringing his overnight bag into your house when he 
picks you up. 

“‘Not a big deal. It’s whatever. What do you mean, I should 
leave?’” 

This_is_Not_My_Handl commented: “Ha. Reminds me of a 
date I had with a woman out of town. I told her I got a hotel 
room in her town and invited her to dinner. I had no hotel 
room, but I didn’t want there to be weird awkward pressure. 
Ended up spending the night at her place. The next day, I 
confessed to never getting the room and she said something 
like, ‘No shit. I knew you didn’t have a room. You were just 
giving me an out if I wanted one. Which I appreciated.’ Or 
something very close to that. This was many years ago.” 

3) almeed72 wrote, “Once I told a guy he had something in 
his teeth and he … flossed with his long hair.” 

4) Andyrootoo wrote: 
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“I went to see a movie with a girl whom I’d been talking to 
for a few weeks. We went to see a movie and she starts 
sucking her thumb like a baby while watching the movie. 
I’m thinking, ‘Weird tick, I guess, but okay.’ Halfway 
through the movie, she gets really emotional, drops to the 
floor and starts rolling around like a toddler. After about 10 
minutes, she gets up and acts like nothing happened. I don’t 
know what to say at this point. 

“At one point during the day, she’s telling me about another 
date she went on where she saw her friend halfway through 
and was speaking to her and the guy just walked off without 
saying bye or anything. As she’s telling me this, we bump 
into a girl she knows. They’re talking for a bit and I try to 
introduce myself, but she cuts me off to talk about something 
different. They’re both acting like I’m not even there, and 
this goes on for fucking 30 minutes. Half an hour of me just 
standing there like a dickhead as if I’m I don’t know either 
of them while it seems like they’re both actively ignoring 
me. I try to say goodbye, but it’s literally like I’m completely 
invisible. I figure at that point either she didn’t like me and 
somehow planned this intervention from her friend to save 
blatant turning me down or she’s just a rude person, so I just 
walk away. 

“I get on the bus to go home and I get a message, ‘Hey, why 
did you walk away?’ 

“I was 17 at the time, and it’s the strangest date I’ve ever 
been on to this day.” 

I_Do_Not_Abbreviate commented: 

“Not an expert, but what happened in the theater sounds like 
moderate to severe Asperger’s; my ex-wife (who was ‘on the 
spectrum’ but was still a fully functional, ‘neurotypical-
looking’ adult) would relieve her stress from a bad day at 
work by curling up into a ball to suck her thumb on the 
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couch, or clutching her knees while rocking back-and-forth 
on the bed. She also had trouble at music concerts and theater 
showings because crowd noise (even previously recorded 
crowd noise) would overwhelm the auditory processing 
center of her brain causing her to either panic or just 
completely shut down. 

“It sounds to me like this girl was deeply nervous about the 
date, then had an autistic breakdown because she was 
unaccustomed to seeing films in theaters so the noise 
combined with the anxiety overwhelmed her. 

“As for the conversation she had with her friend, I think she 
just failed to recognize the social cues you were sending out 
(which is another thing people with Asperger’s struggle 
with; they often have trouble reading body language and 
facial expressions within the context of the actual words 
being spoken); my ex-wife would often rely on me at parties 
and such to ‘read the conversation circle’ for her. The fact 
that she mentioned something similar had happened to her 
before on a date means it was probably a recurring problem 
for her. 

This story really sounds like you went on a date with an 
autistic girl.” 

Andyrootoo replied, “That makes a lot of sense. I kinda ruled 
anything like that out initially because she was so confident 
outside of that moment. Like cracking really clever jokes and 
she seemed really self-aware to the point where I was 
nervous about seeming awkward in comparison. I’ve heard 
that girls on the spectrum can be a lot better at masking it, 
which might make a bit of sense? It’s still something I’ll 
never know for sure, but it gives me something to think 
about.” 

I_Do_Not_Abbreviate added: 
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“My ex-wife told me she had Asperger’s when we started 
looking for our first apartment together after a year of dating. 

“It came as a complete surprise; I would never have guessed 
it.” 

5) Dajerts wrote: 

“Showing up late and not texting ahead of time. 

“You’re not ‘playing it cool’ if you’re 20 minutes late 
without saying anything.” 

CO_PC_Parts commented: 

“It’s insane to me the number of people who just can’t be on 
time anymore. It tells me you don’t value other people’s 
time. Yeah, sometimes you hit traffic, the dog threw up, 
whatever. It happens, but you usually know who is honest 
about it and who is just making excuses pretty quick. 

“I went on a first date about a year ago, right before COVID 
really hit. We met for lunch on a work day for me, but I have 
a flexible schedule. She was 30 minutes late and then for 
some reason parked three blocks away even though the place 
had an empty parking lot, which took her another 15 minutes 
to walk to. 

“During lunch she mentions she was late because she had to 
stop at Target and Starbucks, which really pissed me off. We 
still have a good time but after two hours, I say I have to get 
back to work. I ask where she parked and she tells me and I 
offer her a ride to her car and she says no. About an hour 
later she texts me saying it was rude I didn’t walk her to her 
car. 

“There was no second date.” 
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6) JackTheJackerJacket wrote, “Taking me to a multi-level-
marketing seminar (actually happened).”41 

42. “What Event Completely Changed Your Thought 
Process?” 

1) onyxonix wrote: 

“A couple years after my parents got a divorce, my dad 
started dating again. Understandably, it was kind of a hard 
adjustment for me, but my dad handled it well. Pretty early 
on, he took me to a restaurant and told me, ‘I don’t want to 
die alone.’ 

“Completely changed the way I view my parents, adults, 
relationships, growing up, and my own relationships. I once 
heard that we all have those moments where you realize your 
parents are more than parents, they’re adults with their own 
lives and happiness to pursue, and that was definitely that 
moment for me. 

“It also made me seriously consider what I want for my 
future and how I want to live my life. At this point, I wasn’t 
really old enough to think about relationships, but I’ve 
always known and still feel that I don’t necessarily want a 
traditional romantic relationship. That conversation 
seriously influences my thinking whenever I try to imagine 
my future and who is in it.” 

SpectralSheep commented, “I feel really bad for my dad a 
lot of the time for this reason. He’s in his mid-60s now, and 
he and my mom divorced when he was around 40. He dated 
here and there about ten years after they split, but hasn’t 

 
41 Source: blueberryhill20, “What first date behavior is a dealbreaker?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 12 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/liq1n0/what_first_date
_behavior_is_a_dealbreaker/ >. 
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really dated since, and I worry about how lonely he must 
feel. He wasn’t really able to spend the time to develop a 
new relationship while taking care of the four of us. All us 
kids are grown-ups now and have moved out, so it’s just him 
in his house. I try to make time to see him and play board 
games with him (he LOVES board games, the more 
complicated, the better) but haven’t been able to as much 
lately. I worry about him a lot.” 

2) dankzora wrote: 

“I got thrown off the back of my boyfriend’s motorcycle a 
few years ago. We were going 60 miles an hour. I should 
have bled to death from my femur splitting. Or become 
paralyzed from my spine breaking, or had my leg amputated 
from the severity of my ankle being crushed. I was disabled 
for months, and being able to walk now gives me joy every 
day. I should have lost it all, but I didn’t. 

“I can go outside, feel the cold air on my face, and inhale 
deeply with my strong lungs. I can carry a walking stick with 
the dexterity of my fingers. I can look around me and see the 
sunbeams break through the clouds after a heavy rain. I can 
hear the gentle babble of the creek alongside me. Every step 
I take … is a gift. And as the arthritis causes me pain every 
day, it’s a reminder of what I almost lost. And it helps me 
choose joy.” 

KaityKat117 commented, “I love how you turned ‘I got in a 
motorcycle accident and now I have arthritis’ into ‘I should 
be dead. I’m happy to be alive, and everything is a 
blessing.’” 

3) Ghost_on_Toast wrote: 

“My dad told me this story. He was 19, living in New York 
City, and walking down the street. [A famous singer] walks 
out of a cafe right in front of my dad. My dad walks up, says 
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he’s a fan, and asks for an autograph. [The famous singer] 
takes one look at my dad and says, ‘Fuck off, kid.’ 

“I was about 13 at the time, hearing this story, and full of 
teenage hormones, young and dumb. I said, ‘Why didn’t you 
hit him?’ 

“My dad, such a calm, even-tempered guy, said, ‘Eh, we’ll 
never know what kind of day he was having.’ 

“It was immediate and profound. Like, I’ve always been an 
empathetic person, but that was the moment I truly learned 
the meaning of the word. Everything clicked for me in that 
moment, and since then, I’ve carried that around with me 
everywhere.” 

4) kor_hookmaster wrote, “I lost a child. That pretty much 
changed everything.” 

kikashoots wrote: 

“I can imagine what you’re going through. 

My mom lost a child (my sister was 20 years old) to a car 
accident. My mom was already sick with a brain tumor, but 
she was still mobile and could take care of herself. 

“After my sister died, she pretty much became bedridden and 
that lasted for the rest of her life. She drastically changed and 
became much quieter until the point that she couldn’t talk 
anymore. 

“I also went through a decade of darkness (my sister was also 
my twin) but came out of that period with a lot of bruises. I 
really appreciate life and know that while things eventually 
get better, those dark days still come around. I will probably 
never be completely well and that’s OK. All I can do is love 
and live more fiercely because I know how much there is to 
lose and I don’t want to miss out on a single moment. 
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“My daughter was born last year, 20 years after losing my 
sister. I feel that loss even deeper now but know that no 
matter what, my sister will always live in my heart. And 
that’s all I can have and it’s ok. 

“Sorry for the rambling. I’m tearing up thinking about her 
again but want to let you know you’re not alone and that 
hopefully, things will get a little better to you, too.” 

5) TheKlic wrote: 

“My second son spent four days in the NICU [Neonatal 
Intensive Care Unit] after he was born. His lungs were jam 
packed full of goop, and he was having such a hard time 
breathing. After a bunch of big vomiting, he recovered 
dramatically. He’s a-OK now. 

“But as I sat all night with him in the NICU, I listened to 
other parents who thought the room was empty have the 
hardest conversations I’d ever heard in my life. I’ll never 
look at anything the same.” 

kikashoots asked, “When you say they were having the 
hardest conversation you’ve ever heard, what do you mean 
by that?” 

TheKlic answered, “How long they thought their baby could 
make it. How to rearrange their entire lives to care for a kid 
with permanent handicaps. Etc. Just little snippets of things 
that changed my perspective.” 

6) charlie2135 wrote, “Back in my reckless days, I got my 
motorcycle up to 135 mph to see if it would go that fast. It 
was a Norton that rattled like hell. Pulled to the side of the 
highway to wait for my buddies when I looked at the rear 
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axle and saw that the axle nut was ready to fall off. Don’t 
think a helmet would have helped one bit.”42  

43. “How Did Your Parents Have ‘The Talk’ With You 
About How Babies Are Made?” 

1) itcouldbesomuchworse wrote: 

“My mom was an actress and most of my babysitters were 
gay men she knew through theater, and I guess when I was 
five or six she wanted to make sure I wouldn’t grow up to be 
homophobic. So she said, ‘Honey, sometimes men fall in 
love, and it’s okay. And when two men love each other very 
much …’ and proceeded to explain gay male sex to her 
preschool-aged daughter. 

“Age six: No idea that women had sex. Just hot man-on-man 
action. 

“In middle school, she got me the book Why Things Are, 
which was just a collection of newspaper columns where 
people would write in with questions like, ‘Why do empty 
rooms get dusty,’ and the author would research an answer. 
There was a whole ‘Love and Sex’ chapter that, I assume, 
my mother thought would explain sex to me. But since it was 
a column for adults, almost all the questions were about 
BDSM. 

“Age twelve: When two men love each other very much, 
they put their penises in each other’s butts. When a man and 
a woman love each other very much, they make something 
called a ‘Safe Word’ …. 

 
42 Source: Necromancer_Lazarus, “What event completely changed 
your thought process?” Reddit. AskReddit. 12 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/liqq20/what_event_co
mpletely_changed_your_thought_process/ >. 
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“Thank God for the Internet.” 

Odin_Allfathir commented, “And the Safe Word is 
‘vaðlaheiðarvegavinnuverkfærageymsluskúrslyklakippuhri
ngurinn.’” 

2) Previous-Process-283 wrote, “They didn’t.” 

aknightwhosaysnope commented, “Same. Luckily a 
knowledgeable friend clued me in without filling my head 
with sex-myth garbage.” 

3) Ahshalon wrote, “My dad hit me in the head with a box 
of condoms and said, ‘Figure it out.’” 

buerdochter 95 commented, “You must be a guy.” 

Ahshalon replied, “Yep.” 

4) SwaggerElite wrote: 

“Had to find it out myself when I was 13 from my friend and 
at first I laughed at him for saying bullshit. 

“I am from a country where talk about sex is taboo, and 
parents almost never have ‘the talk’ with their kids.” 

5) cupcakebuddies wrote, “Got a book left on my bed one 
day. Read it, but one page was stapled shut all the way 
around. I was a good kid, so I didn’t try to open that page. 
Fast forward—I’m babysitting and the girl I’m babysitting 
says, ‘Look at this stupid book my parents gave me.’ IT’S 
THE BOOK! What was on that page? Masturbation. So 
weird.” 

6) InannasPocket wrote: 

“I asked as a little kid, and they told me. 

“I misheard, though, so for a while I thought all babies came 
out of China (rather than out of the vagina). Eventually that 
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got cleared up, though. Lol. Really there shouldn’t be one 
‘talk,’ there should be lots of conversations over the years 
and that’s what I’m doing with my kid.” 

InannasPocket added, “I once asked my mom if I could 
‘borrow a penis’ after digging a hole in the backyard, 
because I thought it was almost deep enough to reach China 
and I needed one to bring there so I could come back with a 
baby.” 

7) Historical-Ad-7132 wrote, “They didn’t, mainly because 
it is taught in schools like a normal country that teaches 
about sex.” 

CryptocurrencyDream commented: 

“My parents got a Blackbox that made it so we could watch 
any Pay-Per-View movies and events for free. After 
midnight, it was almost exclusively porn. They allowed me 
to watch whatever I wanted whenever I wanted. When home 
computers with internet access became a thing, we were the 
first to have it on our block, and again, after midnight my 
parents let me use the computer as much as I wanted without 
bothering me. 

“So, no words were needed.” 

8) Instar5 wrote: 

“My brother and I had a double-sided easel with a 
chalkboard. One very solemn day, my mother called us in 
for The Talk. She drew an egg and a sperm cell on the 
chalkboard. Then she burst into uncontrollable giggles, left 
the room … and never continued the class. 

“Luckily we had sex-ed at school later on.” 

9) love_to_the_yar wrote, “I couldn’t sleep one night at the 
age of around seven. I snuck into the living room to watch 
late-night cable and stumbled upon a movie where two 
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characters were having sex for an extended amount of time. 
I watched it in amazement and my mom saw me watching it. 
She sent me to bed, and the next day I asked why people 
would do what I saw. So she told me. Everything. No filter, 
no sugar-coating. When I was told about periods, it made me 
think girls were yucky (again, I was seven). When I went to 
school, I told all my friends what I had learned. My mother 
received a few calls about that. We weren’t officially taught 
about it in school until a year or two after that.” 

10) JuliusSneezerthe1st wrote: 

“My parent told me very sternly to come with them to their 
room. 

“I was thinking about the dumbass stunt I had pulled earlier 
(parents didn’t know) and sweating bullets. When I followed 
them upstairs my parent told me to sit on the bed and 
proceeded to have the talk with me,. I was SO relieved and 
they will never know.”43 

44. “Are Any Muslim Women Here Who Ran Away 
From Home Or Arranged Marriages? Where Are You 
Now And How Did It Change Your Life?” 

1) secmainwall wrote: 

“Yes, me. Join the army. There ain’t no shortage of 
recruitment for Arabic-speaking, culturally informed and 
well-adjusted recruits, especially in intelligence. It’s the 
easiest way out because you will be sheltered, fed, trained, 
and given an education at no price. You will make a decent 
amount of money and it will help you put your ducks in a 

 
43 Source: Miss-Peepers, “How did your parents have ‘the talk’ with 
you about how babies are made?” Reddit. AskReddit. 13 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lj54op/how_did_your_
parents_have_the_talk_with_you_about/ >. 
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row for when you come out of the pipe. Seriously consider 
it if you have no way out. 

“Ethically wise: Who would you rather have interacting with 
locals, building and developing rapport with them? Joe from 
New Jersey with little understanding of customs and 
religious traditions, or you, someone who has been steeped 
in it your whole life? I will argue that people like us who 
went through what we lived through (abuse, violence) will 
know exactly what is worth fighting for.” 

2) ranizzle404 wrote: 

“I am a 26-year-old female. I moved to the US when I was 
14 years old. I was 19 when I asked my parents to meet 
someone I started to date and admired so much. (I wasn’t in 
love yet.) They raised hell. He is Puerto Rican and is 13 years 
older than me. The ‘raising hell’ went on for three torturous 
weeks. Watching every move I made and asking me to quit 
my job. (I worked at a restaurant owned by a Syrian family 
that my parents knew.)  

“Then I quit that job and told them that I broke up with him. 
(I didn’t.) I started a job at a veterinary clinic. (My passion 
is veterinary medicine.) I kept seeing him behind their back. 
I was fully committed to him at that point. He was my safe 
place and he was so sad about the situation. He never 
pressured me to leave them or be rebellious. He was on 
probation and was very stressed at his job. (I used to go and 
work with him behind my parents’ back.)  

“Six months into the relationship, he got a DUI. My parents 
found out I was seeing him again and that he got a DUI and 
that he went to jail. The whole ‘I told you so’ was at a 
different level at this point. They were harsh … they tried to 
set me up with someone and my dad wanted me to quit 
school and work and wanted to send me to Egypt. (I am 
Syrian but I had an aunt who lived in Egypt.) I refused.  
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“I planned to move out. I was working a full-time job at 
$9/hour and going to school full-time (school was a two-
hour drive five days a week) two months later. (My 
boyfriend was still locked up.) I moved out in a very 
dramatic situation. Showed up after work to my parents’ 
house and tossed my belongings in my friend’s truck (she 
was my roommate) and had a verbal altercation with my dad 
in the driveway. They disowned me and my mom was so 
distraught and tried to physically prevent me from leaving. I 
took my cat with me, but my other cat had gotten out that 
day while I was at work. The following morning I went to 
the DMV [Department of Motor Vehicles] to switch my 
car’s title to my name only. (It was under my name and my 
dad’s and he’d threatened to report it stolen and get it towed 
at night.)  

“I have lived on my own since then. I supported myself and 
my boyfriend in prison for two years. (We decided for him 
to take a deal to serve time but then be a free man when gets 
out.) A lot of back and forth. Not talking to my parents … 
then re-establishing a dry relationship and then not talking 
again.  

“Seven years later, I am engaged to this amazing man and so 
in love with him. I am grateful for every day I get to be with 
him. I visit my parents now, they continue to refuse to 
discuss this situation and just ignore the fact that I am with 
someone they don’t approve of. I take it for what it is. I love 
my parents, but I love my life just as much. Every now and 
then it comes up. I ‘stabbed them in the back’ and I am ‘an 
embarrassment.’  

“I am a successful certified veterinary nurse ( a manager at 
my current job) and pursuing my goal of eventually going to 
veterinary school. So, yeah, go for it because you’ll never 
know what the outcome is. I am happy, and I do not regret a 
thing.” 
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3) faithingerard wrote: 

“My good friend did! And looking at her today, I couldn’t 
be more happier for her 

“I was born in the US and she was born in Iraq. We both 
have the same cultures. Her parents were extremely 
conservative, extremely all about their self-image and their 
reputation (which is extremely common with our Middle 
Eastern culture) so whatever they asked for their kids to do, 
they better do it or it brought shame to their names. She was 
19 and he was in his mid 30s, and because he came from a 
‘respected’ household, they kept pushing her. When she met 
him, she felt nothing towards him. Not that much of an 
attraction either. Her mother always told her that she would 
learn to love him. That people learn to love. My friend kept 
pushing it off and making excuses, and it got to the point 
where she begged them to not let her marry him. She was 
depressed. Her parents then threatened her. She felt like she 
needed an out and looked to social media for help. And she 
really got it. She ended up escaping and ran away from 
home. Years later she is now happily married to the man she 
wanted to be married to. Also, she has an amazing career 
with her first child on the way. Her parents didn’t talk to her 
for a while and threatened her for many years. They finally 
came around (sorta) and have now accepted her new life. 
The one she chose for herself.  

“She’s so successful now and is so happy. Seeing where she 
is now compared to before, I couldn’t be more happy for her. 
It’s not an easy decision to make, it’s hard. So be ready for 
some backlash and moments where you feel like the entire 
world is against you. Because that’s what happened to her. 
But also, have your happiness serve as your motivation. 
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Being locked down for the rest of your life is not what you 
want. That’s basically guaranteed unhappiness.”44 

45. “Stay-At-Home Moms, How Did You End Up Being 
A Stay-At-Home Mom?”  

1) Werewulfmom wrote: 

“I always intended to work, my mom was a working mom 
and I was fine with it, but I was a retail manager working for 
a TERRIBLE regional manager when I got pregnant. 

“He came into the store one day when I was working alone 
and had closed the gate while I was in the back throwing up 
(I had morning, noon, and night sickness the first four 
months), and he told me I could never do that again. I asked 
if I was supposed to just bring a bucket and throw up behind 
the cash register and he said not to do that either. I went 
home, had a talk with my husband, and gave my two weeks’ 
notice the next day. 

“The plan was that I would go back to work at some other 
store after the kids were in school, but by the time my 
youngest was in kindergarten, we realised it would be better 
for the kids if I was in it for the long haul, so I was home for 
all three plus oodles of other kids whose folks weren’t home 
after school until all three headed off to college. 

“I’ve done a LOT of volunteering, PTA, Scouts, and the like 
jobs since my adults all moved out. I tell people my 
profession is ‘Mom, Semi-Retired.’” 

 
44 Source: sultanaprae, “Any muslim women here who ran away from 
home or arranged marriages? Where are you now and how did it 
change your life?” Reddit. AskWomen. 14 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/ljmklx/any_muslim_
women_here_who_ran_away_from_home_or/ >. 
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2) LithiumPopper wrote, “I became a stay-at-home mom 
because I had no skills, no degree, no job prospects. I broke 
my collar bone before I got pregnant and lost my job 
stocking groceries. I got pregnant as I was healing. To get a 
minimum-wage job would just cover the cost of daycare. 
Not worth it.” 

3) treemanswife wrote, “I wouldn’t say I wanted it, but I 
knew that it was going to be the most practical thing given 
my / my husband’s jobs, cost of living, location, lifestyle, 
etc. I worked part-time after my first kid but gave it up 
completely after kid number two. I like the homemaking 
aspect, but I don’t love being with my kids 24/7. It works for 
our family, though.”45 

46. “What’s A Beautiful Story You Can Share From 
Your Childhood?” 

1) sammysbud wrote: 

“My parents used to go all out on holidays when my sisters 
and I were young. I’m talking sprinkling reindeer food 
(glitter and sawdust) on the lawn on Christmas Eve and them 
climbing onto the roof to clomp in boots and jingle bells like 
they were Santa and his sleigh. 

“St. Patrick’s Day was my favorite because we got a visit 
from Lucky the Leprechaun. We would come downstairs to 
find most of our furniture upside down, green streamers and 
four-leaf clovers everywhere, candy hidden in odd places, 
and a letter from Lucky himself. He would leave us each $5, 

 
45 Source: ihatebeingfemcel, “Stay at home moms, how did you end up 
being a SAHM?” Reddit. AskWomen. 14 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lji3p0/stay_at_home_
moms_how_did_you_end_up_being_a_sahm/ >. 
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but only if we went to bed the night before wearing green’ 
(My sister found that out the hard way.) 

“Even though we knew it was my Mama’s doing, it was so 
much fun to run downstairs and see what the trickster left us. 
It certainly makes me miss being a child.” 

2) Linorelai wrote: 

“My dad used to dress as Grandpa Frost (Russian Santa 
equivalent) every year, providing us with a holiday miracle. 
He did his best: a wig, a beard, makeup — he even changed 
his voice. 

“But I stopped believing in Grandpa Frost at the age of four, 
when I looked him in the eyes and said confidently, ‘That’s 
my daddy.’ Mom asked why would I think so. I said: ‘It’s 
his eyes. Young green eyes.’ 

“Adults were charmed. :) It also was heartwarming for me to 
know it was him.”46 

47. “What Was Your ‘I Guess I Am The Villain In 
Someone Else’s Story’?” 

1) Kind-One-001 wrote: 

“Okay, this my accidental bullying story. I had been bullied 
in middle school and was determined to never let it happen 
in high school. I thought I could identify a bully from their 
look and general behavior. One girl in my class was a 
potential bully for me and I kept my guard up to her. One 
day I was talking to a group of friends of mine and she came 
to us and asked, ‘What are you doing here?’ I chimed in 

 
46 Source: IN_A_WUHAN_LAB, “What’s a beautiful story you can 
share from your childhood?” Reddit. AskReddit. 14 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/ljw59k/whats_a_beau
tiful_story_you_can_share_from_your/ >. 
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before anyone else could speak and said, ‘We’re just 
talking.’ and she said, ‘ Can I join?’ I literally thought she 
was going to make fun of us about the things we were talking 
about and said, ‘We’re talking as friends.’ and she asked, 
‘Am I not your friend?’ and I looked into her eyes in a stern 
face said with my coldest voice. ‘No, you are not our friend,’ 
and she just left. It dawned on me later that she was just 
trying to become friends with us and I straight up mean-
girled her.” 

birdontophat commented, “Bullying also made me very 
suspicious of people in school. I was seriously mean to some 
people who in hindsight just wanted to get to know me.” 

pems_ann commented, “I shouldn’t laugh at this, but my 
best friend (now) looked at me 10 years ago and said, ‘I have 
enough friends. I don’t need more.’ Mind you, we were 24 
and 28. She mean-girled me so bad.” 

2) Misha_Poravv wrote:  

“My turn: In fifth grade I flirted with a girl whom I liked. In 
fifth grade boy language that meant teasing. Nothing gross 
or mean but just jokes and stuff. I think she knew I liked her 
because she would joke back and sometimes it would just be 
us talking in the playground. 

“One day the teasing wasn’t appreciated, and I could tell she 
was in a bad mood. Kinda grouchy and no fun. 

“I guess I said something and then she grabbed my hair and 
said I was a jerk. So I pulled her hair. And her whole wig 
came off in front of everyone. 

“She had cancer. She felt like shit that day. I teased too far. 
And finally, I exposed her cancer and loss of hair to the 
whole school. 
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“I really liked her. She stopped coming to school the next 
week and died the next year. 

“To this day, 45 years later I still feel the guilt and shame of 
having made someone else feel that terrible.” 

3) Suyefuji wrote: 

“I had a crush on this guy in high school. I’m not trying to 
make excuses for myself, but due to some pretty awful 
experiences I had a rather shaky understanding of consent — 
I basically assumed that all men wanted to have sex with me 
and it was my job to seduce them properly. I was also just 
creepy, socially inept, and not very self-aware. That set the 
stage for the following: 

• I sent him a love letter. When that didn’t work, I sent 
him about 50 pages of handwritten love poems. That 
also didn’t work. 

• I thought the reason he didn’t want to was because 
he didn’t think I was dedicated enough to him, so I 
continued to emphasize to him every day that I liked 
him. That also didn’t work. 

• I happened to be assigned to his group on a group 
project and found out that his house was in walking 
distance from the school. I happily informed him that 
I had memorized the route to his house and he was 
extremely upset about that. 

• I finally got frustrated and started stealing his stuff 
and making him chase me to get it back. 

“He graduated a year ahead of me and blocked me on 
everything and it still took me three or four years to realize 
how much of an insanely creepy stalker I used to be. I wanted 
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to apologize, but he never answered my contact attempts and 
I found out recently that he died in a car accident last year.”47 

48. “What’s The Loneliest Thing You’ve Ever Done?” 

1) shrimp-pingu wrote: 

“Bought my own birthday cake with a candle to blow out by 
myself, a bouquet of flowers, a bottle of wine, turned on my 
fairy lights — to sit in front of my laptop watching Netflix 
with my plushie beside me as my ‘date.’ Didn’t receive a 
single birthday wish from any friend or family member that 
year. Bittersweet to think back on it, but to be fair it was 
quite a pleasant time all by my lonesome.” 

“EDIT: Wow, I’m overwhelmed by all your kind comments 
and messages — thanks a ton. I can’t reply to everyone, but 
I appreciate all the love and support! This happened two 
years ago, and since then I’ve spoken to my friends and 
family about how it made me feel, so my birthdays are 
definitely better now. Also, the stresses of life can 
occasionally make us forget our loved ones’ birthdays, it’s 
perfectly normal and doesn’t mean we care less about them. 
(: Sending hugs to all of you who are still dealing with this 
loneliness, especially in this pandemic.” 

2) strawberrynausea wrote, “I went to Baskin Robbins and 
told them I needed an ice cream cake that was big enough 
for four people. I took it home and ate it by myself while 
watching Life Sized. Yes, with Tyra Banks. I was 26.” 

3) Electronic_Candy_586 wrote, “I spent my 13th birthday 
at the mall. My mom called from work and I told her I was 

 
47 Source: Misha_Poravv, “What was your ‘I guess I am the villain in 
someone else’s story’?” Reddit. AskReddit. 14 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ljxqe8/what_was_your
_i_guess_i_am_the_villain_in_someone/ >. 
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enjoying myself with friends. She was happy to hear that 
because she felt bad having to work all day on my birthday. 
In reality I was at the mall all by myself, wandering around 
without buying anything for three hours because I had no 
money. I’m 34 now, but when I think back, I’m like, Wow, 
I was a pretty lonely teenager. Lol.” 

Dazzling_Fruit4710 commented, “This is really sad … 
especially the part where you lied to your mum so she didn’t 
feel bad. I’ve done that before: I lied to my parents to make 
sure they don’t worry while tears were streaming down my 
face.” 

zerogirl0 wrote, “Former lonely teen girl myself. Once when 
I was 14, I made what I thought were new friends who told 
me they were going to the movies that night and invited me 
along. I had my dad drop me off. Long story short, they never 
showed, and I was too embarrassed to go watch a movie by 
myself. There was a Target in the same shopping center, so 
I went and walked around there for an hour and a half before 
returning back to the theater for my dad to pick me back up. 
I never told him, just pretended I saw a the movie with some 
friends. I was also too embarrassed to ask the girls at school 
the following Monday because I didn’t want to reveal I 
showed up and waited, but yeah, I think they honestly just 
didn’t think to call me when they decided not to go because 
they were never mean to me or anything. I just wasn’t worth 
remembering, I guess.” 

saltlemon commented, “I want to hug 14-year-old you.” 

scrapcats wrote, “This happened to me when I was 12. We 
moved to a new town, two of the girls on my street invited 
me to the roller rink, and they never showed up. I guess my 
mom sensed something because she asked the ticket 
attendant to let me look for the girls before she paid for a 
ticket. I didn’t find them, so we left and my mom stopped at 
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the store for cupcake mix on the way home. We ate cupcakes 
and watched TV instead.” 

4) Forgottenmynamedamn wrote, “Before I go to sleep, I 
cuddle and grope myself and sometimes intertwine my hands 
to simulate being held by somebody. I’m that lonely. Lol. 
I’ve done this for years and I have to do it in some way so I 
can fall asleep. I wake up with my left arm grabbing my 
waist a lot.” 

Princess_Moon_ commented, “Oh my god, I do almost the 
exact same thing when get home from work most days! I 
really wish I had someone to hold me after especially 
difficult days. :(” 

roxanreveals commented, “I literally hug my pillows. And I 
have to have a lot of them on my bed to resemble cuddles.” 

IAMACURSE commented, “Same here, I recommend 
stuffed bears. They have arms and legs, so it’s a better 
experience.”48 

49. “Who’s A Stranger You Will Never Forget?” 

1) SilkySoftKitty wrote: 

“Trigger Warning: A few people on the same day in relation 
to the same event. I was assaulted at a bus stop years ago. A 
guy whistled at me when I walked by, I ignored him, and  
then he followed me and jammed his hand up my skirt. The 
first guy saw it happened and attacked the guy, punching him 
repeatedly while screaming at him that his behavior isn’t 
okay. He then checked to see if I was okay. 

 
48 Source: tsmcole, “What’s the loneliest thing you’ve ever done?” 
Reddit. AskWomen. 14 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lk3g3t/whats_the_lon
eliest_thing_youve_ever_done/ >. 
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“I cried on the bus ride home, and an older man and woman 
checked to make sure I was okay, then took me out for coffee 
and helped me calm down before walking me home. 

“It was a pretty traumatizing event. I’ve had worse happen, 
but I guess the suddenness in daylight city street really stuck 
with me. I’m grateful for those people because I was already 
suicidal and not sure how I would ended up if I went home 
alone and no one had supported me when I was upset.” 

2) wintergreen233 wrote: 

“This happened about 15 years ago. I was in my early 20s. 
At the time, I had a black and purple mohawk, ridiculous 
goth club outfit, lots of black eyeshadow, and six-inch 
platform boots. 

“So it’s early evening on a weekday, and I was waiting for a 
bus downtown when this man comes up, and it was like 
being hit by lightning. He was mid-30s, Middle Eastern with 
a slight accent, wearing a slightly ill-fitted blue suit. Nothing 
remarkable, just an average guy, getting off work from some 
office. 

“We stared at each other, and it was the weirdest thing. Like 
I knew him. The way we were looking at each other was very 
curious, very open. I could tell he was thinking the same 
thing. After a minute he finally asked if I had the time. There 
was a clock on the bus stop we were standing beside and he 
was wearing a watch. So I was just like, ‘Uhhh, yeah, it’s 
quarter to seven,’ and he just nodded, like he obviously 
didn’t care, and we resumed gazing at each other with this 
sort of funny, slightly confused smile on our faces. 

“We stood like that until the bus came. The bus was empty 
and we sat down together and just smiled at each other. Not 
touching, not saying anything, just connecting somehow and 
having no idea why. 
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“He got off after maybe six minutes. As he leaves, he says, 
‘Maybe I’ll see you on the bus again.’ And I said, ‘Yeah, 
maybe.’ He got off and turned around and we watched each 
other grow farther away. 

“I have NEVER forgotten this and have never been able to 
explain it. It is the closest I have ever come to believing in 
past lives. The energy between us was super pure — he 
wasn’t hitting on me at all, that wasn’t the vibe, and he made 
no moves whatsoever. It wasn’t a sexual vibe. It was just like 
an instant and powerful recognition: I KNOW YOU even 
though clearly we were vastly different people and had never 
met before. It was so powerful it went beyond words, like 
neither of us could figure out what to say. 

“I never saw him again. But I rarely took that bus or was in 
that part of town. I think about him all the time.” 

LostinThought551 commented, “That’s so cool! I have a 
similar thing where I made eye contact with a man and spoke 
to him very briefly (something about instructions or 
directions), but we made eye contact and it was like an 
instant ‘Oh, there you are, I’ve been looking for you’ kind of 
thing. Every time I looked over at him I felt instantly calm 
and comfortable. I had never felt like that around someone, 
no less a complete stranger. I would have seen him again, 
but then my state went under lockdown and I never got his 
name or contact information, but I’ll never forget that 
moment.” 

3) Chuck2025 wrote: 

“When I was a cashier a few years ago, there was a lady with 
three kids who ran out of food stamps. Keep in mind, this 
was around Christmas time when grocery stores are 
SLAMMED! She had me ring out $350 worth of groceries, 
but only had a balance of $50. She apologized, expressed 
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there was some sort of mistake, started crying, and began to 
put things back in her cart for returns. 

“An elderly couple behind them saw this and instead of 
being nasty and impatient, they told me they would be happy 
to pay for her groceries, insisted her three children pick out 
their own candy bar, and uploaded a $100 gift card for her. 
They gave her a hug and wished her a Merry Christmas! 

“I will never forget such kindness, ever. It’s little things like 
this that make Christmas such a special time of year.” 

4) name_is_dan wrote, “The lady who saw me eating a 
cinnamon roll in the mall by myself and said, ‘Eat that 
cinnamon roll, girl.’ She was nice and I used to go to the mall 
by myself to eat sweets with my allowance. I used to feel 
lonely when I was a teenager while my parents were 
working, but after she said that, I felt loads more confident 
being by myself.” 

5) BelliAmie wrote, “I was assaulted when I was 19. I got 
away by gouging the guy in the face with my keys. The 
policewoman who took the keys out of my hand and saw 
blood and skin on them said, ‘You got him good, honey! 
Way to go!’” 

BelliAmie added, “It was many years ago. Kind of gave me 
some sort of comfort knowing that my flight-or-fight 
response was proven to be fight. As a small woman, I knew 
I could get feral if need be!” 

6) crumpetboots wrote: 

“That guy working at the cinema who IDed me for a rated-
15 movie. 

“I was 26 at the time.” 

7) veggielovvvvvver wrote, “When I was in my early 20’s, I 
attempted suicide and eventually was sent to the psychiatric 
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ward. Emotions were obviously extremely fragile for 
everyone there. This man, —I’m not sure if he was a nurse 
or attendant or counselor or what — was always there 
checking in on me and others. One night there was a mix-up 
with my medication and I got really upset. I thought they 
were mad at me and I was just a wreck. After seeing me so 
upset, he managed to talk me down and make sense of it all. 
I can’t explain it very well, but he was the only one who 
actually helped me fix problems, even minor ones. He talked 
to me like an equal instead of talking down to me or making 
me feel like I was a crazy locked up in the nuthouse (which 
I was, lol). He is someone I will never forget. His kindness 
helped me greatly.” 

8) flat-field wrote: 

“I was taking a picture of a scenic street in a hill town in Italy 
when a stranger stopped me and asked why I picked that 
particular street. He spoke only Italian and I spoke English, 
but we had a deep conversation. 

“You may ask how I could understand his Italian when I 
don’t speak it. The answer is I have a career in linguistics, so 
I have experience in understanding speakers of other 
languages. 

“The man was telling me the street I was photographing was 
Saint Sebastian Street. St. Sebastian was martyred by being 
tied to a tree and shot full of arrows. Then he told me that his 
son was Sebastian, too. His son worked in the sunflower 
fields in the valley where he cut sunflowers with a scythe. 
One day, there was an accident where his son was killed 
while working in the field. 

“I stood in the middle of a street in Italy crying with this 
stranger and looking at a photo of his lost Sebastian. I felt 
this story and his pain like it was my own. I knew this man 
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for only five minutes, but I think of him and his Sebastian 
often. 

“This was truly the best experience I have ever had while 
traveling — to connect so powerfully with someone and 
share a deep and powerful story.” 

InterestingCloud9 commented, “Languages are so 
interesting this way. One that always stands out to me when 
I worked in a mental health clinic and had a conversation 
with a man from Moldova about his experiences of police 
brutality in the late 80s / early 90s when Moldova was 
becoming independent from the Soviet Union. We were both 
living in Denmark at the time, I spoke English and he spoke 
Russian. Neither of us spoke very good Danish. So this 
extremely emotional conversation was held in broken 
Spanish.” 

9) TACO503 wrote, “I got my doctorate from New York 
University and took the subway in my regalia (I looked like 
someone out of Harry Potter) to get to the graduation. This 
guy who looked like the kid in class who never did the work 
because he was too cool, looked at me, nodded, and said, 
“That’s dope. Whatcha study?’ I talked for him for a bit. It 
was a completely unexpected acknowledgment.”49 

50. “Those Who Grew Up Poor Or Poor-Ish, What Are 
GOOD Things You Get Nostalgic For About Your 
Childhood? What Ways Did You And Your Family Have 
Fun Even When You Didn’t Have Means To Do Much?” 

Clever_Girl, the original poster, added: 

 
49 Source: babiluv, “Who’s a stranger you will never forget?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 14 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/ljzcds/whos_a_strang
er_you_will_never_forget/ >. 
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“Edit: Just want to say a huge thank you for everyone sharing 
their beautiful memories with us! I feel like there was a lot 
character building in growing up poor / poor-ish that I 
struggle to provide for my kids because they are not growing 
up under the same circumstances. We had our kids really 
young and we were very poor until a couple of years ago, but 
they don’t remember the hard times really. We are lucky that 
they are wonderful and not entitled or selfish or ask for 
much, but I always feel like they are missing out by, 
well, not missing out. 

“The biggest connecting themes for everyone’s stories are 
how impactful their parents’ efforts were to spend quality 
time together, and also how important and full of magic the 
great outdoors are. I am very inspired to invest even more 
time creating memories centered around these important 
experiences!” 

1) WestCoastWuss619 wrote, “Last time I answered a 
question like this, some asshat replied and made fun of me, 
so anyone about to do that can eat my ass. Anyways, I was 
homeless as a kid and my step-dad would tell us, from 
memory, the story of The Lord of the Rings. We eventually 
got the books at a used bookstore and he read them to us. It 
was lovely. 

Clever_Girl commented, “That sounds like an incredibly 
magical memory that anyone should cherish no matter how 
privileged they were growing up. Story telling has been an 
important part of human connection since the beginning of 
time, and it’s a beautiful part of being human. Thank you for 
sharing!” 

NimaethArnoediad commented, “My father telling me 
stories about Middle-Earth is one of my favourite childhood 
memories as well! We were not poor, but it seems that 
Tolkien’s world is relevant to all of us no matter your 
socioeconomic background, and that makes me happy.” 
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Eledhwen wrote, “This moved me. What a great dad. It also 
warms my heart to know that The Lord of the Rings is a place 
of light for so many. I read it when I was a 13-year-old lonely 
girl, and it made my world magical.” 

yolosunshine commented, “I for real put suicide on hold at 
that age to find out how The Lord of the Ring ended.” 

mountainlight34 commented, “My dad would tell us the 
Odyssey [epic poem by Homer] adventures. Some of my 
warmest childhood memories.” 

7venRashad commented, “We were dirt poor. Cardboard 
box living. Too poor for school. My pop would do what your 
dad did but with math and history. We would go to 
bookstores and libraries and copy math problems and check 
out history book and biographies. When we finally were able 
to afford a house, we built our own library. After he passed 
away, I started building my own library.” 

2) embracing_insanity wrote, “My mom would buy me 
chocolate milk as a treat every once in a great while when 
she had a bit of extra money. After about half the small 
carton was gone, she’d start making me Magic Milk — 
which I thought was the best, most special thing ever and 
would get so excited about it! She was just mixing it with 
some regular milk to make it last a little longer.” 

3) OverallDisaster wrote, “Poor-ish. My parents did a great 
job of taking us everywhere, and most of the time it didn’t 
cost much money. We spent a lot of time outdoors, visiting 
parks, historical monuments, etc. We were always together.” 

rainsoaked88 wrote, “We weren’t poor, but my parents were 
frugal (almost to a fault). My birthday parties were always 
in state parks. We’d have a little cookout with a box-mix 
cake, and then we’d go on a hike with my friends afterwards. 
It was free and always so much fun. Classmates would come 
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up to me every year asking if we’d go hiking for my birthday 
again.” 

4) innerlemons_ wrote: 

“My mom had a garden and shelves in the basement filled 
with canned vegetables and jam. I loved summer because it 
meant I could sit outside and pick berries, eating more than 
I saved. 

“Edit: I was never food-poor. But in the rural Midwest, 
berries were one of the more expensive fruits at the grocery 
store and the store-bought ones never tasted as good. 

“We’d get most of my school clothes at thrift stores or garage 
sales, but she always knew which ones had the best quality 
stuff, so I never looked ‘poor.’ She kinda made it a game, 
seeing who could find the best deals.” 

LycheeEyeballs commented: 

“Doubling up on the grazing here. 

“Poor rural kid and when it was harvest time is when we 
were the best fed. It was up to us to feed ourselves until 
dinner during the summer and we came up with some good 
combos. My dad also taught us / showed us old foraging 
books so no matter how far into the wilderness we’d roam 
we could still safely snack.” 

LurkingOakleaf wrote, “Foraging was the BEST! We had a 
solid quarter mile of blackberry bushes and mulberry trees 
nearby. Every so often we were able to catch some fish, too.” 

Murderbot_of_Rivia wrote: 

“About five years back, we had these two plum trees that just 
produced a crazy number of plums, every year for about 
three years. We picked it all and froze tons of it, and I started 
making homemade jam. I liked it because I could use less 
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sugar (I have blood-sugar issues), and it tasted so much 
better than store bought. 

“My nine-year-old absolutely REFUSES to eat store-bought 
jam. She says it tastes gross and is too sweet. So even though 
the plum trees are no longer producing fruit, now I have to 
BUY fruit and make jam.” 

5) ievenkilledacactus wrote much about personal 
experiences of poverty and then added, “I just want to say to 
anyone experiencing poverty or financial trouble to make the 
best of their life. It’s not easy, but you can’t get back your 
childhood and teenage years. Enjoy it! Youth is full of 
positivity and hope which turns cold-hearted since the world 
is vicious. Family, friendships, dreams are what kept me 
going — if you don’t have any of these, you still have your 
heart. Nourish it! It matters!” 

6) aubor wrote: 

“I grew up […] in Central America. We would climb on trees 
to pick mangoes, guava berries, and grapefruits. We lived 
one block away from a river and had permission to go 
swimming with older kids. 

“My dad was home every evening, and although my mom 
stayed home, she dictated all the spending. Also, even 
though we moved to our own home, it was four walls and a 
roof. Eventually, they put in windows and inner walls to 
make two bedrooms. There was no running water, but we 
had a well, an outside restroom, and an outside kitchen. And 
it was more than we had when we were renting. 

“We never went hungry, but I remember delicious meals that 
consisted only of fresh corn tortillas with salt rubbed on 
them. It was heaven.” 

7) MadamKitsune wrote, “Our father was a total deadbeat, 
so every penny our mum had went on keeping us fed, warm, 
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and clothed. We didn’t get trips to theme parks or any days 
out that cost money but every Sunny weekend my mum 
would load up with bats, balls, footballs, etc., a couple of 
bottles of tap water and some meat-paste sandwiches and 
take us to the park. There she’d run about with us, play 
games, take us on the swings and slides and not stop for a 
minute before walking home again. Then when we were 
bathed and in bed she’d get all her housework done before 
collapsing into bed herself. In winter she’d build snowmen 
with us and have snowball fights and on rainy days she’d sit 
and read to us. She went above and beyond to make sure that 
we didn’t miss out on having a father. Those days were pure 
gold.”50  

51. “What Was The First Time You Guys Saw Your Dad 
Cry?”  

1) IamHereForBoobies wrote, “When he buried my little 
sister. He was never the same since.” 

2) tinykittenteeths wrote: 

“I’ve only ever really *heard* my dad cry, and that was on 
two occasions — the first was when his mum died. I was 
really tiny, but I remember him and his brother going into 
another room and hearing my dad cry at the news she was 
gone. 

“The second time was when I was crying my heart out down 
the phone to him. My first boyfriend had ended things and I 
was really devastated, miles away from home. He was giving 

 
50 Source: Clever_Girl, “Those who grew up poor or poor-ish, what are 
GOOD things you get nostalgic for about your childhood? What ways 
did you and your family have fun even when you didn’t have means to 
do much?” Reddit. AskWomen. 15 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lkex72/those_who_gr
ew_up_poor_or_poorish_what_are_good/ >. 
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me support and I could hear his voice breaking on the other 
end, which surprised me. It hurt him to meet a heartbroken 
me. 

“I love my dad so much.” 

3) Hello-Im-Trash wrote: 

“At my high school graduation. (Mom told me.) 

“Of his four kids, I’m the only one who graduated.” 

Dee_Law_Up_In_Here commented, “Seeing your child 
graduate is one of the best feelings for a dad probably. They 
are seeing their little kid turn into an adult and seeing the 
fruits of their labour.” 

4) sawisah wrote, “Cancer. He was only 54 when he passed. 
Fought it for four years just to have more time with his kids. 
The only time I saw him cry was before he took his last 
breath. He turned and looked at my mom and softly cried, 
then slowly faded.” 

Dee_Law_Up_In_Here commented, “Oh man, I’d like to 
think he was living through all his memories and those were 
tears of melancholic happiness. Also, cancer is a bitch.” 

5) hyenananas wrote: “There was a road accident on a school 
trip I went on. My school handled it very badly (in hindsight, 
first time it ever happened here). Unfortunately, there was a 
fatality involved, and the news about that went out to all the 
staff. As for the rest of us, we were held in an emergency 
services building for hours with no contact to anyone else (at 
least for me, my phone was damaged in the ordeal), so I had 
no way of letting my family know that I was ok. Then we 
got back to school, all our parents were there to pick us up 
and take us home, and we had to go to a room to hear the 
conclusive news that someone was killed on impact, pretty 
much all of the parents lost it (the victim’s family were in a 
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different room), and yep, first time I saw him cry, it’s a lot 
for a parent to have to go through.” 

6) hoyarahklo wrote, “When his mom died. She was the 
nicest person you’ll ever meet. (Someone once broke into 
her house, and she just fed them homemade chili.) She was 
a big part of our family’s life, and it was an extremely sad 
day for everyone.” 

7) dothepingu wrote, “Many times. I can’t remember the 
first. Probably a sad movie.” 

Dee_Law_Up_In_Here commented, “Ahh, an emotional 
dad. I wish my dad was like that. He loves our pets so much 
that he gets up every morning at 3 to check in on them to see 
if they’re cold but will never say that he likes them out loud.” 

8) ConfusedandKidaCute wrote, “When we got a call that 
my grandma (his mom) died. I was eight years old, and it’s 
the first (and last time) I saw him cry, I know this is stupid, 
but until then I didn’t even know males were physically 
capable of crying.”51 

52. “What Is The Best Thing About Being You?” 

koleilei wrote: 

“I love people wholeheartedly and do my best to make sure 
those I care about know they are cared for and supported. 

“Or: 

“I have an entire imaginary world in my head. It is focused 
on my dream home with a full house, patio, garden, forest, 
path down to the ocean, hot tub, and puppy. It’s where I 

 
51 Source: Dee_Law_Up_In_Here, “What was the first time you guys 
saw your dad cry?” Reddit. AskReddit. 16 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ll0mz7/what_was_the_
first_time_you_guys_saw_your_dad_cry/ >. 
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think, tend my mental health garden, relax, and store my 
memories. I put myself in it every night before I sleep and 
sometimes when I’m doing repetitive tasks, or need 
somewhere quiet. It helps keep me calm and allows me to 
deal with stress more effectively. It does not help me deal 
with heartache, though, but I’d rather love deeply and risk 
hurt than never know the joy and contentment of love.”52 

53. “Have You Ever Missed An Obvious Hint From A 
Person Who Was Into You And You Noticed It When It 
Was Too Late?” 

1) Solidfart85 wrote: 

“A girl asked me to go somewhere quiet away from the 
group we were with. We went and sat in one of the cars in 
the pub carpark. 

“She asked me how long I’ve had my tongue pierced and if 
it hurt. After this she said in a playful way something along 
the lines of ‘I’d like to feel what it’s like to have that piercing 
in my mouth.’ 

“I just looked at the lass and said she should get hers pierced 
if she wanted it that much. 

“Walked away back to our group of friends and went on with 
our night. Didn’t talk to her much after that, which I thought 
was strange as she had previously been so friendly. 

“A good few years later, this whole moment crashed into my 
head at light speed and I thought to myself what an utter idiot 
I’d been. 

 
52 Source: linorelai, “What is the best thing about being you?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 16 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lkxs5y/what_is_the_b
est_thing_about_being_you/ >. 
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“Good times.” 

2) Spookyredd wrote: 

“I switched schools when I was 16. There was this senior, 
let’s call him Dave, who was literally the cutest and most 
popular guy at the school. He was very charismatic, 
outgoing, funny and very gregarious. He was in my Art class 
and he was super gifted. All the teachers loved him and all 
the girls were always talking about him. I thought he was 
waaay out of my league. 

“I, being the new kid, was very timid and shy and had made 
only a few friends there a few months into the school year. I 
mostly kept to myself and was just quiet. 

“Well, this one girl, who didn’t like me for some reason, 
tried to embarrass me by telling Dave I had the hots for him 
behind my back, and then smugly informing me that she did 
so. 

“Of course, I was super embarrassed. Well, my Art period 
came about, and I was freaking dying of embarrassment 
walking into that class. I sat with my friend and wished I’d 
just vanish from sight. 

“Dave walks in and he kept looking at me. I knew he knew 
and I was so humiliated and wanted to just die. 

“While we were working on our projects, Dave comes over 
and sits next to me and says, ‘Andrea said that you have the 
hots for me. Do you?’ 

“I sunk away and avoided eye contact and was all like, ‘Psh 
… no.’ Shooter McGavin style. 

“He was all like, ‘Oh … ok,’ and paused for a moment 
confused and awkwardly said, ‘Ok … well … see ya later,’ 
and got up and walked away. 
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“Years later in my 20’s I saw him at a bar and we started 
talking and he confessed how attractive he always thought I 
was in school, and said that he always noticed me in the 
hallways and that he’d always think, ‘If only she held her 
head up just a little bit higher.’ 

“I was all like ‘Damn.’ Lol.” 

Note by David Bruce: Shooter McGavin is a character in the 
Adam Sandler movie Happy Gilmore. 

3) Dannyxd wrote, “When I was in high school, I had really 
bad self-image issues and I had a girl literally say to my face 
that she thought I was good looking and that she’d sleep with 
me and I thought she was trying to make me look stupid so I 
laughed it off and walked away.” 

4) Connerisdefective wrote, “Yes, she constantly showed me 
art that she said she was too shy to show anyone else. I’m 
not the sharpest tool in the slipper closet.” 

5) Cody_Coald_Day wrote, “Cheerleader noticed me in the 
stands at my cousin’s football game. She threw a small 
plastic football to where I was standing. I caught it and was 
so excited that I didn’t notice that she wrote her phone 
number on the back of it until years later.” 

6) OverreactingParrot wrote, “A friend of a friend once told 
me (one of our first interactions ever!) he was looking for 
someone to go to the theatre with, claiming, ‘It’s okay if you 
don’t want to; I’ll just look for someone else.’ And when I 
said I was busy for a couple days, he said, ‘What about this 
weekend?’ ‘I have other plans, sorry.’ ‘And the week after 
that?’ And it didn’t even occur to me that he was insisting to 
go with ME. The theatre thing didn’t work out in the end, so 
he came by to my university to have breakfast with me a 
couple times after that. (Keep in mind that we barely knew 
each other, so it wasn’t like we were good friends catching 
up over breakfast) This, and also every time I posted a new 
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pic on Instagram he would message me about it and we’d 
talk. This was two-three years ago. About two months ago, I 
was looking for an old picture in my message history and I 
crossed by my history with him. I read the old chats and 
suddenly I was like, ‘Ooooohhh!’ So, yeah, I don’t know 
what I was thinking back then.”53 

54. “What Was Your Hardest Goodbye?” 

1) wabibi wrote, “When I was about eight, I had a cat. His 
name was Passion. He became very sick. I tried everything 
to make him better, but nothing seemed to work. My mother 
took him to the vet where they told me he had to be put to 
sleep. My family was lower class back then, and my mom 
had no savings. It cost more to save his life than putting him 
to sleep. And so we did the cheaper option. I told him I loved 
him and cried extremely hard. I miss him very much; he 
always listened to me. And when I had a manic episode 
(bipolar) and I was doped up on medications, he stayed by 
my side. I adopted a cat recently that had the same colors as 
Passion did. He stays by my side as well.” 

2) relinquish_my_waffle wrote, “My girlfriend at the time 
was leaving the United States for a teaching job in China. 
We had been dating for only about six or seven months, but 
we both knew we had something special. We decided to do 
the long-distance thing and we would be able to talk every 
day, but it was just such a bummer, having just started 
something great and suddenly not being able to physically 
see each other. I remember after the point that I couldn’t 
keep walking with her through the airport, I kept hoping she 

 
53 Source: mrstonesguy, “Have you ever missed an obvious hint from a 
person who was into you and you noticed it when it was too late?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 17 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/llrla3/have_you_ever_
missed_an_obvious_hint_from_a/ >. 
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would change her mind and come running back, but it didn’t 
happen. Eventually I got tired of the long-distance thing, so 
I visited her and proposed on top of the Great Wall. We’ve 
been married and living in China for about four years now.” 

3) Satures wrote, “My father. Out of nowhere I was told that 
there wasn’t any hope for him and he wouldn’t leave the 
hospital anymore. I immediately called the hospital and 
asked about how much time we were talking — hours, days, 
weeks? They replied he had died 10 minutes before my call, 
less than two hours after he was given the news. I drove to 
the hospital to say goodbye, learning about his illness that 
my parents had kept a secret as they thought it was cured. I 
don’t think I’ll get over it completely. The worst was a few 
weeks later when we buried him at sea. The urn with his 
ashes didn’t sink immediately but floated for a minute or so.” 

4) pacijip wrote, “Watching them lower my son’s casket into 
the ground. I lost him when I was five months pregnant, and 
we buried him. All I wanted to do was jump in there and 
open the casket back up and cuddle him one last time, but it 
wouldn’t bring him back. I miss him every single day. I’m 
sorry for being depressing.” 

_Fengo commented: 

“I’m sorry for your loss. I’ve lost loved ones as well, but I 
can’t imagine that sort of pain. 

“Stories like yours always remind me of a woman I once saw 
at a local graveyard around 3 in the morning. She was 
digging up a grave with her bare hands. A few hours later, 
someone finally called the cops, and they had her removed. 
Apparently she had just then gotten to the casket. 

“Turns out, the woman was a mother who had lost her 
toddler due to an illness. (Cancer, I heard.) It was his 
birthday. He had died just a couple of days before. This poor 
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woman was going to dig up her child’s grave so she could 
spend his birthday with him. 

“They had to drag this poor lady out of the graveyard kicking 
and screaming. I honestly hope they didn’t charge her or 
anything. I just hope they helped her find a little bit of peace. 
Still makes me sad to this day.”54 

55. “What Made You Fall In Love With Your Partner?” 

1) GrizzlyMommaMT wrote: 

“I am a person who likes to be left alone when I am in a 
mood — sad, mad, whatever. I like to be by myself, so I can 
calm myself down. 

“All my life this was unacceptable to everyone I know for 
some reason. I was always forced to CONSTANTLY deal 
with people: ‘Are you all right?’ ‘What do you need?’ ‘You 
don’t really wanna be alone,’ etc. Just constant attempts to 
try to do something for me, but it always felt like they were 
just trying to make themselves feel better by trying to help 
me. 

“My boyfriend (now-husband) just said, ‘OK, I’m going to 
go here. Call me if you need anything and when you want 
some company and I’ll come.’ 

“Just the fact that he accepted what I needed and didn’t try 
to tell me what he thought I needed was such a huge thing 
for me. 

“It may sound small and dumb to others, but it was a major 
turning point for me.” 

 
54 Source: Individual-Tailor532, “What was your hardest goodbye?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 17 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/llo3vr/what_was_your
_hardest_goodbye/ >. 
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2) DeliriouslySober wrote: 

“He is very good with animals and he also is a musician. We 
are two very different people, but he accepts me fully for 
who I am. I also thought his intelligence was quite sexy as 
he is rather oblivious to it. He wouldn’t hurt a fly (literally, 
he catches them and puts them outside). I always feel like I 
won the spouse lottery with him. He is amazing, and we’ve 
been together for almost 20 years and married for 15. 

“Whenever I hear him come home, my heart skips a beat 
because I still enjoy his company and conversations. I rather 
enjoyed writing this and I had to catch myself because I’ve 
wanted to write much more about him. 

“He had a cat when we met, so he also scored points with 
that.” 

3) xosomeblonde wrote: 

“I have no idea. There was just something about him. 

“The first time I saw his photo, I thought he was my 
soulmate. First time hearing his voice, I was 100% positive. 
First time he kissed me, I was head over heels in love. 

“I waited a couple months to admit that, but … he knew. And 
he felt the same. 

“I am so happy to call him my husband.” 

4) RequirementPositive wrote, “Let me tell you we met on a 
dating app and he is not my ‘type’ that I thought I liked. 
Now, my type is him. Genuine, kind, not selfish, loyal, 
sweet, supportive, openly in love with me.” 

5) PanJas wrote: 

“As someone who is attractive, I was used to having many 
interested in me for my looks. Now there’s nothing wrong 
with that, but the intent was always surface level. With my 
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boyfriend, he wasn’t attracted to me until he had a good idea 
of who I was. He took the time to be my friend first without 
expectations and when it came to pursuing, I laid down my 
hints. Haha. 

“Not only did he like me because of my personality, but he 
saw my potential as well. He was determined to help me to 
grow, which is something I really needed. 

“I love that silence with him isn’t awkward. I’m not obliged 
to speak, and he’ll only say what he means. No filler, casual 
talk. Everything he says has its weight. 

“He’s very active. Lifts heavy weights. The testosterone he 
was giving off did play a part in attractiveness. 

“The way he cares for his possessions and not the important 
ones [not just the expensive ones?]. Keeps his things clean. 
Would rather clean things up now rather than later. Puts 
things back where they go. 

“The freaking eye contact. Intense as hell, but I live for it. 
Lol. 

“He isn’t the follow-the-crowd kind of guy. His 
awkwardness can separate him from the usual crowds, but 
he doesn’t really care. I never really cared for that either, and 
I liked that he respected himself enough not to pretend to be 
someone he wasn’t. 

“He’s a problem-solver. Should there be a problem in our 
relationship, he would be willing to fix it. 

“He really cares for his siblings and wants to make sure they 
flourish as well. 

“Man, I think I love him more after writing all of this.” 

6) definitive-airwave wrote: 
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“This is going to sound terrible, but he’s nice to me. My ex 
had the occasional impulse towards kindness, but he was 
fundamentally incapable of niceness. When asked point-
blank if he could just be nice to me, he said no and that I 
needed to stop placing unrealistic expectations on him. 

“My current partner invited me somewhere and out of habit 
I asked, ‘If I go, will you be nice to me?’ And he looked at 
me like I was insane and said, ‘In what universe would I 
invite you somewhere and then not be nice?’ He’s not a Nice 
Guy, he’s just a nice person. It’s nice. :)”55 

56. “What Are Things That Made You Realize Your 
Partner Loves You?” 

The original poster gave an example: “A woman on TikTok 
said she realized her boyfriend loved her when she asked him 
why her printer never ran out of ink. He said he saw her using 
it a lot, so he had subscribed to a monthly printer-ink service 
and had been replacing the ink for her.” 

1) JustAQuietBean wrote, “My partner wakes up to leave for 
work slightly earlier than me and every morning without fail 
he offers to make me a coffee (not instant — slight effort 
required). I had been saying no because I didn’t want him to 
waste his time making me a coffee before he left when I 
technically have more time to do so. But it turns out, the offer 
of coffee lures me out of bed to spend the morning with him 
before he goes, so now I say yes and in return I make his 
lunch for him while he showers and we spend an extra 30 
minutes together before he leaves. It’s a small thing, but it 

 
55 Source: giorgiisher, “What made you fall in love with your partner?” 
Reddit. AskWomen. 16 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/llivkq/what_made_yo
u_fall_in_love_with_your_partner/ >. 
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reminds me of how much he loves being with me and 
spending time with me.” 

2) Ethereal-Glow wrote: 

“There is a look he gives me, which my mother described as 
a silent way of saying, ‘You’re such a weirdo, but you’re 
MY weirdo and I love you.’ The first time I saw that was one 
of those moments where I felt the realisation. It’s something 
I’d never seen in anyone but my grandparents, who are well 
and truly in love. 

“Another one is the little squeak / giggle he does when he 
sees me, thinks I look particularly nice, or when I smile at 
him. Sometimes he follows up with incoherent happy noises 
and gives me hugs. It’s like he’s always so excited to see me, 
even though we live together. 

“In terms of things he does for me, he often fills up my hot-
water bottle for me. I find a lot of comfort in the bottle, so 
whenever he sees that I’m feeling sad, cold, sick, or even just 
remembers the bottle exists, he gives it to me so I can 
snuggle it, and sometimes he wraps a blanket around me, 
too. Just something simple that shows he really cares and 
notices me.” 

3) PrickyCactus wrote, “Him feeding my cat. My partner 
and my cat are in mutual dislike with each other, but when 
I’m having a hard day and I’m very tired, he still gives ‘that 
demon his gross stinky food.’” 

Belfette commented: 

“Heh. This reminds me of my husband a bit. He is not a cat 
person, according to him, and when we started dating I had 
two cats and my roommates had two cats. I came out of the 
bathroom one day to find him on the couch literally covered 
in cats. They LOVED him, and I think secretly he loved 
them, too, but he would never admit it. 
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“When we eventually moved in together, he would feed the 
cats when he got home from work every day while 
complaining about their gross stinky food, too. Both of those 
cats have since passed on. We have a different cat now, and 
he definitely loves this cat as last night I caught him hand 
feeding the little gremlin bits of rotisserie chicken. 

“When the last of my original cats was very old, she got sick 
and I was stressing about having to take her to the vet and 
have her put down. He arranged for a vet to come to the 
house and help, so the cat was able to pass at home, where 
she felt safe and where she knew she was loved. I was able 
to be with her and hold her until the very end. He made that 
happen for me. 

“He does a lot of things that let me know he loves me, but 
that one always sticks out in my mind.” 

4) stressyanddepressy wrote: 

“He gets so excited every time he sees me! He’s quite a big 
macho guy but every time he walks through the door or picks 
me up from work he says in this little high-pitched voice, 
‘HEY, insert pet name of the day.’ 

“We’ve both been around pretty loveless relationships our 
whole life, but he tries so hard to not be that way. (So do I.) 
He tells me his aim in life is to make me happy, and yeah, he 
does just that. The most recent thing he did was get me roses 
for Valentine’s Day, but he also saw my favourite flowers 
(tulips) so he picked up them, too. I had only mentioned in 
passing how they’re my favourite and it was so sweet that he 
remembered.”56 

 
56 Source: -doobert-, “A woman on tiktok said she realized her bf loved 
her when she asked him why her printer never ran out of ink. He said 
he saw her using it a lot, so he subscribed to a monthly printer ink 
service and had been replacing the ink for her. What are things that 
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57. “Women Who’ve Been Engaged, What Does It Feel 
Like When You’re Being Proposed To?” 

1) brerosie wrote, “I was pissed off. Lol. We were fighting 
at the time, and I stormed off to the bathroom to go take a 
bath. I had just turned on the water and was about to undress 
when he knocked on the door. I opened the door and was 
about to say ‘What do you want?’ in a snotty angry tone, but 
he was down on one knee holding the ring up and grinning 
at me all sheepishly. I think I said something like, ‘Are you 
kidding? You do this now?’ And then I shut the door. He 
knocked again . By this point I was laughing and crying ( the 
good tears / happy tears) I opened the door again and said 
yes. I love that man so much!” 

2) GreenMountain85 wrote, “Nothing, really. We’d been 
together for over eight years. He wrapped up an empty ring 
box on Christmas that year and then came over and handed 
me a ring. I remember saying, ‘It’s about time!’ Gushy 
feelings might have happened five or six years before then 
but at that point we already had two kids, a house, etc., so it 
was just like — well, it’s about time for that, I guess!” 

3) beautifulgoat9 wrote: 

“For me it was absolute fear and confusion — we were out 
partying and he waited too long in the night to propose (he 
was waiting for a specific song), but I was hammered 
because I thought it was just a night out with our friends. 

“The week earlier I thought he was going to propose and then 
he didn’t. (He took me to a romantic overlook and when we 
got there, there were rose petals on the ground … from 

 
made you realize your partner loves you?” Reddit. AskWomen. 17 
February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lls70h/a_woman_on_t
iktok_said_she_realized_her_bf_loved/ >. 
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whoever was there before us. Lol.) So now, literally a week 
later, when he does propose and I’m wasted and we’re in the 
middle of a club, I thought I’d lost my mind. We’d also never 
talked about rings. I kept asking our friends, ‘Is this real?’ 
And they nodded yes, but long story short I was drunk and 
confused. In retrospect we now laugh as we got engaged in 
a very unconventional location.” 

4) neuroticandok wrote: 

“I don’t know if it counts because I said no, but I was 
proposed to. 

“My ex and I were dating for six months and everything was 
super cute and lovely, butterflies and all that jazz. However, 
soon I noticed that he didn’t listen to me when I say that I 
need me-time and he would constantly bother me when I 
specifically asked him to let me be alone. 

“Anyways, one night I got back from work and was 
exhausted from people, so I texted him (he was in another 
city) that I’ll take a bubble bath, watch some series and go to 
sleep, and I also won’t be on my phone because I’m 
exhausted from people. Imagine my shock when three hours 
into my relaxation, I hear a knock on my door. (My ex was 
in a city that’s four-hour drive away from me.) I open the 
door and he’s all sweaty and worried, on one knee with a 
ring in his hands. 

“I got really angry and said no. Later, I found out he was 
speeding and got away from police — that’s how he got there 
so quickly. Overall, I have never ever felt so unimportant and 
not listened to.”57 

 
57 Source: Euphoric-Exchange-80, “Women who’ve been engaged, 
what does it feel like when you’re being proposed to?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 16 February 2021 < 
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58. “Waiters / Waitresses Of Reddit, What’s The Most 
Awkward First Date You Had To Witness At First 
Hand?” 

1) WhatOnceWas396 wrote, “Just saw one on Valentine’s 
Day. The date seemed to be going very well, actually — not 
awkward at all. They talked non-stop, no lulls in 
conversation; they were laughing, carrying on, and just 
generally having a good time. In fact, another server and I 
were laughing about how obnoxiously loud they were. Then 
I heard the gentleman say, ‘… and obviously you’re not still 
married … right? Please tell me you’re not still married.’ She 
said, ‘Well, actually …’ and then things got VERY 
uncomfortable. It must not have been a deal breaker because 
they stayed at the restaurant another hour until we closed, 
but they were very quiet for the rest of the night. Hardly 
spoke to each other at all.” 

2) sophiegitt wrote, “Not a first date, but we did have a guy 
come into our steakhouse on a Saturday night at 7 pm with 
NO RESERVATION. He then told us on the spot he was 
going to propose to his girlfriend. We had to seat them 
somewhere awful; it was right next to the bathroom and 
when he got down on one knee, looking around nervously, 
absolutely no one noticed. He and his girlfriend kept waiting 
for the rest of the restaurant to see them and go quiet or even 
clap for them, but not a single person noticed. She said yes, 
looked disappointed, and they went back to dinner like 
nothing happened. They must not have minded too much 
because they came back for their one-year anniversary, and 
this time he made a reservation. Lol!” 

3) Ashley_42 wrote, “A teenage couple sharing an ice cream 
and holding hands very awkwardly. After they finished the 

 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/llbl2v/women_whove
_been_engaged_what_does_it_feel_like/ >. 
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ice cream, they kept talking about their — very adventurous 
— sexual fantasies. They were around 14 years old. Super 
awkward to have to interrupt them to ask if they want 
anything else.” 

Get-Vectored commented, “My sexual fantasy when I was 
14 was holding hands.” 

4) RAM_592 wrote, “I had these two people who were there 
on a first date. After the appetizers this poor man got the shits 
and was going back and forth to the bathroom all night. Only 
a few other people were in the restaurant at the time, so it 
was noticeable and they were chuckling every time he got 
up. I honestly felt so bad for the guy.” 

5) newgoy1787 wrote, “A couple was shown to their table, 
and the guy was on the phone the entire time. I normally wait 
until guests are off their phones to give my spiel, the specials 
and such and take a drink order, but he didn’t show any sign 
of getting off the phone. I take the order; the guy just holds 
his hand over the phone and talks over his date. When I come 
back, she attempts to order a zucchini appetizer, our house 
specialty, and he tries to say the portions are large enough 
without. She orders the zucchini anyway. I get the dinner 
order, and bring out the appetizer. At this point, I hadn’t been 
to the table when he hadn’t been on the phone. While I was 
putting together the salad, the woman comes out to the lobby 
and asks to get her meal packed up. She ended up paying her 
half of the bill and ducking out. She told me this was their 
first date and she was set up by a soon-to-be-former friend. 
Said she was going to be calling her friend as she walked 
out. When I brought the guy’s meal to him, he asked where 
her dinner was, and I told him what happened. He really 
thought she was in the bathroom.” 

6) stocky_stegasaurus wrote: 
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“I worked at a pub connected to a brewery in college. Dude 
comes in with a stunning woman, I mean she’s absolutely 
gorgeous. Whole time they’re sitting at the end of the bar, 
and you can hear the guy talking about how he has a room 
for them next door at the hotel in downtown. So they decide 
to go to the brewery next door, [he’s] going to pull a little 
dine-and-dash [eat and leave without paying]. They got over 
there and didn’t realize we are on the same system, so he 
orders a couple of beers, and the bartender on the brewery 
side asks if he wants to add it to his tab. He looks confused 
and says, ‘What tab? I’ve never been here.’ She prints off the 
restaurant bill plus his brewery tab, it’s like $80 or so. He 
just blankly stares at the poor bartender and then flies off the 
handle. The girl he was with ended up paying for it. They 
walked across the street and to the hotel that he has already 
invited her up to his room; she stalls until her Uber gets there 
and then just dipped out. Kinda funny, kinda awkward, but 
that’s what you get for dine and dash. 

“Edit 1: Since this is asked about multiple times, when the 
bar was in ‘dining hours’ crowds were usually very 
manageable. We didn’t take cc’s [credit cards], we would 
just give the bill at the end of the meal. Similar to a 
traditional restaurant. They waited for the later crowd to 
show up around 9 and dipped while we were getting busier. 
That’s the whole reason they weren’t caught trying to leave 
the bar in the first place. 

“Edit 2: Thanks for the upvotes and award! Much 
appreciated! 

“Edit 3: The girl wasn’t a willing participant from what I 
could tell. She had no idea he had dined-and-dashed. I think 
she had gone to the restroom or something at some point, so 
he could’ve said, ‘Oh, I got it.’ Or something along those 
lines.” 
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7) BigFutorology wrote, “This didn’t happen to me, but I 
was working while the bartender got to experience it. Guy 
and girl came in, super weird chemistry all night. The guy is 
obviously trying to impress her by being a huge douche, and 
she looks like she’s just pretending to not hate it so the date 
will end faster. At the end of the night, she says she’ll take 
an Uber home and he awkwardly leaves without her. She 
then waits for the bartender to come back over, orders 
another cocktail, and asks for his phone number.” 

8) justacomment12 wrote, “The guy’s card declines. I didn’t 
want to embarrass him, so I waved him over near the credit 
card machine so it would look like he needed to go to the 
bathroom. He told me to try it again and I assumed he was 
going to move money over on his app. He went back to his 
date. Card declines again. The machine prints a receipt that 
states the reason for decline — ‘insufficient funds.’ I keep 
trying four more times. I go over to the table and say, ‘I’m 
having an issue with the card, might be our machine; do you 
have another?’ I walk away with the new card, and it 
declines. I wave him over. He gets up angrily and I’m 
guessing now the date has caught on. He proceeds to berate 
me saying that it must be our machines because HE KNOWS 
HE HAS MONEY! He starts making fun of me questioning 
if I know what I’m doing. He is doing this in front of his 
date, I’m guessing to save face. Gives me another card. 
Declined. The date pays.” 

thefuzzybunny1 commented: 

“My parents had a payment mix-up on their first date, too. 
Unlike in your story, it was an honest misunderstanding. 
This happened in the eighties when not every restaurant took 
credit cards, and you couldn’t take your ATM card to 
another bank’s machine. 

“Step 1, Dad has a certain restaurant in mind, which takes 
cards. Step 2, Mom suggests a different restaurant she’s been 
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meaning to try, and they go there instead. Step 3, they realize 
after they’ve ordered that this place is cash only. Step 4, they 
find out the closest ATM is at a bank where my dad doesn’t 
have an account, but my mom does. 

“Step 5, Dad spends 15 minutes pretending he’s just thinking 
reaallllyyy hard about this dessert menu, while Mom jogs 
two blocks in high heels to an ATM that will take her card, 
gets the cash, and comes back to pay for dinner on a first 
date. 

“Mind you, Dad is all for gender equality, but he’d promised 
to pay and had to renege because of this mix-up. He was 
mortified. 

“Anyway, they’ve been happily married 33 years now. Mom 
tells that story as a firm example of why you should be 
willing to give people second chances.” 

9) fraxiiinus wrote: 

“Not a first date, but when I first started bartending, I had a 
woman who was very obviously stood up. She got there, 
ordered a drink, and would look around every once in a 
while. I saw her use her phone a couple times and her mood 
just got sadder until she finally put her phone upside-down 
on the bar and ordered food an hour later. 

“I wiped what I could off her bill and then paid the rest 
myself and told her it was on the house. In my career it’s 
happened two more times, once with another woman and 
once with a guy. I did the same thing. Nothing sucks more 
than eating alone and defeated. 

“Edit: Thank you for the upvotes and nice comments! Made 
my night :) 
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“Edit2: Seriously, guys, you’re so sweet. Not going to lie, 
today was kind of rough, but everyone has brightened it so 
much. I really appreciate it.” 

10) frankylovee wrote: 

“I worked at a bar where like 50% of our business was from 
Tinder dates. 

“This one time, two guys came in separately and sat at 
different tables by themselves, along the same wall. They 
were both facing the door and clearly waiting for dates. 

“Eventually a woman comes in, walks up to the closest guy, 
sits down, and they start chatting. They start ordering drinks. 
After ~5 minutes, the other guy, who is still waiting by 
himself, gets up and walks over to the couple. He says ‘hi’ 
to the girl and is like ‘um, aren’t you so-and-so? I’m so-and-
so. Aren’t we supposed to be meeting?’ She was clearly 
flustered, lots of awkward laughter, and she gets up and goes 
with the other guy to the other table. 

“Couple minutes later, the other woman shows up and sits 
with first guy and he tells her all about it. Lol.” 

11) Bluegunder wrote, “At a restaurant I worked at, there 
was a white guy and a black guy on a first date. They were 
sitting in a booth and having a good time. White guy gets up 
to go to the bathroom. When he came back, he sat in the 
wrong booth with a different black guy. Took him a minute 
to realize it was a different person. The person he was on a 
date with was not happy at all. They tried to salvage the date, 
but it didn’t work.” 

2kids3kats commented, “Oof. That is terrible! The waves of 
awkward are palpable!” 

12) stopbeingatotalbitch commented: 
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“I would have totally done this; in fact, I’ve actually done it 
before. Mainly because I have a hard time looking people in 
the eye and familiarizing myself with their faces. 

“My husband and I were at a birthday dinner one night. He 
had left for a smoke with other husbands. I came back from 
the restroom, and without even realizing it, I sat next to a 
man who I assumed was my husband. We usually like to 
squeeze each other, even in public. I squeezed this poor 
man’s face and was about to kiss him when I realized this 
man was not the man I sleep with. I was mortified. I 
apologized repeatedly. It was so embarrassing, but thank god 
we all got drunk and laughed it off. The guy was a good guy 
— I met him again at a New Year’s party.” 

13) kelpat14 wrote, “I was working at a high-end steakhouse 
when a couple comes in on a first date. The man was really 
friendly and seemed like he knew his wine. He orders a nice 
and fairly expensive bottle. As I’m presenting the bottle, the 
woman’s phone rings and she answers. Apparently, her close 
friend just broke up with her boyfriend and is distraught. The 
woman asks if her friend can join them for dinner. The man 
says ‘of course’ and is really gracious about the whole thing. 
The friend shows up within a few minutes and is a crying, 
hot mess. I bring the friend an empty glass and before I can 
pour it, the first woman grabs the bottle and fills the glass to 
the brim, then requests another bottle. After I open the 
second bottle, the man excuses himself to the restroom. 
While he is away, I overhear the friend expressing concern 
about the menu prices. The first woman then says, ‘Get 
whatever you want. I’m not going to ever see this loser 
again.’ So then I catch the man coming out of the bathroom 
and tell him what I just heard. He says, ‘What do I do?’ I tell 
him he is welcome to leave through the delivery door in the 
back and I will play dumb for his date. The guy expresses 
his gratitude and slips me $100 on his way out. The woman 
becomes increasingly irate as the night goes on and she 
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realizes the man isn’t coming back to buy them food. She 
waits until closing time before settling the alcohol tab and 
leaving hungry in a taxi.”58 

59. “What Was The Moment In Your Romantic 
Relationship Where You Realized The Rose-Colored 
Glasses Had Come Off?” 

1) Not-A-Soggy-Bagel wrote: 

“When his parents took me aside and told me about why he 
had been hospitalized throughout high school. 

“While in school with him, I thought he went to the hospital 
because of physical health problems like his cluster 
headaches and TMJ [temporomandibular joint]. Finding out 
the truth was like being hit by an ice-cold train. He had been 
in and out of psych clinics for anti-social behavior, drug 
abuse, and killing neighborhood cats and dogs. 

“I was in my early twenties and I thought I knew this person. 
His parents told me that they understood if I chose to leave, 
and they were appalled that he hadn’t told me the truth. 

“It was also in that moment that I realized I couldn’t be some 
dumb ignorant young adult anymore. This partner of mine, 
this person, could seriously hurt me or others. I never put the 
dots together. 

“All the tools he had in his trunk, the tarps, the ropes, all the 
weird unmarked locations he knew in the woods and fields, 
his knowledge of where abandoned cars lay, just all these 
little details came into sharp focus. My partner who I was 

 
58 Source: Flavor_Town, “Waiters/waitresses of Reddit, what’s the 
most awkward first date you had to witness first hand?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 17 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/llsy4i/waiterswaitresse
s_of_reddit_whats_the_most/ >. 
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with for most of high school and college wasn’t someone I 
knew.” 

Not-A-Soggy-Bagel added: 

“I felt it wasn’t real and I remember it was like being trapped 
on a surreal set before it sank in. 

“When I was in that relationship, I excused so many of his 
behaviors, and the worst part is how much I tried to ‘fix’ him 
and help him. I was such an enabler.” 

MatildaDoll commented, “Yikes! I’m glad you’re away 
from that! It’s not nearly the same, but my rose-colored 
glasses faded when I realized some truths about one of my 
ex boyfriends. He had told me he got ‘into some trouble’ in 
high school. His aunt told me (two years into our 
relationship) that he broke into his high school, stole a bunch 
of computer equipment and sold it to a pawn shop in a 
different town. She also said he was in and out of rehab 
facilities for behavior and drug issues. Last, but not least, he 
told me his mom hurt herself by ‘accidently’ falling down 
the stairs. His aunt told me he had actually violently pushed 
her down the stairs and she ended up in the hospital with 
several broken bones and a concussion.” 

2) cheekmo_52 wrote, “It seems like most of the replies here 
are from people who’ve decided to end their relationships. 
But even in normal healthy relationships, the rose-colored 
glasses eventually come off. (Usually it is when you stop 
imagining a fantasy future for the two of you because you 
are confronted with the realities of the obstacles and flaws in 
your relationship.) I love it when the rose-colored glasses 
come off. It means we are sharing our flaws with each other, 
and can get a clearer picture of the work that needs to be 
done to keep our relationship healthy. Real, lasting love is 
on the other side of those obstacles. When you work together 
to overcome them, that’s the stuff that cements your bond.” 
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3) finnega922 wrote: 

“We married in October. The following May, the rose-
colored glasses were gone. 

“I have a chronic illness, and in my younger days it would 
become acute fairly often. That May, it got bad. BAD. I 
ended up on the floor of the bathroom, crying in pain, and 
my body purging at both ends. Huge, gross, crying mess. 

“He picked me up so carefully, cleaned me up, and put me 
to bed. Then cleaned up the huge mess I’d made in the 
bathroom. 

“He saw and accepted the worst that day. Showed me who 
he was. (And still is.)”59 

60. “What Is Your Favourite Memory That You’ve 
Shared With Your Significant Other?” 

1) burndwbook wrote, “Definitely random ice cream dates. 
sometimes when I’m upset or if we’re just in a happy mood 
he’ll ask, ‘Ice cream date?’ and drive us to the nearest 
McDonalds and I’ll always get an ice cream cone and he’ll 
get an M&M McFlurry. We just sit in the car and enjoy each 
other’s company while listening to music and talking about 
whatever. He’s my favorite person. :)” 

PenguinOffLedge wrote, “We do the same thing! Except I’ll 
just say, ‘Hot fudge sundae,’ and that’s the cue.” 

2) SheWhoWelds wrote: 

 
59 Source: CosmicConfusion94, “What was the moment in your 
romantic relationship where you realized the rose colored glasses had 
come off?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lmlrym/what_was_the
_moment_in_your_romantic_relationship/ >. 
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“His proposal. Not just because a proposal in general is super 
romantic, but because he made so many plans for the perfect 
proposal and the year 2020 ruined them time and time again, 
yet he still made it perfect. 

“First he was going to propose in Alaska, but COVID 
cancelled that trip. Then it was going to be on a drive down 
Route 66, but the jewelry store was closed for being non-
essential and he couldn’t get the ring. When the store finally 
opened, he found out they sold him the ring in the wrong 
size, and it was sold out in all other sizes, and it was too small 
to resize for me. After much arguing, they agreed to take the 
setting and put it on a band my size. Finally, we book a trip 
to Oregon and he plans to propose on a beach in Oregon. But 
we landed in Portland just as all the fires last summer were 
getting really bad. We started driving east, and roads were 
closing behind us. We literally couldn’t get back towards the 
coast; we couldn’t even get back to Portland to catch our 
flight and had to drive all the way home. 

“So we stopped at a tiny town in Nevada. He knows I love 
creepy and kitschy things, and this town had a clown-themed 
motel with an old pioneer cemetery next to it. So we walked 
around the motel and the cemetery and at dusk, at the gate to 
the cemetery, he proposed. The whole trip had gone horribly 
wrong, and yet he had done everything to make me feel safe 
and salvage the trip and this was just the perfect ending. He’s 
always been the guy who made things happen no matter what 
the circumstances, and every time I look at my ring I’m 
reminded of it.” 

3) ConfusedChicken130 wrote: 

“Probably the night I realized I loved her. 

“We were just chatting on the phone listening to music and 
we were talking about places we wanted to go and places we 
had been. She was talking about this time she went to a lake 
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in the mountains and got to see the sunset reflecting off the 
water and the way the snow-capped mountains seemed to 
have a halo. Talking about how fresh and crisp the air was 
and how beautiful the whole scene was. I could never 
describe beauty like that she did that night, but a mix of how 
wonderful she made everything sound as well as imagining 
her face taking it in and hearing the tone in her voice as she 
blissfully told the story … it all just clicked. I had been 
falling for her for a while, but that was the moment that made 
me go, ‘Wow. I really love this woman,’ and I realized that 
I wanted to see that. I wanted to see her face and take her to 
all these wonderful places she talked about, and I wanted to 
spend those moments with her. I wanted to enjoy being with 
her as long and as much as I could.” 

4) justiceforosaura wrote: 

“We have so many, but today was one that tops the charts. 
Lol. We’ve been having a hard week and were watching 
YouTube and saw a video about the movie Dirty Dancing. I 
told my husband I want to do that lift. He’s a professional 
mover, so he’s very strong and much bigger than me so I 
figured we could do it. 

“He was so down for it. After a few failed attempts, we 
almost did it. But when it came to me going back to the floor 
he let me down too fast. My legs were not prepared, and I 
ended up flat on my back. It was hilarious. Our teenage son 
came out of his room to see what all the commotion was and 
didn’t believe we had tried it (after showing him a YouTube 
video because he’s never seen the movie). 

“We did it again, but it was not as awesome because I was 
too scared to trust my legs, lol, so my son calls my adult 
daughter and tells her what we were up to and of course she 
wants to see us try it again. Now we have to perfect it 
because our kids are so excited about us doing it right that 
we plan on practicing every week until we can actually do it. 
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“We are seriously too old for this, hahahaha, but it’s a good 
time and we needed one this week.” 

5) BonaFideWorm wrote, “Swimming in a lake in the 
French Alps while it was pouring rain. It was probably the 
most beautiful moment of both of our lives, and it was 
Notebook-y as shit.” 

6) nothatslame wrote: 

“There’s honestly too many to count … 

“We had a picnic in the park and as we kissed we heard some 
kids go ‘ewwww.’ It was adorable. 

“I got an A on a test I was stressing over and he drove me to 
my favorite viewing area and surprised me with a piece of 
my favorite cake, which we ate with our hands. 

“We got a little carried away kissing in the kitchen and the 
smell of burnt pancake pulled us out the moment. The only 
time I’ve ever burnt a pancake. 

“All the random times people compliment us. Old couples 
will stop us while we walk down the street holding hands 
saying that we remind them of when they were young. 
Whenever we go to an amusement park, people will ask us 
if we want them to take a picture of us … it’s happened when 
we don’t even have our phones out. Random people tell us 
we look so in love and cute together. Just yesterday a woman 
saw him opening up the door for me and yelled across the 
parking lot, ‘He’s a keeper!’ It honestly makes my heart feel 
like it’s going to explode every time it happens, and it 
happens at least a couple times a year.” 

7) leatherjacquette commented:  

“Awwww, this is so cute! 
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“I remember a day when my partner and I had just been on a 
very long walk together, up and down hills and all, and we 
were both exhausted and hungry and it started raining as we 
were on our way home. We were stopped at traffic lights at 
a main road and god knows what we were doing at the time 
(we’re always doing goofy shit), but we were making each 
other laugh and he pulled me close and kissed me and 
grabbed my hand and we walked across the road in the 
pouring rain. 

“There was an older lady walking towards us in the opposite 
direction across the road absolutely beaming at us and she 
said, ‘It’s so nice to see a young, happy couple having fun 
together,’ and it was just so heartwarming.”60 

  

 
60 Source: smallbean101, “What is your favourite memory that you’ve 
shared with your SO?” Reddit. AskWomen. 17 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lmaci1/what_is_your_
favourite_memory_that_youve_shared/ >. 
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Chapter 4: Questions 61-80 

61. “What Was The Dumbest Thing You Did For Love?” 

1) yoonjisong wrote, “I took three bus transfers and walked 
15 minutes because she said her parents weren’t home.” 

sammylynnngmz asked, “Well … were they?” 

yoonjisong answered, “Her dad was still there and put a baby 
monitor in the living room and told us to sit where the 
camera could see us while he went to work.” 

2) sixesand7s wrote, “Bought a promise ring for a girl who 
told me explicitly that she didn’t want a relationship. We 
were fooling around end of high school; she was my first, 
and I was not hers. I thought a promise ring for Christmas 
was a good idea. Three days before Christmas, I caught her 
making out with my best friend. Returned the ring and never 
told anyone.” 

3) aBastardNotLonger wrote, “Once I went to the movies 
with my girlfriend (now-wife) and we paid full price for a 
drink / popcorn combo and she decided she wanted … water. 
As the drink. That I just paid $5 for.” 

4) CplSoletrain wrote: 

“My now-wife had an unexpected period while she was at 
work so I was going to go to WalMart and get her some 
tampons. My car was dead, so I decided to walk because she 
was desperate and out of options. 

“Thing is, my car was dead because it was 6 below with a 
windchill of 13 below and the cold had sapped my battery. 
WalMart was about six miles away, so by the time I got there 
and then walked to her work it was two hours later (the knee-
deep snow on the sidewalk slowed me a lot more than I 
expected). 
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“So when I got to her my beard and mustache were legit 
frozen and I couldn’t really speak. I’m pretty sure that one 
more mile either way and I’d have been a statistic when she 
worked with a bunch of women and could have just asked 
for a tampon. I nearly died saving her from minor amounts 
of embarrassment. Lol.”61 

62. “Parents Of Reddit, What Surprised You Most When 
Your Child Moved Out?” 

1) mel_cache wrote, “How much my food bill went down. 
Also the quiet.” 

RayNooze commented, “And electricity. And heating. And 
water. And how little you move your car anymore.” 

olliejak wrote, “All true above and all those things are pretty 
great, but I also miss that pain in the ass like crazy. I’m 
excited to see where this world takes him, but I still have 
small moments of ‘heartbreak’ and mourning.” 

2) ReRothman wrote, “I’m the last child to move out. I guess 
what surprised me was how much my dad cared for his 
children. Mother told me how he’d cried for days because I 
could have stayed longer but decided to start my life. Never 
really dawned on me how much he loves us.” 

ThetrueGizmo commented, “My dad, too. We are four 
children, the youngest is nearly 28, and we all moved out 
years ago. I am currently 30 and moved out when I was 18. 
We all thought it would get to my mum, but actually it was 
my dad who said he couldn’t stand the empty and quiet 
house. All four of us liked to bring friends over, and the 

 
61 Source: AxelNotOfficial, “What was the dumbest thing you did for 
love?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lmyinh/what_was_the_
dumbest_thing_you_did_for_love/ >. 
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house was always full. I totally get that it must feel strange 
sometimes, but initially I thought he would love the peace. 
He gets all emotional when we visit and keeps our rooms 
like they were so we always have somewhere to stay if we 
want to. We are all having kids now and my parents even 
bought beds, etc., for them, so we could (and would) stay 
overnight. To be honest, to this day I also really enjoy it 
when we all come together.” 

2) DrBlaBlaBlub wrote, “My mom bought two guinea pigs 
because ‘the house felt empty.’” 

omglookawhale commented, “Hahaha! I did that when my 
long-time boyfriend and I broke up when I was in college. 
I’d had guinea pigs growing up, and they were honestly 
much better company than my ex.” 

3) x_aceofspades wrote, “To answer on my parents’ behalf: 
how much the two of them had grown apart.” 

Winston_Sm commented: 

“That hits, well, home. My parents definitely had a scare, 
with divorce on the table. Instead of fighting, they finally 
fucking talked properly after many years. 

“Turns out, they love each other and are having a blast now. 
Communicate, people.” 

4) BeneficialGift3 wrote, “My mum told me the first night I 
moved out, she found my dad sitting downstairs reading my 
favourite childhood book to himself. I hilariously refused to 
let anyone read me that book. That was my and dad’s book 
up until I was about six. (Then I just read by myself.)”62 

 
62 Source: amberarmy1912, “Parents of Reddit, what surprised you 
most when your child moved out?” Reddit. AskReddit. 19 February 
2021 < 
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63. “Guys Of Reddit, What’s A Question You Have For 
/ About Girls You’re Too Afraid To Ask?” 

1) anony-mouce wrote, “What do you want to eat?” 

Pseudonymico answered, “Food.” 

anony-mouce asked, “What kind of food are you thinking?” 

Pseudonymico answered, “The kind you eat.” 

WinnieDaDweebArtist commented, “Instead, ask her to 
guess where you’re going to take her and take her to the first 
place she guesses.” 

anony-mouce commented, “Omg, you’re a damn genius. 
That’s too good.” 

hopelylove commented, “Okay, so here’s my take on it. We 
have a type of food in mind, but we don’t want you to eat 
something you don’t want to eat so we say, ‘I don’t know.’ 
Personally, I just don’t want my choice of food to be bad or 
not enjoyable for others around me. So I’d rather not pick 
and eat something else, even if I dislike it.” 

2) Cubsfan630 asked, “Where’s my super suit?” 

3) ReRothman asked, “How can we get your attention 
without acting like a dumbass?” 

Good_nuff answered: 

“Compliment something we have control over. 

“Beauty, amazing eyes, height, etc., are determined by 
genes. It has nothing to do with who we are. We have no 
control over it. It’s a lottery. 

 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lnb5qd/parents_of_red
dit_what_surprised_you_most_when/ >. 
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“So, a compliment about our kindness, a skill we’ve 
developed — hell, even our vocabulary — is more welcome. 
It shows that you see us as people and not objects. You’ve 
noticed something personal about us. And you appreciate the 
effort we have put into something.” 

FossaRed commented, “Please talk about things you’re 
interested in, without worrying about whether the girl knows 
or cares about that topic or not. Nothing’s more attractive 
than seeing someone talk about something they’re truly 
passionate about. And it’s contagious! I got into a lot of 
things because of other people this way.” 

Pseudonymico commented, “Stop thinking of us as a 
potential date first and a person second. Girls are just as 
weird and goofy as guys. It might be worth spending a while 
thinking of every girl as if we were all taken-and-
monogamous, or gay, or related to you, or otherwise off 
limits for dating. It’s likely to be a hell of a lot easier to get 
used to us and just be yourself when you’re not always kinda 
half-worried about whether or not you’re impressing us, and 
then you should be able to pick up on when to flirt and 
whether or not she’s interested.” 

Questions_It_All commented: 

“Introduce yourself, just go for it, there have been plenty of 
times when I was just too shy to talk to a dude. […] 

“Say hi, try and carry a conversation and go from there. 

“Humour is a good ice breaker. The more you practice ice-
breaking, the more comfortable you’ll get at it.” 

idfkbrowtf commented, “Don’t be an ass because that won’t 
get you ass, but don’t be nice just to get ass, because that 
makes you an ass.” 
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WinnieDaDweebArtist commented, “It really depends on 
the situation, but just be nice. Make cute comments on the 
little things that most people don’t usually notice.” 

The DubiousSalmon responded, “Wow, you have lovely ear 
lobes. They dangle wonderfully.” 

WinnieDaDweebArtist replied, “LMAO.” 

bodinator1 commented, “Memo to self. Don’t read this while 
drinking coffee. It got messy.”63 

64. “Waiters Of Reddit, What Are The Worst Dates You 
Have Seen In Your Restaurants?” 

1) ChessGM wrote: 

“I once waited on a guy on Valentine’s Day who was 
obviously waiting for his date to show-up. He had to be 
middle-aged, 40s perhaps, and this was in the days before 
cellphones (1997 maybe?).  

“EDIT: This was an Old Spaghetti Factory in Minneapolis, 
so not exactly an expensive place. (Unsure if this gives more 
context or not.) 

“Anyway, it was a busy night, and he kept checking his 
watch and he had a rose sitting on the opposite plate — and 
he kept waiting, and waiting, and waiting. He got sadder and 
sadder as the night went on. 

“He eventually ordered a meal, by himself, and it looked like 
he might cry by the end of the night. I may have been a jaded 
and drunk ass most of my early-20s, but I paid for his meal 

 
63 Source: WinnieDaDweebArtist, “Guys of reddit, what’s a question 
you have for/about girls your too afraid to ask?” Reddit. AskReddit. 19 
February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lna3vz/guys_of_reddit
_whats_a_question_you_have_forabout/ >. 
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out of my own tips that night. It was one of the saddest meals 
I ever waited on. 

“TL/DR: Man was stood up on Valentine’s Day and ended 
up near tears by the end of it.” 

2) SoldMySoulForHairDyde wrote, “A friend’s boyfriend 
worked at a very nice restaurant. One Valentine’s Day he 
served a couple where the girl was clearly really into her 
date, and the guy was really bored and disinterested. When 
he walked behind the guy, he noticed the guy was flipping 
through Grindr on his phone. That would be a definite ‘oof.’” 

3) J_non_tacet wrote: 

“Not a waiter, but I definitely stuck around an extra 15 
minutes witnessing one of the most toxic and insane dates 
I’ve ever seen. 

“Basically, they would argue over everything. What they 
were going to eat, drink, and even whether to get dessert or 
not. They weren’t married because they definitely argued 
about that, too. It was mostly the girl who would start it, but 
the guy was just as into it as she was. I was only a few tables 
away so I could hear everything. Apparently the guy cheated 
on her with her sister’s best friend, but the guy denied it. I 
don’t remember much else, but the manager came out a few 
times, threatening to kick them out until they finally left 
(without getting dessert).” 

4) DjangoVanTango wrote, “Not a waiter, but I once saw a 
woman shout, ‘There’s some food on my face, Steven? Well, 
how about now?”‘ then dump a plate of spaghetti and 
meatballs over her head. She got up and left the restaurant, 
screaming, ‘HOW ABOUT NOW, STEVEN?’ over and 
over on her way out.” 
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Anonjohn123456 commented, “Wtf? So he told her she had 
food on her face and she proceeded to dump a plate of food 
on her head? Yeah, she seems stable, /s.” 

Note by David Bruce: /s means /sarcasm. 

5) ILikeColdSoup wrote: 

“I used to work in a Caribbean-themed restaurant and one 
night as I was doing a shift in the bar, this couple from a 
Tinder date were sitting at the bar itself. (It was a square / 
open-concept-type bar, very social but kinda annoying to 
work on.) They seemed to be having a good time but then 
the guy got a bit too drunk and started being creepy. At one 
point he asked her if he could kiss her and she said no 
because they were in public on a first date (but she was 
probably just uncomfortable). Anyways, he went to the toilet 
and she began explaining to us that she’s not exactly 
comfortable right now. 

“Dude comes back and asks her again. She says no, but he 
lunges anyway and spills both their drinks all over her so she 
got up and ran to the bathroom. We had the security escort 
him out, but he didn’t want to leave so he ended up getting 
dragged away.” 

6) DankofEngl4nd wrote, “Not a waiter, but I went on a date 
and the date kept talking the entire evening and I couldn’t 
get a word in. At the end she said, ‘I don’t think we should 
do this again — you just don’t talk.’” 

7) bad_teacher46 wrote: 

“Not a restaurant but a night club in a hotel where I was a 
cocktail waitress back in the day. A couple comes in early in 
the evening. They’re dressed up and drinking an expensive 
bottle of champagne. 
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“The club starts to fill and a group of women of varying ages 
comes in, so I’m thinking bachelorette party or something. 
One of the older women in the group notices the champagne-
drinking couple at the bar, throws a fit, and runs around the 
bar, physically attacking the man. It takes two burly 
bouncers to pull her off. 

“It turns out he was her son-in-law and the group of woman 
coming in to celebrate had just left the hospital. They’d all 
been visiting the woman’s daughter, who had just given 
birth. I guess Daddy decided to celebrate in his own way. I 
don’t think the couple enjoyed the date.”64 

65. “What Is Your Happiest Memory But At The Same 
Time The Saddest?” 

justahumanouthere wrote: 

“My mom and dad got a kitten as a wedding present. This 
kitten became my sister. When I was born, she slept in my 
crib and thus began the rest of our nights. Every night she’d 
sleep in my hair, purring and drooling. During the day she 
always stuck by me. She was very close with my whole 
family, but especially me. We adored her. She was family. 
She lived to be 19 years old. Towards the end of her life she 
got very sick. She couldn’t eat and was wasting away. We 
knew the end was near but couldn’t bring ourselves to put 
her down. We loved her so much.  

“One night she got out of bed. I knew she wanted me to 
follow her. I got up and we walked to the top of the stairs. 
The moonlight was beaming through the windows in the 

 
64 Source: KATHTHI03, “Waiters of reddit, what are the worst dates 
you have seen in your restaurants?” Reddit. AskReddit. 19 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ln9rom/waiters_of_red
dit_what_are_the_worst_dates_you/ >. 
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living room and hitting the top of the stairs. The whole room 
was glowing in a very sleepy way. The windows in the house 
were giant and just outside we have a giant globe willow tree 
that was swaying in the wind. The house was dead silent. 
Everyone was asleep. There was a palpable peaceful feeling 
resting there at the top of the stairs. Mozart [nicknamed 
Muzzy], my cat, sat down at the top of the stairs in the 
moonlight and looked over at me. I sat down next to her. And 
we just sat there in the stillness next to each other. Normally, 
she would cuddle me or brush me, but we didn’t touch. We 
just sat next to each other, staring out the window at the 
moon and willow tree together in the silence for a while. She 
had snow-white fur that caught the moonlight. I felt myself 
zoom out in a sense. It was as if I was watching us sit there, 
from behind. Two sisters. And I knew. And I knew she 
knew. We were saying goodbye. I just silently cried there at 
the top of the stairs next to her. The tears welled up and ran 
down my cheeks and silently hit my legs that were tucked up 
against my chest. She looked at me. Her eyes were tired, she 
wasn’t crying, but I could tell she was sad. In that moment I 
felt so much joy and love and gratitude to have known her 
but also so much anguish knowing it was the end. I knew she 
felt the same. Eventually I went back to bed. In the morning 
my mom woke me to tell me she had passed.  

“I still think of her almost daily. I was 14 years old then. I’m 
24 now. Just writing this brings me to tears. Her death was 
truly devastating to me. If there is a heaven, I pray to God I 
will see her there. There will be no heaven for me without 
my Muzzy.”65 

 
65 Source: NaCoMan120, “What is your happiest memory but at the 
same time the saddest?” Reddit. AskReddit. 20 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lo38ny/what_is_your_
happiest_memory_but_at_the_same_time/ >. 
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66. “Why Do You Send Dick Pics?” 

1) ChewyKnuckles wrote, “Because she asked for one.” 

XCerealKLLrx420 commented, “Only reason to send 
them.” 

Protogentantivirus commented, “The only other reason 
being, ‘He asked for one.’” 

2) BilboMontague1 wrote, “My parents named me Richard.” 

3) Josie13209 wrote, “I send them in return. Someone sends 
me an unsolicited dick pic, I send one back. It’s only polite.” 

CONCRETE_LUBRICATOR commented, “Switch that up, 
send a larger one in return, show dominance.” 

NameNotFound420 asked, “Do you send yours, or do you 
find a good one from online?” 

Josie13209 replied, “I don’t have one.”66 

67. “What Are Some Small Things You Do To 
Romanticize Mundane Daily Life?” 

1) cuckedprincess wrote, “I have a stupidly large collection 
of lingerie and I’m a stay-at-home mom. While my partner 
certainly likes it, I do it for me.” 

restlessheart22 commented, “Me, too! To be honest, I think 
I actually like the lingerie even more than my partner does 
… he knows I love it so he makes sure to say something 
appreciative and then he’s kinda like, ‘Ok, am I allowed to 
take it off you now?’” 

 
66 Source: NameNotFound210, “Why do you send dick pics?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 20 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lof2e1/why_do_you_se
nd_dick_pics/ >. 
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queenoreo commented, “When we first got married, I had a 
nice little collection of lingerie and one day my husband was 
like. ‘Do we need all this? Can you just be … naked? This 
seems so pointless. If you like it, cool, but don’t bother on 
my account. I’m just here for the naked.’ Saved a lot of 
money on lingerie over the last 25 years.” 

2) throwitaway283629 wrote: 

“I stopped saving nicer things for special occasions. I used 
to have certain nice makeup, false lashes, perfumes, outfits, 
shoes, etc., that I would save for special occasions. This 
meant I never ended up using them and would just hold onto 
them, yearning for the right moment to wear them, which is 
never during a pandemic. 

“On Valentine’s Day I dressed up as if I had a date. Cute 
dress, shoes, etc., and went to the supermarket to buy roses. 
People stared, but whatever, it finally clicked that they don’t 
know my business. I bought myself roses and went back 
home and felt so happy I went out and wore something like 
that. I am going to dress up and buy myself flowers more 
often. :)” 

3) castnostones00 wrote, “My husband calls me Cinderella 
when I’m feeding my backyard chickens or if I’m out in their 
run. They all flock around me in a circle and push each other 
around, trying to get my attention. In reality, they are hoping 
I have treats and are looking to see what I’m doing, but I like 
the attention, so I play the part. Lol.” 

4) luv4oats wrote, “Giving yourself a theme song and 
singing it in the car every day.” 

luv4oats added, “You gotta change it up at least once a week! 
Last week it was Dolly Parton’s ‘9-5’ and this week it’s 
‘Lovely Day’ by Bill Withers!” 

5) soudedoudloud wrote: 
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“Themed nights. With COVID and everything, I’ve found 
myself loving themed drinks with themed meals with shows 
or movie. What does a Sonic cocktail look like? Should get 
Corona for our Fast and Furious marathon, right? What 
should we eat while watching a black and white movie? 

“Going on a walk and getting a coffee. I love doing this. 
Talking while walking with a coffee is fun and relaxing. It 
makes you take some time to just chill. We look around at 
houses and critique them. We imagine what our future house 
will look like. 

“Listening to specific music when driving. Like someone 
else said, it’s great to feel like you have a theme song. I love 
having a personal soundtrack. 

“Mood lighting. I have candles, fairy lights, Christmas 
lights, and cute signs. I love feeling like night is romantic 
and fun and cute and decorative. 

“Taking baths all the time. I love to take a good bath with a 
book or a YouTube commentary video or Reddit on my 
phone. 

“Cooking. I’ve been really enjoying cooking. There’s 
something great about making a food you’ve never made 
before. I made amazing bread a few weeks ago and some 
amazing tacos last night. 

“Reading with tea in the bath or while lying on the couch. I 
tend to make it a bit of a tradition when I read now. 
Considering I have more time, I make myself a tea with 
honey and get comfy while I read.”67 

 
67 Source: tropicalparadise27, “What are some small things you do to 
romanticize mundane daily life?” Reddit. AskWomen. 21 February 
2021 < 
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68. “People Who Work In The Wedding Industry, Have 
You Ever Seen A Couple And Immediately Thought 
‘This Ends In Divorce’? Why?” 

1) notasugarbabybutok wrote: 

“All the fucking time. You know how they say 50% of 
weddings end in divorce? I can pretty much predetermine 
who that 50% are going to be with about 98% accuracy. 

“I bake wedding cakes for a living. I own my own bakery, 
but I have also worked in a country-club kitchen, doing 
basically the same thing + other pastry-chef duties the day 
of weddings. I’ve seen them both for the tasting / design 
consultation, and on their wedding day. I see how they 
interact when they’re just together, but also when under 
stress of the big day. I’ve seen everything. Lots of cheating, 
lots of drunks, lots of terrible mothers. 

“Once had a mama’s boy who ignored his wife when they 
were supposed to be having their cake-tasting to cuddle his 
mother and hand-feed her cake. His mother was NOT 
supposed to be there, and you could tell the bride was pissed. 
By the end of it, he had kissed his mother on the lips multiple 
times. Divorce. 

“Have seen a woman bitch and complain at everything her 
fiancé said. Any suggestions he had for what he liked 
resulted in him being called stupid. Anytime she’d open her 
mouth, he’d cower and flinch. Their cake actually got 
canceled like a month before the wedding, so we didn’t get 
anything but the deposit even though we’d started baking it. 
First time I’ve lost out on money and I’ve been relieved. 

 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lpc47o/what_are_som
e_small_things_you_do_to_romanticize/ >. 
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“Once had this arrogant dickhead Turkish guy marrying into 
this Bangladeshi family. Bride was sweet, about 10 years 
older than him, and came from a fairly well-off family. 
Generally got the impression that this being a Turk / South 
Asian marriage was kind of a big deal, even though they’re 
both Muslim, but since she was 30-something, they wanted 
her to get married so they allowed it. 

“Guy complains about everything during the planning 
process, especially over them not serving alcohol. He is 
generally a dick to us, but he is just straight-up cruel to her. 
like at one point when we were meeting I asked after her 
wedding dress, because south Asian wedding dresses are 
gorgeous. She’s showing me this amazing dress and he says 
straight up, ‘I don’t know what she picked that one. She 
looks fat and old in it. Every other woman is going to be 
more beautiful than her on her wedding day.’ He then shows 
me this dress he picked out, which isn’t traditional south 
Asian style at all, and is very western and very fugly and 
basically makes the model in the picture look naked it’s so 
sheer. When she says something about how no mosque 
would let her in dressed like that and her traditions are 
important, he just sneered and said she should ‘get over it’ 
and her traditions weren’t that important. Divorce red flag. 

“Found out later they didn’t last a day. From the way the 
servers tell it, midway through the reception, guy raises his 
hand to his new bride when she asked him a question about 
being drunk and she flinched and turned away, protecting her 
face. He grabs her by the arm and rips her around, pissed. 
Her mother and aunt were standing three feet from her and 
lost their fucking minds, realizing what must’ve been 
happening there. His response when Mom started to lose her 
shit on him was to hit the mother. So in the middle of this 
very big, 600+ person Bangladeshi wedding, this 20-
something outsider dickhead no one wanted her to marry 
anyway smacked a well-respected woman in their 
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community. There was a brawl, the cops were called, 
marriage was annulled.” 

2) AnchorBaby wrote, “A few times as a photographer. The 
couple were usually fine, but the families themselves were 
too different and combative.” 

zmv73 commented, “This is why my husband and I eloped. 
We keep our families as separate as possible. His side isn’t 
bad and my paternal aunts and uncles are cool, so they would 
probably be fine. But, having my immediate family interact 
with his immediate family just makes me cringe. Think 
hardcore Republicans versus suburban Democrats.” 

elkwaffle commented, “Oh, my god, yes. My fiancé and I 
would be married by now if the idea of our families actually 
meeting wasn’t absolutely horrifying.” 

3) mesembryanthemum wrote: 

“I work at an hotel. I came in one night to find the wedding 
was already wrapped up (it was supposed to go until 1 AM 
and it was 11 PM) because the wedding couple had a fight 
and she went home with Mom. 

“At another one they had a huge rehearsal dinner fight that 
spilled out into the lobby. Everyone in the lobby found out 
that she hated his parents, she was pregnant and she had no 
idea who the father was, and a few other things. Half the 
guest list packed up and checked out the next day. They still 
got married.” 

4) MrBashew wrote: 

“Wedding deejay here. Had a wedding a few years ago 
where the groom was a total dickhead. When it was his turn 
to make a speech, he refused to make one. When the bride’s 
sister begged him to please make a speech or at least just tell 
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the bride she looks beautiful, he got up, took the mic, 
mumbled to her that she looks beautiful, and sat back down. 

“When I left after the wedding was done, I was walking to 
my van with some gear and then I saw the bride sitting to 
one side crying. Found out a few days later that the groom 
hit her three days before the wedding and he tried to hit her 
at the wedding again when she asked him to not drink so 
much and pace himself.” 

MrBashew added about the groom, “Major POS. Dude was 
a dick to all the service providers that day. I bumped into the 
bride a year or two after the wedding and she told me that 
they got divorced four months after the wedding.” 

5) MarvelousShiggyDiggy wrote: 

“I don’t work in the wedding industry, but I have a 
depressing wedding story. 

“I have a friend who I grew up with. She was always 
gorgeous and incredibly popular with guys, and I always 
thought she was a great person. As I got older, I came to 
realise she was actually extremely toxic in relationships and 
did better when she was single. She had been seeing a new 
guy for two months when one day I receive a wedding 
invitation in the mail. Knowing her history, it was a massive 
red flag for me. I turn up to the wedding, and it’s a gorgeous 
little backyard-type wedding, it’s spring, and everything 
looks perfect. I greet her family, and it’s like I’ve turned up 
to a funeral, not a wedding. They’re all extremely solemn, 
and when I ask about the groom her mother rolls her eyes 
and says, ‘This. Is. A. Mistake.’ 

“Wedding commences, and as the bride comes down the 
aisle her face is grey and like she would rather be anywhere 
else. They exchange vows while the bride does everything 
in her power to not touch her husband to be, even standing a 
solid metre away from him as they stand at the front. She 
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actually cringes and looks away when he gets choked up 
saying how much he loves her. When the priest announces 
the kiss, the bride takes a slow step forward and presents her 
cheek for him to kiss instead of her lips. No one cheers; it’s 
just an awkward shuffling of feet and a few scattered claps. 
It was the worst wedding I’ve ever been to. 

“They lasted about three months before separating.” 

WrecktheRICasked, “Wow. Why did she even do it?” 

MarvelousShiggyDiggy replied, “Convenience really, and 
fear of being alone? She was a little older and had always 
thought she would be married and have the whole white-
picket-fence lifestyle before she was 25 but ended up getting 
married closer to 40.”68 

69. “For Men Who Used To Be ‘Creepy’ Towards 
Women And Have Since Stopped, What Was It That 
Made You Realize You Were Creepy And Prompted You 
To Change?” 

1) jmn242 wrote: 

“Hearing women complain and thinking, ‘Oh, shit, I’ve done 
that.’ 

“Seriously has helped me improve a lot of things.” 

Asteroth555 commented, “Reading threads on the internet 
did the same for me. Reading complaints was like staring 
into a mirror and being horrified.” 

 
68 Source: Justhearmeoit, “People that work in the wedding industry, 
have you ever seen a couple and immediately thought ‘this ends in 
divorce’? Why?” Reddit. AskReddit. 22 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lq7btk/people_that_wo
rk_in_the_wedding_industry_have_you/ >. 
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2) virgilreality wrote: 

“I’m guilty of this, though naively and innocently so. 

“This sounds weird to me now, but I actually grew up in a 
household that valued back, neck. and shoulder rubs. 

“I did this for a long, long time to people I was friends with, 
men and women. In my head, it was just a way of saying I 
cared. 

“In retrospect, it undoubtedly gave off a super-creepy vibe. 

“I stopped once I saw it in context of someone else doing it 
to a woman, and her facial reaction to it. Then it just clicked. 
‘Oh. OHHHHH! Wow, that’s inappropriate.’” 

3) user1one wrote: 

“In middle school, I was a mid-puberty, horniness-stricken, 
little perv. I didn’t do a good job of concealing it either, I 
would always get really close to my one friend because I 
liked her at the time and looking back it was so wrong to do 

“It took me looking at what they were thinking and how my 
behavior affected them to really stop being creepy. 
Hindsight helps a lot as well.” 

idk-hereiam commented, “I remember the hugs that lingered 
a little too long, the hands that went a little too low, the 
‘where’s my hug’ episodes, the lack of personal space, etc., 
that I got from boys in middle school. I’m honestly glad to 
hear reflection happens on yall’s side.”69 

 
69 Source: rocketbot99, “For men who used to be ‘creepy’ towards 
women and have since stopped, what was it that made you realize you 
were creepy that prompted you to change?” Reddit. AskWomen. 23 
February 2021 < 
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70. “Did You Feel Pressured To Lose Your Virginity? 
And If So Why? And Who Made You Feel Like That?” 

1) rf-elaine wrote: 

“I was pressured by several guys to lose my virginity to 
them, but I didn’t give in to their pestering. Mainly because 
I was terrified my mom would find out, which, looking back 
… thanks, Mom. Lol. 

“I was ready when I was 20 years old to lose it. I picked a 
guy I had been friends / flirty with since we were 14. I knew 
he’d be kind and gentle, and he had an amazing body and I 
was very attracted to him. I wasn’t expecting it to be a 
relationship; I wasn’t doing it with any goal other than to 
lose my virginity. 

“Joke’s on me: He was in love with me and I fell in love with 
him and we’ve been happily married 13 years.” 

2) FriendshipNo5452 commented, “Honestly it’s not just 
guys! I personally never felt pressure from any of the guys I 
dated. My friends, however … they made jokes ALL THE 
TIME about me being a virgin. And I wasn’t even interested 
in having sex back then … but it really pressured me and 
made me believe something was wrong with me.” 

3) Vixrotre wrote: 

“I did. I made me feel pressured. Lol. 

“Basically, my first ‘real’ relationship started at 15 and 
lasted two years. Because my mom’s first boyfriend is my 
dad, I took them as an example and thought my first partner 
would be my one and only, too. When we broke up, I thought 

 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lqeygf/for_men_who_u
sed_to_be_creepy_towards_women_and/ >. 
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I’d be alone forever, and I regretted not giving my virginity 
to him, because I was convinced I’d die a virgin now. 

“I started dating another guy a month later, and we had sex 
~4 months into our relationship (I was 17, he was 25). No 
pressure from his side. I just didn’t want to risk dying a 
virgin. I really, really wanted to experience sex; I thought it 
was this magical thing where you ‘become one’ with your 
partner and you ‘feel like you’re dying from pleasure,’ etc. 

“We dated for only ~6 months. It was a bad relationship and 
he was the worst sexual partner I’ve ever had. I don’t even 
remember exactly how my first time went: It was bland and 
forgettable. But I don’t regret giving my virginity to him: It 
took that weight off my back and it wasn’t as big a deal as 
people led me to believe.” 

4) wyug wrote: 

“Were there times my then-boyfriend kind of tried to make 
it happen? Definitely. But he never pressured me because as 
soon as I said no, he listened even though he was 
disappointed at times. I knew I had full control over the 
situation. 

“I probably felt more pressure to have sex with him after we 
did it for the first time. It was like I felt guilty saying no 
because obviously we’d already done it a couple times. I 
wasn’t as confident back then and was trying to sort out all 
things sex.” 

5) msstark wrote: 

“Yes, by my boyfriend at the time. I was 18 and he was 19. 

“I absolutely wanted to do it, but not as soon as he did.” 

6) PrincessXxDarkstarr wrote: 
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“I got lucky: My high school boyfriend was a year older than 
me with some previous sexual experience, and he never 
pushed me about sleeping with him. 

“I did get some pressure from friends, though. I’d only given 
him oral sex for like a year since I was only around 14 when 
we first got together, and some of my friends warned me that 
I’d get dumped if I ‘didn’t give it up,’ which made me 
somewhat insecure. 

“I eventually lost my virginity at 15, but it was a lot more 
pleasant than it could have been. I don’t regret waiting till I 
felt comfortable.” 

7) Kmokiro wrote, “Nope. I thought all teenage boys were 
idiots when I was in high school, and there was no way I was 
going to let one touch me. I waited until curiosity got the best 
of me in my second year of college.” 

8) searedscallops, a female, wrote, “No. In fact, I’m pretty 
sure I pressured my then-boyfriend into having sex before he 
was completely ready. We’ve reconnected as adults and he 
has only wonderful memories of us together, so I don’t think 
he felt angry about my aggression, but it’s uncomfortable to 
look back on my actions in 1991 with the values I hold in 
2021, you know?” 

9) eggofreddo wrote: 

“I personally did not feel any pressure to lose my virginity, 
neither from society nor from the guy I lost it to. In fact, I 
felt some internalised misogyny when the guy I lost it to 
started telling other guys about it (yes, that was an asshole 
move, and yes, he has acknowledged it, apologised about it, 
and grown from it) because I felt like I wasn’t as worthy of 
respect anymore now that other guys knew I was having sex. 

“I did feel pressure to sexually satisfy my boyfriend, but that 
pressure was mostly from myself.” 
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10) luckhaveit4me wrote, “No; it wasn’t something 
discussed with anyone but internally with myself. I chose to 
lose it when I felt comfortable. I know I’m lucky because not 
everyone has been that lucky. I told myself I’d lose it to 
someone I loved, and I did.”70 

71. “What Is The Difference Between A Guy Who Is Bad 
In Bed Good In Bed And Amazing In Bed?” 

1) AnInsaneMoose wrote: 

“Bad: doesn’t fall asleep at all. 

“Good: sleeps a bit but wakes up a few times throughout the 
night. 

“Amazing: sleeps the entire night without waking until 
morning.” 

2) littleyelowlight wrote: 

“Bad in bed: has seen a ton of porn and had sex with a ton 
of women / men and due to that HE and only he knows what 
sex has to be like and if you don´t like it, something is wrong 
with you. And with them other women / men who didn´t like 
it. Obviously. 

“Good in bed: Has understood that there´s at least two 
people involved in sex and taking that into account makes 
things way nicer, smoother, and more fun. 

“Amazing in bed: Has realised that every single fucking 
person (literally) is unique when it comes to sex and 
therefore goes for it with an ‘I´m excited to find out how we 

 
70 Source: FriendshipNo5452, “Did you feel pressured to lose you 
virginity? And if so why? And who made you feel like that?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 23 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lqfl5s/did_you_feel_p
ressured_to_lose_you_virginity_and/ >. 
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make OUR sex to be amazing’ attitude, trying things, 
adjusting things due to what is fun and what is not, 
discovering new things, letting go of old things, and in total 
ending up developing the whole sex thing all new with every 
new partner.” 

3) DeathLikesWeed wrote: 

“Bad: doesn’t care about their partner. 

“Good: cares about what their partner wants. 

Amazing: cares about what their partner wants and talks 
about stuff (communication is important as hell, don’t just 
assume people like things, everyone is different) able to 
laugh during sex (with their partner, of course, not about 
them) 

“And dick size really does not matter. Only around 20% of 
people with vaginas cum from penetration alone; for most, 
it’s way more important what you do with your fingers / 
tongue / toys (vibrators are great and using them doesn’t 
mean you’re bad at sex — you are the one using it, so see it 
as an extension of you, if that makes sense. 

“Source: I am pansexual and have a vagina.”71 

72. “Women Who Have Dated Someone Only For Them 
To Choose Someone Else Over You, How Did You 
Manage At The Time, And How Are You Now?” 

wayNoWhey wrote: 

 
71 Source: anonymousquestions50, “What is the difference between a 
guy who is bad in bed good in bed and amazing in bed?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 24 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lr94lk/what_is_the_diff
erence_between_a_guy_who_is_bad/ >. 
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“It was one of the healthiest breakups I ever had. We were 
seeing each other only for a couple months, and he told me 
early on that he’d been seeing someone else as well. (We 
weren’t exclusive since it was so new.) At around the two-
month mark, he said that he wanted to get more serious with 
the other woman and that he’d had so much fun with me but 
had to end it. I was so appreciative of the way he 
communicated it — extremely honest but still sensitive to 
my feelings, and not playing any games. 

“I’m doing great now, married to a wonderful man who’s so 
much more right for me than that other guy was, anyway. 
But that ending has always stuck with me. If the other person 
isn’t actively choosing you, they aren’t the right person for 
you and it will only hurt you to dwell on that. Yeah, I was 
disappointed at the time, but it was fun while it lasted and 
I’ll always have that!” 

tellmelies247 wrote: 

“Dang, I wish I had that outlook. We also dated for only a 
couple months. But I truly didn’t believe he was seeing 
someone else, and he never said he was. He always talked 
about the future (I don’t do that early on), like dates we could 
go on in the spring when it gets warmer, and he told me he 
told his dad about me. Even on our last date he was like that. 
He didn’t break it off until I reached out because he hadn’t 
reached out for over a week. Then he said he was going to 
take the next step with someone else. I wish he had been 
upfront like yours was. Though I’m not sure I could date 
someone, knowing they were seeing someone else, too. 

“I can confidently say it was the best time I had dating 
someone, though. I just think all the fantastic memories are 
soured now.” 

wayNoWhey replied: 
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“Ugh, that sucks. Full disclosure then — the above was my 
experience related to your original question, but my last 
breakup before my husband sounded a lot like yours for 
everything but him leaving for someone else! 

“I was mid-20s, he was late-20s, he met my parents, I took 
his virginity (not in that order, ha), we talked about the 
future, little things like dates but also about introducing our 
pets, moving in together, the whole shebang. Then I told him 
I loved him right about the six-month mark, and he told me 
he liked me as a friend. WHAT! I was really broken up about 
it, and it definitely took longer to get over. But it still helped 
to remind myself that he wasn’t right for me if it wasn’t right 
for him.”72 

73. “Women Who Look Way Younger Than They Really 
Are, What Are Your Funny Stories?” 

1) msstark wrote: 

“I met my husband at a bar. I was reluctant to take him home 
with me because he looked like he was in his early 20s, so I 
thought there was a chance he might be underage. He was 
also reluctant to take me home because he thought I could be 
underage. 

“I eventually sobered up enough to realize I could just ask 
him how old he was. He was 33, I was 28.” 

2) Dorlane wrote: 

“When I was on my honeymoon with my husband, the first 
night a staff member called the police on us because he 

 
72 Source: tellmenolies, “Women who have dated someone only for 
them to choose someone else over you: how did you manage at the 
time, and how are you now?” Reddit. AskWomen. 24 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lrf8oo/women_who_h
ave_dated_someone_only_for_them_to/ >. 
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thought I was underage. So the police show up and take him 
from the room, and I’m talking to a female cop and she was 
just asking me questions. I showed her my passport and 
driver’s license and my husband showed his, too, and we just 
all shared a laugh and they left. 

“I was 23 and he was 25 at the time. They called the police 
because I looked like I was 16 evidently.” 

3) Opening_Candidate471 wrote: 

“I look about 10 years younger than I am. 

“I had a boyfriend from when I was 30-34 who was nine 
years younger than me. When I would tell people that, those 
who didn’t know me well would look at me horrified! Lol. 
One even said, ‘What! Is he TWELVE?’” 

4) zoeyjax wrote, “I was 24. Mom and I were getting lunch. 
The nice waiter said, ‘So, are you excited for prom?’ My 
mom laughed and said, ‘She’s out of college!’” 

5) Janetceferina wrote: 

“Went to a hospital to take my youngest son to the 
emergency room because we thought his cut might need 
stitches. 

“Because of COVID, I had my man go in with him and I 
stayed in the car with my five-year-old. 

“He and I were chillin’ in the backseat when hospital 
security came because someone reported that two kids were 
left in a car in the parking lot. 

“He was like so how old are you? Lmao. I’m 26.” 

6) queenoreo wrote: 
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“I picked my son up from middle school when he was 13. 
The school secretary made me pull out my ID because I 
didn’t look old enough to have a 13-year-old. I was 40. 

“I talked my way into a bar in Nashville when I told the 
bouncer I had been married longer than he was alive. (I had 
forgotten my ID in my other jeans.) He let me in, but told me 
I had to bring my ID back the next day and if I wasn’t lying 
he would buy me a drink. Got my free drink the next 
night.”73 

74. [Serious] People Who’ve Had Sex With Their SO’s 
/Ex’ / Friend’s Parent, How The Hell Did You Get To 
That Point? What Happened After?”  

1) Dodopilot_17 wrote: 

“Not me, but my dad and best friend. 

“When I was 20, I got accepted to university in Canada (I’m 
a French guy) and my mum put together a BBQ to celebrate 
it with my best friends, among whom was my actual best 
friend (a girl my age), who lived far away, so she would stay 
the night. 

“My mum and dad were already getting divorced and 
sleeping in separate rooms back then, so there was no 
expectation they would ever get back to normalcy in terms 
of their relationship. 

“After most people left (and I was drunking my way around, 
talking about Canada with another friend), my (now former) 

 
73 Source: miaDante09, “Women who look way younger than they 
really are, what are your funny stories?” Reddit. AskWomen. 24 
February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lrj687/women_who_l
ook_way_younger_than_they_really_are/ >. 
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best friend and my dad made sure my mum went to bed and 
carried on drinking together. 

“All I remember after is me trying to figure out where the 
hell my friend was in the morning as the guest room was 
empty. It took so much fighting denial to realize she had 
been sleeping with my dad all night. Mum was destroyed, 
and so was I; they both denied it and said they « just talked ». 

“I still cannot believe this happened, but with retrospection 
my dad has been such a crap dad to his kids and wife and 
that friend has not been nice to me, either.” 

2) burnerforsurevato wrote: 

“A friend of mine’s mom basically hit on a number of us in 
the group and sadly it just became kind of a matter of time 
before one of us caved and it eventually happened. He saw 
it coming, and I feel bad for him. 

“Recently divorced mid-30s hot mom and a group of 18-
yeaa-olds. It wasn’t me who did it.” 

Rubadubtubgirl commented, “I went to high school with a 
kid whose mom was like this. She’d let him throw big parties 
and she would get topless in the hot tub with teenagers. It 
was extremely awkward because most of us didn’t want to 
go in the backyard when she was out there because we [some 
of us?] didn’t feel comfortable. Several of his friends had sex 
with her and one of them ended up dating her for like five 
years and moving with her to LA. It was very bizarre.” 

NicoLogoski commented: 

“There was an episode of George Lopez when a pedophile 
moved into their neighborhood, and they found out she was 
a (moderately attractive) high school teacher who had sex 
with a student. For almost the whole episode, George was 
saying it wasn’t a big deal cause she’s a ‘hot woman’ while 
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his wife was saying it is a big deal. Well, his opinion changed 
once he heard that his son was at her house. He went over, 
his son was shirtless, and he freaked out then found out his 
son was the one who pursued her (largely in part because 
George spent a lot of time saying, ‘I wish I had HER as a 
teacher’). 

“The reason I bring this up is because we sort of view it the 
same way on a societal level. If a grown man has sex with a 
teenage girl, it’s disgusting and horrible. If a grown woman 
has sex with a teenage boy — haha, hell, yeah, bro! That is 
until it happens to you or your child. Then you realize it’s 
not only an abuse of a child, but abuse of power and trust. I 
hope I don’t push any buttons by saying this, but it’s a direct 
result of a patriarchal society enforcing the idea that girls are 
supposed to be pure and innocent while boys are supposed 
to be starting their sexual conquests as soon as possible. 
Boys are not taught to be wary of older women in the way 
that girls are taught to be wary of older men. Hell, boys who 
are raped by older women don’t even see it as bad even when 
they’re in the midst of suffering the psychological ruin such 
a traumatic event causes.” 

WutangCND wrote, “She was 35, I think; I was 17. She had 
a fight with husband and slept over at my parents’ place with 
her four-year-old son. I came home late after smoking joints 
with the boys and she got up, said she heard something on 
the kitchen. I went with her, she turned around, pulled her 
pants down and said, ‘Don’t cum in me.’ I was a virgin, and 
I nutted in about three seconds. We never talked about it 
again. LOL.” 

Magatron wrote: 

“Not excusing it by any means, but I noticed when a few of 
my friends got divorced or out of serious long-term 
relationships the first thing they all did was … hit the reset 
button? It was like they all went back to the age and attitude 
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of when they first got into these relationships, and almost 
ALL of them started super-intense relationships with people 
way younger than them (again, similar to the age they had 
been when their major relationship had started). It was 
almost like their sexual selves had gone into a stasis of sorts 
when they got married — content with the one person, but 
no longer changing and maturing — and when that broke up 
it was like they picked up right where they left off. 

“Various degrees of success. One fell deeply in love with the 
much younger partner, they married, and by all accounts 
they are doing very well. One ran that much younger partner 
into the ground and then jumped onto an even younger one 
again … and the cycle looks set to continue. And one spent 
a year or two reliving her lost 20s and then, almost overnight, 
hit her stride and smoothly transitioned into the 30-
something she would have been if she’d never married a 
jackass in the first place. :)” 

3) charlyhyacinth wrote, “This reminds me of the mom of 
my cousin’s wife. When her kids were younger, they used to 
bring home kids from school who had it really rough in their 
life. She would talk with them and help them, but one thing 
that was interesting she mentioned was that she was glad to 
have parrots around who would initiate physical contact with 
them. She said she knew these youngsters needed physical 
contact since some of them had been feeling lonely or 
mistreated for a while, but she said she couldn’t be the one 
giving it to them. Now reading these comments, I understand 
what she meant by that.” 

charlyhyacinth added by way of explanation, “Yeah, she had 
all kinds of birds and animals in her house. Most common, 
of course, were budgies and cockatiels. They would run 
around and cuddle up to people.” 

InsertCleverNickName commented, “I must not be the only 
who was trying to figure out what ‘parrots’ was code for.” 
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4) the_implication_ wrote, “I hooked up with my student’s 
mom. I was teaching an after-school program, so I saw her 
almost every week at pickup (sometimes her husband would 
pickup — yes, she was married) and we would talk a lot to 
the point that we became friendly. Well, I was going through 
a divorce and happened to bring that up one time and she 
very quickly gave me her phone number and put her hands 
on me — she was not being shy about it. Something like out 
of a movie. Next time I saw her, she asked me out to lunch 
and I said sure. We met up, had lunch (she paid), and she 
went on to tell me about how she and her husband were not 
sexually involved with each other and they were free to see 
other people. We went back to my place, and the sex was 
wild. That was the only time we hooked up, though, as I 
started dating someone shortly thereafter. Her kid was one 
of those ‘I’ll fuck your mom’ Xbox Live kids, so I would 
just chuckle to myself when I saw him.” 

Kingcrimsonnorikyu commented, “Lol. This is great. I’m 
glad to see this among all the damn grooming stories.” 

hotel2oscar commented, “She must really care about her 
son’s education.” 

GeneralDumbtomics commented: 

“Those kids are hilarious: ‘How’s it feel to get your ass 
kicked by a 12-year-old?’ 

“‘Pretty bad. Guess I gotta go console myself with beer and 
sex.’”74 

 
74 Source: keyjeyelpi, “[serious] People who’ve had sex with their 
SO/ex/friend’s parent, how the hell did you get to that point? What 
happened after?” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lryi5j/serious_people_
whove_had_sex_with_their/ >. 
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75. “Why Do Adults Have This Sadistic Hablit Of Lying 
To Children And Screwing Up Their Mind?” 

MonkeyHandShoes wrote: 

“I tell silly lies to my five-year-old daughter all the time. I 
don’t keep them going for longer than a couple of hours, 
though. 

“Many reasons they are good: 

“They’re jokes. Once I reveal the truth, she has a laugh. Kids 
don’t understand very intricate wordplay most of the time. 
You have to adjust these to their level. So if I tell her that 
spaghetti is worm-poo, she finds it funny. 

“Kids constantly lie to each other. Her best friend has a pet 
tarantula with wings, apparently. Other kids personally 
know Elsa. It’s a strange setup, but it’s definitely within their 
frame of reference. 

“My dad used to tell me silly lies all the time. Some of these 
I didn’t work out until a significant time later. He’s gone now 
and those are some of the fondest memories I have of him. I 
don’t want to be a stoic 1950s dad. I want to be like my dad 
and have a bit of fun. 

“Kids are gullible, but they are not stupid. They can work 
out when you’re telling lies or bending the truth. I would 
guess it gets their critical thinking skills engaged.” 

YoHeadAsplode commented, “Sometimes it’s just a fun 
memory. We told our kid when she was about four that when 
she gets older and has her own driver’s license she’ll have to 
buckle up us grown-ups instead of us buckling her in. We 
told her about this a year and a half, two years ago … she 
still talks about how she’ll have to buckle us in when she is 
a grown-up.” 
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2) hecknomancy wrote, “Well, with little kids the main 
reason I lie is just to replace the truth if it’s something they’re 
too young to understand. I can’t explain to a three-year-old 
that I don’t have enough money to afford the toy they’re 
asking for; I CAN, however, lift the toy up, squish it a little 
like the kid has seen me do before in the fruit section, and 
say, ‘It’s not ripe today, maybe next time.’” 

legocitiez asked, “Why can’t you tell the three-year-old that 
you don’t have money for the toy today?” 

bomberblu commented, “Because telling your kids that you 
don’t have the resources to give them what they want is soul 
crushing for the parents.” 

mergedloki commented: 

“I’ve given my kids various reasons, like: 

“It costs too much, we don’t need it right now, you just had 
Xmas / birthday / whatever. 

“They, somehow, are fine not having every single demand 
catered to instantly. 

“And, sometimes they do get a toy ‘just because’ when they 
ask because they don’t ask every time we go to the store, 
etc.” 

3) moubliepas wrote: 

“OK, so lying is bad, but I think it’s absolutely vital that kids 
learn NOT to just believe everything they’re told by 
authority figures, and how to critically analyse information 
received, and I can’t think of a better way to teach that than 
just occasionally telling kids that I’m 200 years old, that I’m 
good friends with Santa, or that eating avocados when the 
moon is full gives you superpowers. It should be something 
they’re old enough to figure out isn’t true, but plausible 
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enough that they have to run it through their brains a few 
times. 

“Ideally, they squint at you for a bit, and ask if it’s true; 
sometimes they just send a text a few months later, saying, 
‘Hey, so the avocado thing was made up, right?’ 

“Not only does it teach critical-thinking skills in a safe 
environment (because once they grow up, most 
opportunities to learn this are going to be painful / costly / 
emotional), but it also teaches that you can disagree with 
things without arguing or hating the person, and that 
sometimes, really well-respected authority figures are going 
to say and believe things that you needn’t — and shouldn’t 
— automatically agree with. 

“Personally, I think the world would be much nicer if people 
were taught this from a young age. Process information 
before you act on it, don’t mistake ‘authority figure’ or 
‘person I like’ for ‘person who is right / honest about 
everything’ and ‘being wrong / disagreeing with someone’ 
is just a fact of life — if you can do it without anger, bluster 
and ego-damage, that’s a precious gift.” 

dreadens commented: 

“I think it’s important that you eventually tell them the truth 
about what you’re doing to them, rather than just deflecting 
when the issue comes up to keep one up on them. Otherwise 
you’re actually lying to them or forcing them to hold an 
unconfirmed assumption, neither of which is good for their 
trust in you. 

“The parents might see it as good for the kid, forcing them 
to come up with their own conclusions on a topic and hold 
their own beliefs, but it comes at the cost of part of the 
relationship.” 

moubliepas replied: 
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“Absolutely, that’s probably the most important part (that I 
didn’t mention) — kids should be rewarded for questioning. 
I prefer a heavy wink, or ‘well, what do you think?’ ‘Ooh, 
good reasoning, you caught me out,’ or something that lets 
them in on it — but if it’s something they actually need to 
know, I’ll guide them heavily towards the correct answer. I 
also think it’s possible to overdo it — curiosity is an 
incredible thing, and I always try to encourage it and to show 
that there are no stupid questions, only lazy reasoning. 

“Personally, I figure if I’ve given 20 pieces of useful / true / 
accurate information, I’ll throw in some nonsense (not 
actually counting, but that sort of ratio). More truth, and I’d 
wonder if they were just using me as Google; more 
nonsense, and I’d wonder if I was discouraging them from 
asking. Obviously, that depends on the kid, the situation, the 
general mood, the information, etc. — but you’re absolutely 
right, if the kid ever feels that they don’t know how to get the 
correct information (or feel secure in acting on my info), 
then yeah, I’d figure that I’d really screwed up, and would 
work on getting their trust back, and looking at how I’d 
misread it.” 

4) Three_Day_Rider wrote, “When I see kids getting it, I 
like it. It becomes a game. When they don’t, I don’t screw 
with them. But those with whom I can, it’s fun.” 

5) legocitiez wrote: 

“My mom lied to me or otherwise omitted truths. 

“My kids aren’t lied to. My mom is horrified to know that 
my children know about addiction (we had someone steal 
ADHD medication from our home), names of all body parts 
and where babies come from, that secrets aren’t acceptable 
ever (surprises only), pet euthanasia and what happens to 
bodies (human and animal) post mortem, etc. — they are all 
openly discussed.” 
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6) liptonthrowback wrote, “Dunno, but we never lied to our 
kid about Santa and now she’s mad that she didn’t get the 
same experience as everyone else.”75 

76. “People Who Had Sex With Celebrities / Famous 
People, How Did It Happen?” 

Notmiefault wrote: 

“Oh, wow, one I actually have an answer for. 

“A couple years ago, I went to an autograph signing for a 
sort of C-list actress. (I’m not going to say who exactly.) She 
was pretty popular on a Disney Channel show in the mid-
2000s, but she hasn’t really done anything of consequence 
since. The signing went fine, I shook her hand, told her my 
name, she thanked me for being a fan, and that was pretty 
much it. A couple hours later, however, I was getting dinner 
at the hotel bar (this was at a convention) and she just 
happened to sit down next to me at the bar and asked for a 
food menu. I sort of grinned at her awkwardly, and her face 
lit up. ‘Oh, you’re [my name] from the signing!’ That alone 
made my day, that she actually remembered me. We started 
chatting, and just sort of hit off, talking about random non-
fame-related stuff (we’re both big Eagles fans, it turns out). 
She struck me as sort of lonely; she said she was on the 
convention circuit and hadn’t actually been home in like four 
months. Eventually I worked up the courage to buy her a 
drink, which she accepted. We wound up having a few 
rounds, and things just went sort of naturally from there. As 
we’re heading up to my hotel room, she stopped and asked 
that I let her hold my phone — she was super apologetic, just 

 
75 Source: ImaChewedgum, “Why adults have this sadistic pleasure of 
lying to children and screwing up their mind?” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 
February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ls9kd3/why_adults_ha
ve_this_sadistic_pleasure_of_lying/ >. 
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a sort of ‘when you’re recognizable you have to take 
precautions’ sort of thing. Made sense to me, so I handed it 
over and off we went. We do the deed, have a good time, 
maybe fulfill a childhood fantasy of mine or two (which I 
definitely did not tell her about), and it’s wonderful. The next 
morning we got up, showered together, and then she said she 
had to leave for the airport. She asked if I had any change for 
cab fare, which I thought was sort of weird because, you 
know, Uber, but said, ‘Sure,’ and asked her how much she 
needed. About tree fiddy, she said, and I suddenly realized 
that she seemed to be taking up a lot more of the hotel room 
than a 5’6" girl really should. Sure enough, it was the Loch 
Ness monster trying to scam me out of my tree fiddy. I told 
her that would’ve made our encounter prostitution, paying 
for sex, and apologized and said no. I got my phone back and 
that was pretty much that. I haven’t really told anyone that 
story, because I’m sort of embarrassed, but Hand to God, it’s 
the truth. 

“TL;DR surprisingly normal night, though things were 
awkward in the morning.” 

symphonicdestruction comment: 

“I hate you so much. 

“You had me in the first half, not going to lie.” 

Chemical-Jello9564 commented, “I ain’t even mad. That 
made my whole day.”76 

 
76 Source: SnooDingos5101, “People who had sex with celebrities / 
famous people, how did it happen.” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lsgfr1/people_who_had
_sex_with_celebritiesfamous_people/ >. 
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77. “Change A Single Word In A Famous Quote To 
‘Penis,’ How Does It Turn Out?” 

Backupusername wrote, “Not a nasty, dirty, wet hole, filled 
with the ends of worms and an oozy smell, nor yet a dry, 
bare, sandy hole with nothing in it to sit down on or to eat: it 
was a penis-hole, and that means comfort.” 

Note by David Bruce: The original is from Tolkien’s The 
Hobbit, or There and Back Again. The original had “hobbit-
hole.”77 

78. “People Who Have Attended / Been Part Of A 
Wedding That Got Canceled On The Day Of The 
Wedding, What Happened?”  

1) Cat-Mama11 wrote, “The bride went into labour. She was 
34 weeks along. The baby just decided to show up early. She 
and the groom told everyone to enjoy the booze and food. 
They ended up getting married in the hospital chapel.” 

redstaplerisred commented, “These gender reveals are 
getting crazier and crazier.” 

2) Outlander56 wrote: 

“Very small town, way back in the day. The groom, whole 
party of groomsmen, and most of the male wedding guests 
were volunteer firemen. About an hour before the ceremony, 
major house fire. 

“By the time everyone was back, the whole party looked and 
smelled like they’d been fighting a fire for a few hours. 

 
77 Source: SourTiomato123, “Change a single word in a famous quote 
with penis, how does it turn out?” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ls7s4o/change_a_singl
e_word_in_a_famous_quote_with_penis/ >. 
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“Wedding was rescheduled for a couple of weeks later.” 

3) sensitiveinfomax wrote: 

“My friend was getting married. But two months before the 
wedding, she decides to take a trip abroad by herself. She 
came to stay with me. She was the first to get married in our 
group, so I thought it’s just a thing people do before they get 
married. I was excited to spend time with her, but she spent 
most of the time hanging out with this other friend of hers 
who she used to have an unrequited crush on in freshman 
year. I was suspicious, but her fiancé was fine with it, so I 
thought I was a regressive old lady to feel it was 
inappropriate. 

“She went back to get married. I was excited because the 
wedding was going to be livestreamed. The morning of the 
wedding, I got a text saying the wedding has been called off. 

“I said, ‘I’m sorry to hear that and hope things are okay.’ She 
then says, ‘Guess why I called it off.’ 

“I knew why, but I couldn’t say it obviously in case I was 
wrong, so I asked, ‘Was there a death in the family?’ She 
said, ‘No, I realized I loved [unrequited crush], and only the 
day before my wedding he told me he loved me back.’ 

“Now she and the man she vacationed to see are married with 
children. The groom who was left at the altar is still single. 
Can’t say I blame him.” 

4) kushgio wrote: 

“Friend of mine ended up getting drunk and slept with a 
stripper a few nights before the wedding. 

“The bride didn’t find out until about thirty minutes before 
the wedding. About two hundred or three hundred people 
attended. 
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“The parents from both sides started a screaming match that 
was almost as loud as the screaming match my friend and his 
bride were involved in. 

“It took a while for people to leave. I think people wanted to 
wait it out, but after a while most of them slowly trickled 
away. Me and a couple other friends ended being the only 
people who stayed for the entire thing. 

“My friend and his bride both eventually married other 
people, and as far as I know they are happy in their 
marriages.” 

doyouhaveanypaper asked, “Man, how did the bride 
discover that 30 minutes prior to the wedding? I’d think 
she’s not even looking at her phone at that point.” 

CompletelyFammable answered: 

“Bridesmaid: Wow! you look sooo much hotter than the 
stripper Brad fucked like Tuesday. 

“Bride: Pardon?” 

kushgio replied, “The bride found out because one of the 
groomsmen told his girlfriend, who happened to be a 
bridesmaid.” 

CompletelyFlammable boasted, “CALLED IT!” 

5) prometheus2508 wrote: 

“Wedding was cancelled. Then back on. Ultimately annulled 
a few days later. 

“Groom had an impromptu bachelor party the night before 
(guys, this is an awful decision — don’t do that) and got 
drunk. “Apparently he couldn’t hold his alcohol and he legit 
lost his mind. Bride was with a friend and he tracked her 
down, wrecked his car (because he was drunk), and had a 
public freak-out because the bride to be ditched out the back 
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door at the sight of this intoxicated mess. He went home and 
threw all her clothes out on the yard. 

“Wedding was cancelled day of, but they called it back on. 
It was awkward. A few days later, she realizes it was not a 
good idea, and they split.” 

6) PM_ME_UR_GUITAR_PICS wrote: 

“I was asked to perform the music at a friend’s wedding, and 
my ‘sound check’ was on the day of the wedding rehearsal. 

“I left work early and was on my way to rehearsal when the 
mother of my friend, the would-be bride, called to tell me the 
wedding had been cancelled. 

“The groom had lied about the ring, stating it was a genuine 
diamond when it was discovered to be cubic zirconia. Not 
really a big deal, but that opened up an argument, which 
turned into discovering the groom had Tinder downloaded 
on his phone, and had recent dm’s on it with women he had 
matched with while engaged to the bride. 

“Wedding was immediately called off. They tried to work it 
out, but more and more shady activity was revealed in his 
life, so they split up for good very shortly after. 

“I should note that my friend is now engaged to a very 
wonderful man, and they are doing fantastic, hoping to get 
married at a safer time when this virus is less of a risk for 
everyone.” 

PM_ME_UR_GUITAR_PICS added, “I wasn’t told all the 
details (and I didn’t want to ask), but I heard through one of 
the would-be bridesmaids that he had allegedly been 
involved in marital affairs in the past, trouble with the law, 
theft from work, and more. Lots of baggage he had been 
trying to keep hidden during their entire relationship and 
engagement.” 
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7) jlynn99 wrote, “My cousin is a luxury wedding planner. 
A couple years ago she was planning this wedding that the 
bride’s parents paid most of and I guess the bride and groom 
started to have some problems with their relationship leading 
up to their wedding day. The night before the wedding, they 
were arguing and he says to her, ‘We can get married 
tomorrow if you want. It doesn’t matter to me,’ so she called 
it off that night (rightfully so, lol). My cousin got a text that 
night from one of the bridesmaids saying the wedding is 
cancelled. So my cousin went down to the venue that was 
already all set up and she took down everything that said his 
name and her name on it. The day the wedding was supposed 
to be, the bride’s whole side of the family and the people she 
invited went to the venue and partied soooo hard. She wore 
her dress and destroyed it, and the bridesmaids all wore their 
dresses and destroyed them, too. All the booze got drank. 
Apparently, it was quite the party and there was not a single 
person sober.” 

CrazyCatLadyRunner, “This happened in my family, too. 
My loser uncle was supposed to marry his trashy girlfriend, 
but a couple days before the wedding they got into a huge 
fight where they chased each other around their house with 
baseball bats. They called off the wedding, but my 
grandmother had already paid for everything so she called 
everyone and told them we were having a big party and to 
bring our friends. She called it the Unwedding. It was 
actually really fun.” 

8) Runner5Blue wrote: 

“I used to play in a fancy society band, and we played for a 
lot of wedding receptions. So I get to the gig, and as I’m 
walking around in my tux, looking for the rest of the band, I 
noticed the guests looking at us like, ‘What are you guys 
doing here?’ 
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“Nobody explained anything to us. And eventually the 
‘bride’ shows up … in a regular dress. What the fuck? 

“We eventually sat down with the priest who told us what 
had happened: The bride-to-be had recently won a large sum 
of money in the lottery, and she and her mom thought the 
groom was out to take it from her. So they canceled the 
wedding. But they’d already paid for the reception and the 
band, so they had us play anyway. So we did … and we 
skipped all of the love songs, just played dance tunes. Very 
strange evening.”78 

79. “What’s An Example Of A Quest You’ve Been On?” 

Vleolove wrote: 

“When I was twelve years old, my Nana’s boyfriend passed 
away. My cousin and I didn’t want her to be lonely, so we 
decided to get her a bird. We didn’t have any money or 
means of transportation (as we were latchkey kids). We 
borrowed two ill-fitted bikes and left at dawn to make 
enough money to buy our Nana a bird. We had decided early 
on that we would wash cars / windshields in order to earn 
enough money. We washed dozens of cars and by noon we 
had made $30. We then embarked on a ride across town to 
the Petco. When we got to the Petco, the sales clerk schooled 
us on the realities of buying a bird, which included all the 
bells and whistles. (No, we didn’t factor in money for a cage, 
toys, treats, or food / water dishes.) We realized we had only 
enough money for one parakeet and a small bag of seeds. 
Also, we were on our bikes and there was no way we would 
make it home with everything in our hands. (My feet barely 

 
78 Source: Yesterdaysmeow, “People who have attended/been part of a 
wedding that got canceled on the day of the wedding, what happened?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 25 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lsm1fr/people_who_ha
ve_attendedbeen_part_of_a_wedding/ >. 
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touched the pedals!) Clearly, we were children who did not 
think this completely through. The sales clerk asked us why 
we wanted the bird and our story touched them. The sales 
clerk offered to get / buy us a cage and give us a discount on 
the food dishes … all we had to do was give them all our 
cash. The sales clerk also agreed to drop everything off to 
the house after their shift. We then raced home before it got 
too dark and waited. Several hours had passed, and we feared 
we had been duped, but there was a knock at the door, and it 
was the sales clerk with TWO parakeets and all the goods! It 
felt like such an amazing adventure at the time. I still think 
about riding our bikes into a dust cloud kicked up by a 
passing semi on our way to Petco hell-bent on buying Nana 
a parakeet.”79 

80. “Parents Who Actually Buy Their Kids Those KIDZ 
BOP Albums, Why?” 

1) TogarSucks wrote, “They aren’t old enough for the Now 
That’s What I Call Music series of albums yet.” 

CatNoirsRubberSuit, “I remember being in elementary 
school and wanting the Kidz Bop CDs. My parents were like, 
‘You’re mature enough to listen to real music,’ as they hand 
me Guns N’ Roses and Nirvana albums. Thanks, Mom. The 
album Appetite for Destruction by Guns N’ Roses is a real 
banger, but it’s not what my friends were listening to.” 

DystopianBitch joked, “That album teaches some great life 
lessons you need in elementary school.” 

2) kaairo wrote, “Not a parent but an elementary teacher. 
Kidz Bop slaps. I said it. I put it on so my kids can get a 

 
79 Source: IN_A_WUHAN_LAB, “What’s an example of a quest 
you’ve been on?” Reddit. AskWomen. 25 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lsphji/whats_an_exam
ple_of_a_quest_youve_been_on/ >. 
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dance break. It’s safe for school and it gives me two to four 
minutes of peace.” 

Note by David Bruce: Music that slaps is good music. 

Rubber_Bisquit commented, “My daughter loves to dance to 
it; it gets the wiggles out.” 

jook_sing commented: 

“So we can listen to music in the car that isn’t just Disney 
soundtracks or other kid-type songs and I don’t have to 
worry about content. 

“I grew up with 90s sex songs, so I’m trying not to expose 
the kids too early to things like that. They really let us listen 
to a lot back then from ‘I Wanna Sex You Up’ to ‘Smack it 
up, flip it, rub it down oh nooooooo’ [lyric from “Do Me! by 
Bell Biv Devoe], and all that. I’m no prude, but I don’t think 
it was all that healthy for me.” 

shes_got_a_way commented, “I remember arguing with my 
friend’s little sister that the words to ‘It Wasn’t Me’ must be 
‘banging on the bathroom door,’ because ‘banging on the 
bathroom floor’ wouldn’t make any sense!” 

SapphireJones_ commented, “Yea, we listened to a lot back 
then. I didn’t wake up to this until I was a preteen at a skating 
rink and watched a six-year-old kid sing ‘little young thing 
go around my dick with your tongue ring, deep throat my 
nine inch’ (Nas’ ‘Oochie Wally’) I was like, ‘Oh, wait a 
second … what are we doing?’” 

CatNoirsRubberSuit commented, “Yeah, listening to ‘Bad 
Touch’ by Bloodhound Gang in the third grade took away a 
lot of my innocence (‘you and me, baby, ain’t nothing but 
mammals, so let’s do it like they do on the Discovery 
Channel’).” 

3) warriorgramma wrote: 
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“I used to run a summer camp, and these were my go-to CDs 
for when we had talent shows. I’d tell my staff, ‘If there’s 
not a Kidz Bop version, we can’t do it.’ 

“Prior to this rule, one summer I had a dad who threw a huge 
fit about his daughter singing ‘All About That Base.’ He 
really blew things out of proportion, as he was trying to take 
advantage and get a refund for the entire summer. It went up 
the chain of command, and I got in serious trouble for it. It 
was a lesson learned to review any song for the talent shows, 
even if I think they’re harmless. 

“The music is cheesy and the adapted lyrics can be cringy, 
but I think the CDs are great for camps, schools, and 
anywhere else that fears the wrath of overreactive parents.” 

strangemotives commented: 

“I mean I kind of get why some songs could be troublesome. 

“My five-year-old daughter spent a year singing Nelly’s 
lyrics ‘I am getting so hot, I’m going to take my clothes off,’ 
while I cringed.” 

FreddiesMoustache90 wrote, “My brother tried to sing along 
to Tom Jones’ ‘Sexbomb’ in the back of the car when he was 
three or four, I think. But all he got out was ‘Se bo, Se bo.’ 
No harm done. It might have also helped that English isn’t 
our native language.” 

4) el_coremino wrote: 

“They’re harmless. My kids like them enough. I’ve never 
bought them a CD but only because they have Spotify kids 
accounts and that’s where they listen to it. If they asked me 
to buy them a Kidz Bop CD, I would. It’s generally harmless. 
Sure, it’s annoying, but so is Pokemon and Player Select, but 
as long as I don’t have to hear it full blast on the living room 
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TV, it doesn’t bother me. Again, they’re generally harmless 
and my kids like it. Why would I deprive them of it? 

“Not a great answer, but it’s an answer, and parenting is a lot 
of guess and check (for me, at least).” 

5) NoofBoodle wrote: 

“I don’t buy them; however, I did question my anti-
censoring stance after my early elementary-school child 
used a CD for a school lip sync that was not school 
appropriate. She didn’t tell me she was in the lip sync until 
right before. Watching that with all the other parents was 
mortifying. 

“I thought they would check. Nope. It fell through the 
cracks. 

“After that, I understood the general utility of it. You may 
not care if your child hears cursing (I mean they’re 
sometimes present when you drive) but you do care if they 
share obscene lyrics with friends or repeat them in public.”80 

  

 
80 Source: David2k4, “Parents who actually buy their kids those ‘KIDZ 
BOP’ albums, why?” Reddit. AskReddit. 26 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lten7r/parents_who_act
ually_buy_their_kids_those_kidz/ >. 
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Chapter 5: Questions 81-100 

81. “Women, What Do You Think About Society’s 
Attitudes Towards Women Proposing To Men?” 

1) Abject_Sir wrote:  

“Recently my girlfriend became my fiancé when she 
proposed to me. It really was the perfect moment for us and 
once I got over the whole ‘This really happening’ shock, I of 
course said yes. I had planned on asking her, but I guess she 
beat me to the punch. 

“However, later she said her mother had advised her not to 
go down on one knee because she thought I would find that 
emasculating. I didn’t really care that she didn’t get down on 
one knee, and I don’t think I would have thought it was 
emasculating if she had. She could have been doing 
backflips while beating me in an arm-wrestling competition, 
and I still would have said yes. I also don’t mind being the 
person wearing the engagement ring — I’m showing this off 
to EVERYONE. 

“However, it did make me wonder what a lot of women think 
about women proposing to men.” 

2) kallisti_gold wrote, “I proposed to my husband, and 
nobody’s given us shit about it. The society I keep doesn’t 
seem to care, or at least doesn’t care enough to risk my 
wrath.” 

Abject_Sir replied, “That’s great, no one gave us crap about 
it either yet, but a few people were clearly surprised that she 
asked me. The jewelry-shop guy said he couldn’t remember 
the last time a woman came in looking for an engagement 
ring, but he was really helpful and nice apparently.” 

3) lavendermoon48 wrote, “I guess I view proposals as 
symbolic, because in my opinion there should be 
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conversations and mutual agreement before that you both 
want to get married. The ‘special moment’ still happens and 
maybe at a time when one person isn’t expecting it, but it’s 
not really a surprise. Regardless of gender, a total surprise 
proposal wouldn’t be for me, but I don’t think it should 
matter if a woman proposes to a man or vice versa. You are 
equal partners — why can’t a woman push it along or make 
those decisions about her own life? Waiting for a man to 
propose (unless that’s what you’ve both agreed upon) seems 
to be old fashioned, like saying you can’t be empowered in 
this decision and a man is ultimately the one who decides if 
you’re worthy.” 

4) coastalgardenmom wrote, “I proposed to my husband. He 
said yes.”81 

82. “What Kind Of Abhorrent Behaviour Prompts You 
To Just Get Up And Leave On A First Date?” 

1) Competitive_Tea2413 wrote: 

“First date, a blind date, we met in my favourite Thai 
Restaurant for dinner before a movie. I was 30. He looked 
much younger than the 31 years he claimed. 

“As soon as we sat down, his mobile phone buzzed, a text 
from Karen. A few minutes later, ‘Oh, it’s Michelle. I 
cancelled on her to go out with you. 

“Then a phone call, ‘Oh, hi, Julie, followed by a short loud 
obnoxious conversation. Menus arrived and he ordered 
drinks. He didn’t bother to ask me what I wanted — just 
ordered a pitcher of beer and two glasses. I like beer. but I 

 
81 Source: Abject_Sir, “Women, what do you think about society’s 
attitudes towards women proposing to men?” Reddit. AskWomen. 26 
February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/ltc030/women_what_
do_you_think_about_societys_attitudes/ >. 
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prefer white wine spritzers with dinner. He poured us both a 
glass, then poured his down his throat, and then poured 
himself another, then the phone rings again, ‘Hi, Mary, I’m 
out for dinner, but I can see you later tonight,’ and then a text 
comes a few seconds later. He’s barely said a word to me, he 
chugs his third beer and then orders another jug, and the 
waitress arrives to take our order, 

“He says, ‘Gotta take a dump and get rid of some old beer to 
make room for new ones,’ and then he stands up and wanders 
off to the toilet, leaving his phone behind. It buzzes so I pick 
it up. I check the caller name and then check his incoming 
calls and texts from the last half hour. They are all from his 
Mum. I make a quick decision. I call the waitress (a friend 
of mine), order two of the most expensive meals on the 
menu, drop his phone into the full jug of beer and walk out. 
Funny, he never called for a second date.” 

2) rudebish wrote: 

“First date with a guy at a movie theater. 

1. He was late. 

2. He didn’t apologize for being late. 

3. He said to me: ‘Grab your ticket and our popcorn and 
I’ll save our seats.’ Turned around and went into the 
theater. 

4. I just turned around and went home. Fuck that guy. 

“But in general, if the guy was rude, rude to staff / other 
people, loud / obnoxious or constantly talked about himself 
without me asking him to, that is a huge nope for me. I don’t 
care about your car or how much money you make or who 
you know.” 

3) Doriane wrote, “Had a guy who was nice to me. But 
halfway through the date, he yelled at a waitress about his 
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order. I remember looking at her and then him and saying, 
‘This won’t work.’ I put $20 on the table and left.”82 

83. “[Serious] What Is It Like To Have Children You 
Don’t Want?” 

1) they_are_out_there wrote: 

“I had a friend who has a son with severe Tourette’s, and his 
son would become severely emotional and start tossing 
people around. His wife is tiny and they were unable to deal 
with their son who would ‘Hulk out’ and just go nuts. 

“It took forever to get him into a group home where he could 
be happy and have the supervision and interaction he needed 
and people who could handle him when he became agitated. 
It was a life saver for everyone. The parents are in their late 
60’s now and he’s in his early 40’s now. It would be 
absolutely impossible for them to handle him without harm. 

“He’s like Lennie in Of Mice and Men. Generally harmless, 
but he has the potential to do some real damage to people 
and property without specialized attention and people who 
can physically handle him to protect him and everyone else 
around him when necessary.” 

2) KamikazeSnark wrote, “… autism is a spectrum of 
different traits and many autistic people do grow up to 
become functional adults. I had an autistic web developer on 
my team once, and he was one of the best colleagues I’ve 
ever worked with. However, he often interpreted statements 
or jokes literally, like Drax in Guardians of the Galaxy-level 
comedy. But he had enough self-awareness about this to 

 
82 Source: SparklingMartini, “What kind of abhorrent behaviour 
prompts you to just get up & leave on a 1st date?” Reddit. AskWomen. 
27 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/ltmsiq/what_kind_of_
abhorrent_behaviour_prompts_you_to/ >. 
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frequently ask for clarification when he suspected he might 
be misinterpreting something, and over the years I also 
learned how to communicate better with him. 

“The main point, though, is that he grew up to become a 
functional and independent adult, living alone and 
maintaining a successful career in a technical field. So 
there’s a chance your young child could turn out to be 
autistic and still accomplish all of those things.” 

3) CockDaddyKaren wrote, “I think when everyone 
imagines becoming a parent they picture their kid being 
happy, healthy, and 100% able-bodied and neurotypical. and 
that’s appealing to them, of course. Heck, I’m childfree and 
sometimes wonder what it would be like to have a kid. but 
the reality is that your kid might be born severely disabled 
and you won’t know till it’s too late. The reality is also they 
could get in an accident AFTER they’re born and end up 
severely disabled. I know someone whose adult daughter 
had some kind of mishap resulting in brain damage, and now 
her mid-sixties single mother is going to be working until 
death to keep up with this woman who once was intelligent 
and completely independent and now can’t string a sentence 
together. It’s really weird and sad.” 

4) ssjx7squall wrote: 

“I was a full-time caregiver in college to an elderly man. It’s 
one thing if you know the person you’re taking care of will 
get better and be more independent. Realizing they will only 
get worse, not to mention being on call 24/7 for literally 
every little whim can and will break you 

“Edit: I feel I should say this was one of the most rewarding 
and great experiences of my life. But that’s in retrospect now 
that it’s over. That man became my best friend, and when he 
passed I was filled with so many complex emotions it was 
pretty difficult to deal with. I’m not saying kids with 
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disabilities don’t offer this and don’t deserve love and care. 
But it is exhausting and definitely wears on your soul. (I’m 
an non-spiritual atheist saying that.)” 

5) schmabbypatty wrote: 

“Almost one month ago, my husband and I terminated our 
very wanted pregnancy due to an issue like this. Our 21-
week scan showed fetal abnormalities so detrimental our son 
would never be able to walk on his own without the use of 
prosthetics. 

“It obviously was a decision that no parents should have to 
make. But I find comfort in knowing that I took away his 
pain in a world that is already so hard. It’s a decision I will 
obviously contemplate for the rest of my life, and I feel 
selfish for wanting him here. 

“So, yeah, I have insane respect for parents of special-needs 
children. You guys are the superheroes. I wonder if I am 
judged in the eyes of a parent with special needs or if they 
are the ones who understand the most.” 

schmabbypatty added: 

“We actually had to leave our home state and travel in order 
to have the procedure. Like so many other states, our home 
state doesn’t allow abortion past a certain gestational age. 
On top of that, we had pay out of pocket for a very pricey 
procedure as it wasn’t covered by our insurance. 

“I am no ‘monster’ for having to make the hardest decision 
of my life. We should have laws put in place that make 
situations like this easier for people, not harder.” 

6) rawwwse wrote: 

“I’m dealing with this as a brother — and now caretaker — 
to a mentally handicapped sibling. No throwaway account 
here. 
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“I’m not ashamed or embarrassed to say it’s terrible. Fucking 
unbearable at times because not only did I not have a say in 
it, I had to watch my parents spoil / coddle and refuse to 
prepare my sister for ANY sort of self-sufficiency over the 
years — which she is certainly capable of — making this 
burden SO much worse to bear. 

“People are often afraid to admit how they truly feel from 
fear of ridicule or judgement. Frankly, I don’t doubt there’s 
some maniac somewhere who truly believes their 
handicapped child is a ‘blessing,’ or whatever bullshit you 
tend to hear, but the overwhelming feeling of impending 
doom and rage for what we’re stuck dealing with is FAR 
more prevalent than anyone will ever know.” 

faroffland commented: 

“I was friends with someone at university who had an 
autistic older brother and she admitted her deepest secret was 
she hated him. He was even pretty high functioning for 
someone with autism — he went to a special school, but he 
was as verbal as a neurotypical individual, had friends, could 
dress himself and do basic self-care, etc. But he was just 
completely socially disconnected and focused only on 
himself — I met him once and he would just talk at you 
incessantly about stuff he was interested in like trains, would 
follow you around / would not leave you alone, made you 
feel pretty uncomfortable due to his lack of boundaries, etc. 
It was like I didn’t exist as a person — I was just a tool for 
him to talk at about whatever he wanted to at the time. She 
said she resented how her parents’ whole lives had revolved 
around his needs above hers, and she basically could not 
connect with him at all due to his issues and couldn’t feel 
any love for or have a relationship with him. And honestly, 
I could not blame her; being around him just for a weekend 
was totally overwhelming and uncomfortable. 
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“It must be so hard. She felt really guilty and like a terrible 
person, but she just couldn’t forge any kind of relationship 
with him when it was all give and she got nothing back. You 
aren’t alone, I think more people than we know must feel 
like that, but they are too scared to say so.” 

7) Theunperfectfamily wrote: 

“I originally went to college for special education. I’d 
worked with children of varying needs for years and truly 
loved it. 

“Then I was blessed with my own special-needs kids, and I 
noped right out of that career. There’s no way I could be 
patient and loving at work all day, and then come home to it 
all night. I knew I’d never manage to stay sane doing it at 
both places 24/7. 

“Now I still do it 24/7, but it’s my own kids. I have a bit more 
control over my environment, and if I need a break I can 
lockdown the house and step outside for some air. It’s 
exhausting, and we know that one of them will never live 
independently. Our entire life is based on meeting those 
needs. And while I’ve never thought about killing them, I’ve 
certainly dreamed of dropping them off at Grandma’s house 
and running away for a week. Lol.” 

8) redditatwork wrote: 

“This is kinda crazy because I was just thinking about this 
today. I’m not going to use a throwaway account or 
anything. Not that I think anyone on here would actually 
know me. When you have a kid, you kinda get this idea in 
your head on how things are going to be. How you’re going 
to teach them things, share special moments as they learn, 
and have this cool amazing bond. Then your kid comes into 
this world and is not at all what you expect. My kid is special 
needs and has major developmental delays. He’s two and 
basically just lives in his own world. Doesn’t communicate, 
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doesn’t respond to his name, and has basically missed every 
single milestone out there. So you feel regret, despair, and a 
whole bunch of other negative stuff. Especially guilt. It 
wasn’t his fault he came into the world this way. He didn’t 
ask to be here. So there’s a lot of complex emotions going 
on. However bad it makes me feel, though — I just kind of 
wish he didn’t exist. For instance, as I was writing this, I 
went to the bathroom and in the three minutes I was gone he 
took a dump, forced both his hands into his diaper, and 
smeared shit all over his face and pin [?] and everywhere 
else. Now my whole apartment reeks, and I had a half-hour 
of clean up because I left my toddler alone for all of three 
minutes. This isn’t the first time this has happened. I just 
can’t connect with him, and it has me feeling like I’m just 
his caretaker rather than his dad. 

“Edit: Aww, I’ve never really had a virtual Reddit hug like 
this. It was honestly really helpful and made me feel a lot 
better. So thanks, everyone. I had so many people message 
me and there’s so many comments I couldn’t ever respond 
to them all. However, I read everything. I appreciate it. I 
really do. I also want to address a few comments. First off, I 
love my son. God knows I have some bad days, but signing 
over my parental rights simply isn’t an option. I have lots 
and lots of family and support, and his mom is always there 
to make us both feel better … she understands us both. My 
kid is enrolled in various programs and is already getting 
treatment. He is making progress and is starting to use very 
simple words even if it doesn’t make any sense. I really 
know my kid is in there somewhere. We had one event about 
a month ago where he answered a question with a three-word 
sentence. He even included the word ‘I.’ I don’t understand 
it at all or how it fits into everything else. I really want to 
believe he’s in there somewhere and will eventually get to a 
point where he can communicate basic needs and follow 
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some basic instructions. We’re just going to keep on doing 
what we can.”83 

84. “What Is Your Biggest Regret From High School?” 

TastyEnd wrote: 

“I got a letter in the mail (yes, I’m that old) from a girl 
confessing her crush on me, but she just signed it ‘S’ and I 
never found out who it was. I was painfully shy and felt very 
unattractive and would have loved to know who it was. 

“It did make me feel that yes, perhaps I’m not as bad as I 
thought.”84 

85. “Women Who Love Women, What Is Something 
Unexpected You Encountered When Dating Women?” 

1) 20penguin20 wrote, “Biphobia. A lot of lesbians who talk 
about how they would date only ‘gold star lesbians’ (women 
who haven’t had sex with a man) and outright would not date 
a bisexual woman.” 

furiosas commented: 

“This! It’s so hurtful having my love invalidated, especially 
from other queer women whom I would expect to understand 
better. I’ve dated men who think I’m going to leave them for 
a woman, but then when I date a woman, she thinks I’ll leave 
her for a man! 

 
83 Source: SniperGlizzy, “[Serious] What is it like to have children you 
don’t want?” Reddit. AskReddit. 28 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/luf0ki/serious_what_is
_it_like_to_have_children_you_dont/ >. 

84 Source: Sub2735, “What is your biggest regret from high school?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 1 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lv5ytu/what_is_your_b
iggest_regret_from_high_school/ >. 
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“No, you fools! I’ll leave you for not understanding I love 
people regardless of gender!” 

20penguin20 replied, “Yes! So frustrating. The assumption 
being that bisexual people can’t possibly be monogamous.” 

queenfool commented, “I was going to say this, too. Not just 
women who won’t date bi women (which is rooted in 
misogyny anyway) but the pressure on bi women to ‘perform 
queerness’ to feel valid because so many people dismiss 
their bisexuality if they’re with a dude.” 

20penguin20 replied, “Even just the assumption that I’m gay 
because I’m in a same-sex relationship is draining as fuck. 
Trying to explain to people in the queer community why it 
matters that I ‘also am straight’ (NO, I’m not) is fucked up. 
I’m not gay and straight. I’m bisexual! It’s just who I am. 
It’s my identity! That’s why it matters!” 

Sudden_Bonus commented: 

“So annoying. I have been fighting for LGBTQ+ rights since 
I was 14. I wrote my reps about same-sex marriage before I 
could vote. I promoted the only trans YouTuber among my 
peers — yes, back in 2007, there was only one trans 
YouTuber of note. I have gone to so many marches. I have 
written so many letters. I have organized so many social 
events, promoted causes, and donated money, time, and 
food. I have organized parties to send holiday cards to 
LGBTQ+ prisoners. I have actively educated myself about 
all letters in the rainbow. 

“But I’m not a ‘real queer.’” 

2) brandy9852 wrote, “The awkwardness on a first date 
when you go to the bathroom together at a restaurant. You 
don’t know them that well and you’re trying to pee in stalls 
next to each other.” 
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3) springflingqueen wrote, “No one will make the first 
move.” 

tiredaf5211 commented, “Lmao. My now-girlfriend had to 
yell, ‘Kiss me! Do it! Do it! Do it!” before I got the guts to 
kiss her.” 

4) Augustine_Pitypss wrote, “Misogyny. It’s unbelievably 
disappointing to experience misogyny coming from another 
woman. It’s happened more times than I can count. Hearing 
so called ‘locker room’ comments about other women, 
coming from women, confuses the fuck out of me. Also, I’ve 
had a few butch women try to school me on basic mechanics. 
I might look kinda girly, but I grew up around engines, 
learning how to bore out cylinders and tear down diesels. 
(Dad is a marine engineer, and I just loved being in the 
garage with him.) Oh, Butch, please, I know more about 
internal combustion engines than you do.” 

Potentual_Ant_4171 commented, “I was talking to a femme 
who referred to me as ‘getting some pussy’ and that was the 
end of that. Lol. Felt so dehumanized.”  

Augustine_Pitypss added, “I’ve heard misogyny from a 
variety of female queers. I’ve been called a ‘soft butch,’ 
whatever the fuck that means. Apparently, if I wear mascara 
on occasion but know my way around an engine bay, that’s 
what I am. Ugh. Labels! Especially when they are given to 
us by other people!” 

5) mfsbiwti wrote, “Not totally unexpected, but the use of 
heteronormative gender stereotypes. I’m very androgynous 
and have a short haircut. I’ve picked up the check more often 
than not and have had to ask out every girl I’ve ever dated. I 
usually don’t mind it, but like, sometimes I would also like 
to be wined and dined!” 

6) QuiLeQuack wrote, “Everyone’s accounts are going to be 
different, of course, but in my experience everyone’s really 
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body-positive, which is nice and unexpected (given how 
judgmental we can be to ourselves as women)! Also, again 
this might be a bit different, but I’ve only ever dated bi-
women (I’ve met only two lesbians in my life. Lol), and so 
when I heard biphobia was a thing, I was so surprised. Thank 
god for bi people! Otherwise my queer circle would be so 
small!” 

7) kangaskassi wrote: 

“Fear. I live in a very safe place, but I was suddenly much 
more scared to walk home at night acting like a couple than 
I was alone. I was scared to come out to strange men hitting 
on me by saying, ‘Sorry, I have a girlfriend,’ because I felt 
suddenly much more aware of how badly this could turn for 
me if I was unlucky. 

“Also coming-out fatigue, even in safe situations. I got so 
tired of correcting people’s assumptions. I am femme so 
everyone automatically assumed I had a boyfriend if they 
knew I was in a relationship but no further details. So. 
Tiring.” 

Thisoneissfwihope commented: 

“I live in a very progressive city, and have seen men walking 
hand in hand for 15+ years, but only in the past two or three 
have I regularly seen women doing the same. 

“Things are improving, but achingly slowly. I wish it were 
faster.” 

8) AncientEel wrote, “How right and warm it feels to be with 
them. With guys in the past, I always felt ‘dirty’ or used, but 
when I kissed a woman for the first time, it just felt like the 
most natural, soft, and comfortable thing.” 
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saltineofmydream commented, “Yeah, I couldn’t believe 
how night and day it was. It’s really not a choice, y’all. 
Lol.”85 

86. “What Is A Choice Your Parents Made That You 
Were Mad About As A Kid But Realized Was Right As 
An Adult?” 

1) pollyp0cketpussy wrote: 

“If I ever started to get mad or frustrated at a video game, 
my mom would walk over, turn it off, and say, ‘Games are 
supposed to be fun. You’re not having fun. Go do something 
else.’ Man, I was PISSED about that, I’d try to argue and 
yell, but she would just tell me to stop or I’d have to go to 
my room until I was calm. 

“Now I hear about gamers breaking controllers and 
screaming at their screens and it blows my mind. I still tell 
myself, ‘Okay, this isn’t fun right now, I’m just getting 
pissed, I’m going to watch a show instead.’ Thanks, Mom!” 

regals_beagles wrote, “I say this exact thing to my daughter. 
She’s only seven, but I hope it sticks. I just hope it doesn’t 
backfire and teach her to give up when things get hard.” 

2) celestialism wrote, “Forcing me to continue with piano 
lessons even when I didn’t feel like going. Being able to play 
music now is such a gift.” 

3) msstark wrote: 

 
85 Source: randomradiation, “Women who love women, what is 
something unexpected you encountered when dating women?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 28 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/luvgfq/women_who_l
ove_women_what_is_something_unexpected/ >. 
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“Mom forbade me to get a tattoo when I was 18, saying as 
long as I lived under her roof it wasn’t going to happen. 

“The design I wanted was pretty cute, but it was still a tramp 
stamp. Thanks, Mom!” 

4) Worldly-Parsley8931 wrote: 

“My mom used to bring me on her evening walks around the 
neighborhood when I was a kid / teen, which I found so 
annoying, I didn’t ever want to go. 

“As an adult she was definitely right to try and get me to 
move around a bit and I appreciate she never branded it as 
exercise or a weight thing, just ‘fresh air is good!’” 

5) oswinthemagnificant wrote: 

“In elementary / middle school, whenever I would ask how 
to spell a word while doing homework, they would tell me 
to go get the dictionary and look it up there. 

“I would roll my eyes and groan at the time, but I appreciate 
that decision now that I’m older. While there are much faster 
/ easier ways to look up how to spell words now, the greater 
skill I take away from that decision was empowering me to 
find the answers to my own questions instead of relying on 
others to do work that I am capable of myself.” 

6) No-Month8129 wrote, “No sleepovers!” 

No-Month8129 added, “I’m 27 now, and my father never 
allowed it. Admittedly it made me miserable for some time. 
Growing up I realized all the shit I absolutely didn’t get 
myself into just because of that rule. I may have been 
somewhat sheltered, but I actually had a fairly innocuous 
childhood and was able to maintain my innocence 
throughout high school while friends and cousins my age 
were exposed fairly early to drugs, sex, and alcohol during 
these overnight get-togethers. Also, I came to know several 
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young girls and a few of my friends who had incredibly 
traumatic experiences involving the male relatives of their 
‘friend’ that they would be allowed to sleepover with. My 
dad would always say he couldn’t sleep if his kids weren’t 
sleeping under his roof. I don’t regret not having sleepovers. 
I was able to stay as late as the friends’ parents would be up 
and be able to go back the next day if I wanted to play more 
but never sleep. And if you think about it, being asleep is 
quite a vulnerable position to be in as it is, especially for a 
young girl. Even animals won’t sleep where they feel 
threatened or vulnerable, so my dad did what he did to 
protect us. I don’t resent him for that, and I plan to 
implement the same with my kids and hope they 
understand.” 

tsh87 commented, “My mom was a single mom with all 
daughters. Every sleepover took place at our house because 
so many of our friends’ parents felt secure knowing there 
was no man in the house.” 

No-Month8129 commented, “Now that I think about it, my 
mom did rally behind me in convincing my dad to let me 
sleepover at a friend’s house in middle school. Her mom was 
single and had a five-year-old — I won that fight!” 

tsh87 replied, “My sisters and I were allowed to sleepover at 
only one woman’s house before middle school. She was also 
a single mom and had one daughter: my older sister’s best 
friend. She and my mom really clicked and understood each 
other.” 

luv_u_deerly wrote, “I’m not sure I agree with this one. I 
understand the trust it takes to let your child stay at a 
different home where you can’t observe what’s happening. 
But it feels like you’re sheltering the child too much and 
being a bit of a helicopter parent to never let your child do a 
sleepover. I did a ton of sleepovers and had a lot of fun and 
nothing bad happened. Of course, I understand that it could 
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have. But I think if you’re just selective and careful about 
where they sleepover (know the parents and other kids), then 
it’s fine. You can’t control everything that happens in a 
child’s life and you just make sure you also properly educate 
them in understanding what’s right and wrong concerning 
sexual abuse, etc.” 

7) missingwaffle wrote, “I was really, really limited on 
screen time and my phone, but I’m actually really glad they 
did that, looking back. As much as I thought it sucked, I have 
a lot of great memories with them and did a lot of art and 
now I don’t have a super limited attention span that can come 
from that at a young age.” 

8) 0I0I00I wrote, “My mom forbade me from hanging out 
with certain people. She did that to maybe four friends of 
mine and at least one person I dated. Looking back, I’m glad 
I cut them out.” 

CruellaDeNerd commented, “Personally I think that’s 
something you have to figure out by yourself, no? I think I’m 
a better judge of character now that I dealt with really shitty 
people I’m glad I cut off on my own.” 

tsh87 commented, “It depends on the kid, honestly. Some 
kids are really good at standing up for themselves and 
judging who is a true friend and who isn’t. Some kids aren’t 
and it can be really damaging if an adult doesn’t step in.” 

CruellaDeNerd replied, “But how would you learn then? 
Obviously I would try to keep my kid away from drug 
dealers, but what’s the line you would draw here?” 

frenchdipsandwiches answered, “The line for me? Age 16 or 
so. I mean it’s individual but waiting to learn that between 
the ages of 16-25 is not a bad thing because you have a bit 
more agency and self-confidence to deal with it than 10-14 
year old. But banning certain friendships at the age of 12, 
which was the height of her insecurity and eagerness to 
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please terrible friends … and so much potential drama that 
could ruin her school life, yeah, I wouldn’t hesitate. 
Especially if that friendship is making her cry all the time — 
I’m her mom; if I don’t protect her from abusive or 
manipulative people, who will?” 

tsh87 also answered CruellaDeNerd’s question: 

“It’s up to the parent. And some people may freak out about 
it, but some kids really do need the Fresh Prince treatment 
to save their lives. 

“Kids (and others) may feel it’s extreme, but you can’t know 
something is toxic until you stop taking it. 

“My friend said she had a very toxic friend in high school 
that her parents constantly warned her about. but she didn’t 
listen to them. She swore she was her best friend and nothing 
was wrong was with her. Then one summer the friend went 
out of state for a few weeks on vacation. My friend said the 
peace she felt while she was gone was so refreshing that she 
started to dread when she was coming back. That’s when she 
knew she was a toxic friend.” 

9) PeskyRat wrote: 

“Here are two things: 

1. Making me play chess. Sure, at one point I got really 
sick of it and quit. But I’m still really good at pattern 
recognition and thinking through scenarios a few 
steps ahead in my head. 

2. Guiding my reading. Were there tears? You bet. 
Spartacus at eight years old, and Stephan Zweig at 
11 years old may have been too early. (‘I read them 
at that age so you should be ready, too.’) But I was 
glad to know of Zweig when I was 19, unfortunately 
in love, and needing a book to relate to — I knew 
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where to turn!) But now I have decent foundation of 
good literature and pretty good taste. 

“Another bonus point of that: My parents didn’t have a 
concept of ‘young adult book.’ Once you are out of 
children’s books, you are on proper literature. The Three 
Musketeers is an excellent exciting read when you are seven 
— I had to scotch tape the cover! Political science fiction at 
ten — go for it. Biography of a famous composer at nine — 
great! So that helped me grow intellectually and 
emotionally, be curious about the world, understand that 
there are multitudes of realities, have some cross-cultural / 
anthropological knowledge, and so on and so forth. That, I’m 
definitely adopting for my future kids: Kids and teens can 
read proper literature and don’t need to be limited to ‘coming 
of age’ stories and such that young adult literature is often 
about.”86 

87. “What’s The Best $20 You Ever Spent?”  

1) serene_brutality wrote: 

“I’ve got a good one. I’ll try to keep it short. 

“My first wife was and probably still is a train wreck. The 
type to keep you around only as long as you’re useful to her. 
Lies and manipulates, there is no line she won’t cross, no lie 
she won’t tell to get her way. Every time she comes into my 
life she causes me nothing but grief. So … anyway one day 
she asks me for a loan of $20 promising to pay me back after 
midnight ‘when her child support hits.’ I agree on the 
condition that if her child support doesn’t hit and she can’t 

 
86 Source: tsh87, “What is a choice your parents made that you were 
mad about as a kid but realized was right as an adult?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 28 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lve1nc/what_is_a_cho
ice_your_parents_made_that_you_were/ >. 
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pay me back by 1:00 am to never speak to me again, and 
leave me alone forever. She agrees. 

“Obviously she had no intention on keeping that promise and 
tries to reach out to me with some excuse, but after 
reminding her of her promise a few times she gets the 
message. I’ve probably spoken with or had to deal with her 
only half a dozen times in the near decade since then. 

“Best $20 ever spent!” 

serene_brutality added, “Best deal I’ve ever made! I’d have 
paid 100x that or more to get her out of my life.” 

2) WaluigiIsTheRealHero wrote, “Bought my then-
girlfriend (now-wife) a $20 stuffed bear for our one-year 
anniversary. Shortly after that, we went long-distance for 
four years while I went to law school and she went to med 
school. She slept with the bear every night until we were 
finally able to move in together and get married. We’re about 
to celebrate our fifth wedding anniversary and that bear still 
occupies a place of honor on our dresser, waiting to be 
passed down to our first kid.” 

Eac1001 commented, “My girlfriend and I just went on a 
break after almost 2.5 years of a relationship built up on six 
years of friendship … almost a year into long distance and 
it’s almost destroyed us … it has been very hard recently. 
Congratulations on making it over four years of long 
distance — any tips on how to make it better (if we get back 
together)?” 

GMN123 asked, “Have you considered buying her a $20 
stuffed bear?” 

3) -eDgAR- wrote: 

“The $20 I paid for my dog. 
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“When I was about 10 years old, my parents and I were in 
our backyard, clearing out a ton of weeds that had gotten out 
of hand. I had trouble focusing because our next-door 
neighbor had this really adorable puppy and all I wanted to 
do was play with him. 

“We found out that they were actually going to take him to 
an animal shelter because their son was not taking care of 
him like he promised. I decided to ask my parents if maybe 
we could get him instead. I was an only child and never 
really had anyone to play with unless a friend would come 
over and the thought of having a puppy to play with 
whenever I wanted to was great. 

“My parents agreed and our neighbors offered to sell him to 
us for $20, which is really cheap for a dog when you think 
about it, but a lot of money for a kid. I had that saved up and 
immediately agreed and promised I would care for him and 
love him forever. So, he became my puppy and was like a 
brother. After a few days of debating, I named him Snoopy. 

Snoopy became my closest friend. He made me laugh, 
played with me, and would just hang out and watch TV with 
me. He was always there for me, especially through some 
tough times in my life where I was extremely self-
destructive. He saved me from myself. He was there at my 
side through tough breakups when all I ever wanted to do 
was lay in bed. He was an amazing friend. He was there to 
see me graduate eighth grade, high school, and college. I 
hoped he would be there on the day I got married and maybe 
be around for when I had kids, but unfortunately as much as 
we wish for things, sometimes they don’t happen. 

“Last month marked six years since he passed away after 
being by my side for almost 17 years. That little ball of fur 
made such a huge impact on my life, bringing me years of 
happiness, friendship, and love.” 
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FutureLingonberry879 commented, “I, too, had my own 
version of Snoopy. My aunt gave her to us as a puppy when 
I was three years old. The more the years went by, the closer 
we got. Not too long ago, she started getting sick. She was 
very weak. She ended up being in the very late stages of 
congestive heart failure. The day I found out, I was just so 
heartbroken. On the drive back home from the vet, it was as 
if she felt my pain because she scooted next to me, put her 
paw on my thigh and looked at me as if it was going to be 
okay. I’ll never forget that. The 21st of February marked a 
month since she’s been gone. Yet I still have the nights 
where I cry into my pillow. She was there 17 years.” 

4) originalchaosinabox wrote: 

“It was my ninth or tenth birthday. My grandparents gave me 
$20. The first $20 bill I ever held in my hand! I knew exactly 
what I wanted to do with it. 

“A week later, we went into the city and Toys R Us. I went 
straight to the Transformers aisle. And there he was. My 
favourite Transformer. The one I always wanted … 
Soundwave. He’s the one who turned into a Walkman and 
he could eject cassettes that turned into robot animals. The 
price tag said $19.99. It was meant to be. 

I took Soundwave to the clerk and gave her my $20 bill. 
‘And here’s your change!’ she said, as she gave me a single 
penny. 

“Ah, Soundwave. The best friend a lonely little nerd could 
have. 

“NOTE: Last time I told this story, people started going, 
‘What about sales tax?’ This is Alberta, Canada, which has 
never had a sales tax. And this was back in the 1980s, before 
the GST — Canada’s federal sales tax — came into being.” 
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5) Tilting_plant wrote, “I followed the local animal control / 
shelter of the town I used to live in on Facebook. I noticed 
this dog who as there for four months and getting close to 
being put down to make room. I won $20 on a scratcher, 
adopted him for $10 and bought him a collar and leash, and 
then kept him for a week while I found him a home suited 
for him. I named him Dude and he was a big dog and not 
suited to my little one-bedroom apartment. Dude ended up 
going to live with a farmer as a companion for his 
granddaughter. Farmer sometimes sends me pictures of 
Dude and his granddaughter. He says Dude is the best dog 
he’s ever had. I’m just glad I saved him from being put 
down.” 

6) themaximumdorkus wrote: 

“My then six-year-old niece had a loose tooth she loved to 
show off and had resisted pulling out for two weeks. We 
were all at my parents and I was getting ready to leave, I 
pulled out a $20 and said, ‘I’ll give you this right now if you 
pull out your tooth.’ 

“She was already crying because her little sister had done 
something, so when she ran into the bathroom none of us had 
no idea in what she was about to do. 

“So she comes out crying still, but a little bit of blood in her 
mouth because, of course, she pulled out her tooth. But the 
now-removed tooth fell down the drain to the sink and she 
was crying because she lost her proof! 

“After she calmed down, she was happy as a clam with a 
brand new $20 and everyone was quite proud of her. My 
sister told me she spent it on candy and shared with her little 
sister.” 

b_ootay_ful commented, “I need the tooth to prove you have 
a missing tooth!” 
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7) Kik_da_sneak wrote, “I took a girl I like on a picnic, 
bought us some sandwiches, chips, and soda. Cost about 20 
bucks and that’s how I got my first kiss. Ten out of ten 
(10/10) would do again.” 

8) Vixrotre wrote: 

“I spent $24 for an in-game mount (rubellite carbuncle in 
Final Fantasy XIV). It was a gift for a guildmate’s birthday. 

“In retaliation he got me and himself in-game ‘wedding 
bands.’ A month after his birthday he proposed to my 
character, I asked him if he wanted to ‘level it up,’ and that’s 
how our relationship started. 

“We’ve been together nine months now, got married in-
game, and I’m hoping to marry him in real life one day!” 

9) FatalFinn wrote: 

“It was actually to a scammer in Rome. There was this guy 
right outside of the Colosseum who started tying strings 
around my wrist and told me to make a wish. I knew it was 
going to cost but I thought, What the hell, it’s my last day in 
Rome so I might as well go with it. My wish was to find love. 

“I spent rest of the day getting lost in the city and stumbled 
across two weddings and one baptism ceremony. So I did 
find love, just not for myself.” 

10) make_onion_cry wrote, “Motion-sensor nightlights for 
the bathroom. Can’t believe I used to choose between aiming 
by sound or blinding myself.” 

PunkWithADashOfEmo commented, “I was gifted a motion 
sensor light that shines inside the bowl, and I’ve set it to light 
up a deep red. Not only does it improve accuracy, it also 
scares my wife each time she goes in in the dark.” 

11) Tiamat_fire_and_ice wrote: 
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“Many years ago, I was walking up Madison Avenue in 
Manhattan. I think I was heading to the bus stop at Madison 
and 96th Street. On the way there, I popped into this small 
bookshop that’s on 92nd or 93rd Street, or thereabouts. I 
don’t know if it’s still there, especially with this pandemic. 

“I went in on a whim, just to browse, because books, to me, 
are like catnip to a cat. 

“I wasn’t planning on buying anything, but I picked up 
Collected Fictions by Jorge Luis Borges. I started flipping 
through it and I was so enthralled that I just had to buy it on 
the spot. It was about $20 and I usually don’t splurge in an 
instant like that — also, $20 was a lot more money back 
when this took place — but it was worth every penny. This 
book is an anthology of Borges’ work and it’s just terrific. 
To this day, I’ll pick it up every once in a while and read my 
favorite stories from there.” 

12) Mixmaster-McGuire wrote: 

“A guy came into my work when I managed a mom-and-pop 
Pizza Place. He said he was stranded with no phone, and no 
money, but that the people at the Verizon store next door to 
us said they could get him a cheap phone with some minutes 
on it for 20 bucks. He offered to do dishes for a few hours to 
make some money so he could get this phone. I told him not 
to worry about it and gave him a 20 from my wallet. He 
thanked me, asked me for my name, and then he left and I 
never saw him again. 

“Skip forward about five months, and when I get into work 
the owner was there and said she had gotten a letter 
addressed to me. ‘Weird,’ I thought. But when I opened it 
there was a 50-dollar bill and a short note from the guy I gave 
20 dollars to thanking me for my kindness and for not 
turning him away. Turns out he was in a bad way (addicted 
to hard drugs and homeless) and really was stranded there. 
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He was trying to get a phone so he could contact his parents 
(who lived in another state) for help. From what it sounded 
like, he seemed to really turn his life around. He was clean 
and working a stable job while still living with his parents.” 

13) Skitty_Skittle wrote, “I bought a can of Mug root beer 
from a specialty store in Japan for like $3 because I wanted 
to see if it was true that Japanese people think root beer 
tasted like medicine. So I asked a girl whom I met on a 
language exchange to join this experiment. I spent like $15 
on us to share some roast fish and sashimi combo, and we 
walked to a park afterward to drink root beer (she hated it) 
and had our first ever kiss. Been together ever since.” 

14) gexijoghb wrote: 

“Flea market. It’s now a game of mine. 

“Go in with $20 and leave your wallet at home. Buy what 
you want, walk around, and try to trade with others. See 
where your $20 can take you. 

“My best: I started out buying some old tapes, traded that for 
some games, traded those for some pillows. On and on. I 
ended up with a motorcycle helmet. A NICE custom-painted 
helmet. Looked it up online. New, it was $350 (without the 
paint job).  

“I don’t own a bike. Pawned it for $100. Made $80 profit.”87 

 
87 Source: theotherhalfof2, “What’s the best $20 you ever spent?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 2 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lvu5aq/whats_the_best
_20_you_ever_spent/ >. 
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88. “What’s The Worst Place To Propose To Your 
Girlfriend?” 

1) frodos_paw wrote, “Someone else’s wedding (and yes, 
this does happen sometimes).” 

Crayshack wrote, “With the caveat that it’s okay if the 
couple getting married are in on it. With the right set-up, it 
can be worked into the events and kind of serve as a teaser 
for the next wedding. Best I’ve seen is the bride about to do 
the flower throw and then just hand the flowers to the girl 
about to get proposed to. Doing it without their involvement 
is a dick move, though.” 

2) MarkettaDobyns wrote: 

“Arrange a fancy date night with your girlfriend, including 
dinner at a posh restaurant. In the middle of the meal, fake a 
brain aneurysm. Bite into a concealed blood pack, collapse 
and fall onto the floor, the whole bit. A ‘doctor’ or a ‘nurse’ 
planted at an adjacent table rolls you onto your back, checks 
you, and says that you’re not breathing and you have no 
pulse. He or she rips open your shirt to apply a defibrillator, 
revealing ‘WILL YOU MARRY ME?’ written on your chest 
in red body paint. 

“Pull out the ring, and say, ‘I can’t live without you, baby.’” 

3) KarriArent wrote: 

“I’d have to go with the way my parents got married: 

“Dad: Well, when we get married … 

“Mom: Oh, we’re getting married? 

“Dad: Yeah. … Right? 

“They’ve been married for 30 years.” 

4) fluffspeed wrote, “Reddit.” 
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abqkat wrote, “I met my now-husband on Reddit. We got 
engaged over a game of Diablo III. It works sometimes, but 
we’re not cool at all to 99% of people.” 

5) FirstVice wrote, “Back seat of a police cruiser.” 

shmallory commented: 

“My cousin set something like that up. 

“He arranged for them to be pulled over, had the officer ask 
them to step outside the vehicle so he could search it, and 
when the cop ‘found something,’ it was the ring. 

“My cousin then got down on his knee, gave some speech 
about ‘staying with him when this happened for real’ and 
proposed to her. 

“They recorded it. She said yes.” 

6) ieattoomuch6969696 wrote, “In public (unless you’ve 
discussed it and you know she’s going to say yes).”88 

89. “If There Is Such A Thing As Pickup Lines For 
Making Platonic Friends, What Would They Be?” 

1) riffraff12000 wrote: 

“The one that always used to work for me was: ‘Let’s go out 
sometime.’  

“Usually the response is: ‘I just like you as a friend.’” 

2) 137free wrote, “Hello, friend. How about a pint?” 

 
88 Source: Marshall4452, “Whats the worst place to propose your 
girlfriend ?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lwa1yx/whats_the_wor
st_place_to_propose_your_girlfriend/ >. 
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ServingPapers commented, “This in any language or 
dialect.” 

3) HaydenB wrote, “Wanna see my Bionicles?” 

GalacticMaverick commented, “If you asked me this, you 
would have a friend for life.” 

Rathka96 commented, “Original Poster said to make 
platonic friends, not to make anyone and everyone fall madly 
in love with you.” 

therealobamaprism commented, “Woah, there, buckaroo. 
Leave some ladies for the rest of us.”89 

90. “Calling All Successful Relationships With Separate 
Beds Or Rooms, How Do You Make It Work? How Has 
The Separate Sleeping Spaces Impacted Your 
Relationship?” 

1) elegant_road551 wrote: 

“Let me be the first to say that I think sleeping separately 
should not be as stigmatized as it is! 

“Personally, my Significant Other and I have been together 
for 2 1/2 years. We realized early on that our sleep habits 
are very different. He snores like no other and I am a very 
light sleeper (even with a white-noise machine and a floor 
fan). I can’t sleep with the snoring at all, and I would have 
to keep waking him up to stop, so neither of us would get 
any real sleep. 

 
89 Source: lolo_a_spooky_ghost, “If there is such a thing as pickup 
lines for making platonic friends, what would they be?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 3 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lwl9gp/if_there_is_suc
h_a_thing_as_pickup_lines_for/ >. 
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“Sleeping in separate bedrooms was supposed to be just a 
temporary fix, but now it’s literally every night. In fact, I 
can’t tell you the last time we slept in the same bed. I don’t 
think it’s a big deal at all, but it’s not ideal in his eyes. He 
wishes we could sleep in the same bed, but it’s our sanity at 
stake, ya know. And it works.  

“We both sleep how we want, for as long as we want, in the 
conditions we need, etc., and our relationship is better 
because of it! When you’re constantly sleep deprived, a lot 
of things in your life can suffer for it. A relationship 
shouldn’t be one of those things if there are other sleeping 
arrangement options.” 

stressyanddepressy commented: 

“Nearly in the exact same position! We tend to go to bed at 
the same time but his snoring is atrocious and I am a light 
sleeper, he is currently awaiting [medical] investigations 
because he generally can’t breathe well. We’ve tried 
everything, earplugs and white noise, etc., on my side and 
every home snoring remedy on his side. 

“When we used to try make staying in one bed work, we 
were both so cranky and arguing all the time. That’s 
completely stopped now. 

“He doesn’t like the sleeping apart too much and in an ideal 
world I’d love to share a bed, but it just hasn’t happened and 
if that’s the one ‘bad’ thing about our relationship, I am 
totally okay with that. The compromise we come to is that 
we start the night in the same bed, we normally have a chat 
and cuddle and then I normally slip off next door because he 
falls asleep in an instant and even without the snoring it takes 
me longer. If I fall asleep in bed with him and stay there, then 
that’s a winner and happens maybe once a week, max, but 
other than that, separate beds has been amazing and really 
don’t think it should be such a big deal!” 
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2) MamaSquash8013 wrote, “My parents (married 40+ 
years) sleep separately. He snores, and she likes to sleep with 
their two cats. They’re perfectly happy with the 
arrangement.” 

3) perpetualwanderlust wrote: 

“It’s really common here in Japan. A good number of 
couples actually have separate bedrooms, but are happily 
married. It’s a personal choice, in my opinion. If you can get 
better sleep in separate beds or rooms, then I don’t see any 
harm in trying it out. 

“Maybe increase cuddle time / physical touch outside of 
bedtime to counter balance the lack of intimacy from not 
sharing a bed?” 

4) savagefleurdelis wrote: 

“I hate to have my lovers spend the night. And if I ever live 
with someone, I will have separate beds. I don’t want to 
share a bed and I don’t want to share a closet and I don’t 
want to share a bathroom, either. Nope. 

“Also, my parents were together for over four decades and 
always had separate bedrooms and bathrooms. Kept the 
peace, they said. They would be in each other’s rooms 
hanging out, doing … err … things. But they slept in their 
own rooms.” 

5) ohreallyjenn wrote, “It greatly improved our relationship. 
We used to try to force it, but neither of us could sleep well 
with the other. We have been together for 10 years and have 
slept separately since we moved in together two years into 
the relationship. We like having our own space that we can 
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keep how we like it. We have different schedules and 
different sleeping habits, and it works great for us.”90 

91. “What Is That One Memory Of Something You Did 
Or Said That Makes You Cringe When You Look Back 
On It?” 

lucid-delight wrote: 

“I went on a date with a guy I really, really liked physically. 
He was androgynous, fair-skinned, kinda Scottish looking. I 
knew him through a friend, and I asked him out since my 
friend vouched for the guy. 

“We had literally nothing to talk about. Every time one of us 
would start on a subject, the other person would be like, 
‘Huh? I have no clue what are you going on about.’ He tried 
his favorite jazz performers. I hate jazz. I tried talking about 
metal. He hates metal. We tried movies. He likes Kubrick 
and other ‘old-time’ movies, and doesn’t watch 
contemporary cinema. I love Nolan, but he has no clue who 
Nolan is. We go back-and-forth like this for several hours. 
He tells me he ordered some fancy china teacups that got 
broken in transit, so he got a refund. I tell him, ‘It’s nice that 
you got a refund.’ He keeps on about how it’s sad his china 
got broken in transit and I’m like, ‘Dude, you got your 
money back, so what’s the issue?’ 

 
90 Source: unchill_ICEE, “Calling all successful relationships with 
separate beds or rooms how do you make it work? How has the 
separate sleeping spaces impacted your relationship?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 3 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lwl4nl/calling_all_suc
cessful_relationships_with/ >. 
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“Never seen him again after that. Looking back I wonder if 
it was some elaborate troll on my friend’s part, you literally 
couldn’t find less compatible pair on this Earth.”91 

92. “What Is Your ‘Oh, Shit, I’ve Got To Get The Hell 
Outta Here Right Now!’ Story?” 

1) CapnSeabass wrote: 

“St Patrick’s Day, midnight. I (26 at the time, Female) was 
walking home from the Irish bar I worked in. Saw a lad 
attack a girl and run. Checked on the lass to make sure she 
was allright, stayed with her until the police arrived. 

“Gave my statement, told them I was nervous about walking 
home. Two guys who were on the scene offered to walk me 
home. Policeman said, ‘There you go, you’re sorted.’ That’s 
right, sent me off with two strangers. 

“I scolded myself for being so nervous, told myself it was 
really nice of them to offer to walk me home. We were about 
halfway to my house when they started talking about what 
they’d witnessed, how that girl deserved to be attacked … 
and that their friend (the attacker) had done nothing wrong. 

“My spidey senses weren’t just tingling. They were 
electrifying. We were coming up to the last populated street 
before the dark alleyway and then the park that I needed to 
walk through to get home. 

“I knew if I kept walking with these guys, I was in danger. I 
just fucking knew. I ‘checked’ my phone and told them my 
friend was in the conveniently nearest club just across the 

 
91 Source: notreallysurehey, “What is that one memory of something 
you did or said that makes you cringe when you look back on it?” 
Reddit. AskWomen. 3 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lwsmki/what_is_that_
one_memory_of_something_you_did_or/ >. 
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road, thanked them for their offer to walk me home, and 
headed to the club entry before they could say anything. 

“Jumped in a taxi, as we drove past the alleyway those 
fuckers were waiting for me. They’d called my bluff about 
going into the club, and they were watching out for me. 

“I don’t know what they’d have done to me, but that’s my 
biggest ‘listen to your instincts’ story and I’m really fucking 
glad I did. I was kicking myself because my manager (who 
was also my friend / mutual crush) had offered to walk me 
home, but I didn’t want him having to walk all the way home 
himself in the other direction after.” 

2) deeznutz066 wrote, “I lived in south Everett, Washington, 
for a couple years. I was walking home from the bus stop to 
my apartment, which took me behind the home depot. 
Suddenly a van starts following me. I hear the side door slide 
open and look behind me to see a man with the top half of 
his body hanging out the slider door looking at me. I took off 
running towards my apartment, literally running as far 
[fast?] as I could, and the van started going faster. By chance 
a guy was pulling out of the driveway of my apartment 
complex, sees me running for my life, and stops. The van 
immediately turns around and speeds off. Guy asks if I’m 
okay. I ask him to just stay there and please watch me walk 
into my apartment, which was the building next to his. He 
did, thank God.” 

3) v3nusm0nt wrote, “I was sleeping at a friend’s house, and 
I went to the kitchen to get some water. Her father hugged 
me from behind. I was fourteen, I guess. I never went to their 
house again.” 

TargetOk6288 commented, “I made the mistake of going 
back after something similar happened, and he apologized, 
claiming he thought I was his daughter … I guess the next 
time he thought I was his wife.” 
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anonareyouokay commented: 

“When I was 15, I went to a friend’s place. Her dad was 
smoking in the kitchen, and when he saw his daughter had 
brought friends over, he got excited and started flirting with 
a few of us. It was super skeezy. 

“When I got home, I gave my dad a big hug and said, ‘I’m 
really happy you never hit on any of my friends.’ He was 
silent for a moment and looked a little confused, and then he 
finally said, ‘Way to have low standards there, sweetheart.’” 

4) Cletus7Seven wrote: 

“One time I was driving through Kansas in the middle of the 
night with my girlfriend on a road trip. (Summer of 2017?) 
We had issues with the car breaking down in Nebraska, and 
were sputting along until we reached Colby, Kansas, and 
waited for night so the roads were less busy. As we were 
driving along, (not HWY 70 but just south to stay off the 
highways) a semi-truck caught up to us. The car didn’t want 
to go past 50-60 mph, and I didn’t want to push it and have 
it break down. Needless to say, I was going too slow for this 
semi-truck. 

“For about an entire hour this guy is riding my ass, flashing 
his lights, etc. Never honked his horn, though. I would slow 
down and pull off to the side a little bit to let him pass but 
every time I did he would slow down, too, and give me a ton 
of space. It’s now about 2-3 AM. We are in the middle of 
nowhere coming up close to the border of Colorado. He is 
still constantly riding up to my ass and turning his lights on 
and off again. We finally come across a gas station and pull 
over to a pump on the right side. 

“I CANNOT emphasize how literal I mean by ‘middle of 
nowhere.’ It was flat desert forever in all directions. It’s an 
empty Shell gas station that is closed and dark as fuck. We 
hope the truck will just pass us and we pretend to pump gas. 
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“This fucking truck slows down all the way and stops right 
there on the road next to us. He proceeds to BACK HIS 
TRUCK UP enough to pull into the gas station behind us, 
perpendicular to our car. I start losing my shit and looking 
around (I am standing outside of my car) and my girlfriend 
is screaming for me to get back in the car.  

“THIS GUY GETS OUT OF THE SEMI and starts walking 
DIRECTLY towards us. He is only about 50 yards away 
when I notice a small brown pickup truck sitting on the back 
side of the Shell, eerily placed. I notice there is someone in 
it. I run towards him. As I get closer, I realize there is a police 
badge painted on the side of this brown pickup and the man 
inside is actually an OFFICER! 

“I can only imagine what this guy on late-night duty was 
thinking when I am running up to him. He rolls down the 
window with a confused look on his face. My girlfriend is 
screaming at me in panic as this guy gets within 10 yards of 
the car, while I am spitting about 50 words out of my mouth 
in about two seconds explaining our situation. The officer 
doesn’t say a word and just drives around to our car.  

“The man notices and does an IMMEDIATE U-TURN back 
towards his truck, as the officer is yelling at him to stop. I 
hop back into my car, look in the rear-view mirror for a 
second to see the officer getting out to try to talk to this guy. 
I turn on the car, hit the gas, and drive into Colorado a few 
minutes later. 

“I will spend the rest of my life wondering what would have 
happened if that officer wasn’t just sitting there that night. 
Whoever you are. man, bless your soul.” 

standbyyourmantis commented, “Is this a good time to 
mention that there’s about two dozen active serial killers 
working as long-haul truckers in the US right now?” 

5) geminiwave wrote: 
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“I was living at a pretty upscale apartment complex. The 
perimeter was lined with REALLY nice ground-level 
townhome units. This one guy moved into one and he was 
kind of odd. On warm days he’d walk around shirtless in the 
complex’s park which is odd for PNW [Pacific Northwest], 
but I mean okay … then he started pasting Bible verses to 
his window. Now I’m not saying liking the Bible is an issue, 
but that was an alarm bell. Then he started writing in 
charcoal over the Bible verses pasted to his window. 

“Then one night I took my dogs for a walk. It was during a 
bout when my dogs weren’t sleeping much and needed 2am 
walks. I go down to the park area in front of these townhome 
units. Lots of bushes and trees. My dogs are pissing in the 
bushes, and suddenly my girl dog gets low and starts 
growling. We notice there are boots in the bushes. I then look 
around and notice a dozen figures in black tactical gear and 
masks. Virtually invisible. I freeze and start to panic. One of 
them puts his finger to his … mask? I assume where his 
mouth was. I got the hint and bolted. Right as I get to the 
entrance of my apartment, I see them take a battering ram to 
the door and drag the Bible verse guy out completely naked 
as he screams about how god is judging them. The unit 
smelled HORRIBLE and was left as-is for months. 
Eventually a nice couple moved in. I asked the building 
management what happened and I was given a look and told, 
‘You don’t want to know.’” 

6) beefinbed wrote, “This happened one night in downtown 
Minneapolis. I was dumb and went to the bus hub in the ramp 
that’s kind of by Cowboy Jack’s. I went there because it was 
close to Pizza Luce actually. But I get there and the driver is 
on break, waiting for this route to start so he’s chilling in the 
bus. I walk past a gap in the concrete and there was a dude 
just standing there in the shadows. No biggie. Waiting for 
the bus, for sure. I walk further down, and by the empty bus 
I just lean up against the wall, waiting for the driver to turn 
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the lights on. While I’m leaning there, I notice the weirdo 
from earlier looking my way occasionally, which I didn’t 
love. Then out of nowhere he just starts sprinting towards 
me. I toss my phone in my pocket and get ready to get 
stabbed but he just flew by. The bus driver watched it go 
down, and a second later he opened up the door and said, 
‘Hey, man, maybe you should just wait in here.’”92 

93. “Have You Ever Ugly-Cried Because Of Pure Joy? 
What Happened?” 

1) Melidel wrote: 

“Today I turned 40. Because I’m a full-time mom (while my 
wife works), and we’re living in COVIDE times, AND I’m 
a lifelong introvert with a lot of trauma in her past, I was 
feeling really isolated and hopeless. I was dreading today. I 
rarely celebrate birthdays, and I always hated that I was the 
type of person who rarely celebrated birthdays. 

“What I didn’t realize was my unbelievably amazing wife 
had spent the past month getting every single important 
person in my life to send me either a video, or a card, or even 
just an DM [Direct Message] telling me what I’ve meant to 
them. Some of them were hilarious, some of them were sad, 
some of them were pleasant and neutral. Words were said 
about me that I’d never heard before. I felt so much 
overwhelming joy that I just starting sobbing and sobbing. 
It’s definitely been one of the most powerful emotional 
experiences of my life.” 

2) demoriel_m wrote, “I’m severely colorblind and one 
Christmas my friends got me those glasses that let you see 

 
92 Source: firefly_girl75, “What is your ‘Oh shit, I’ve got to get the hell 
outta here right now!’ story?” Reddit. AskReddit. 3 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lx492p/what_is_your_
oh_shit_ive_got_to_get_the_hell/ >. 
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color and I just bawled my eyes out the first time I tried 
them.” 

3) purplepotatoes165 wrote, “When I heard my baby 
laughing for the first time. A true belly laugh of delight. It 
went on for several minutes, and it was the greatest! My 
partner and I couldn’t hold back tears.” 

4) taugem13 wrote, “When my younger sister gave me a 
Valentine’s Day card. I’ve never been in a relationship and I 
don’t really get gifts. I was either 24 or 25 and I just cried in 
joy that she wrote me a card and gave me little stickers. I 
cherish them so much.” 

5) WorstPiesInLondon wrote, “I’ve told this story on here 
before, but it was when I went to a dog beach. There was a 
sand dune blocking the view of the water from the parking 
lot, and when I walked over it the sight of all that unbridled 
dog joy all at once was too much for my icy dead heart to 
handle. I was on a work trip, so I didn’t even have my own 
dog with me, and so I was the crazy lady sobbing alone at 
the dog beach.” 

6) hobbits7 wrote, “I did when I heard each of my babies’ 
heartbeat for the very first time. There’s nothing quite like 
it.” 

7) SleepFlower80 wrote, “When I was proposed to. 
Everything was perfect. He’d taken me to Iceland and we 
went out on a moonlit snowmobile thing to see the northern 
lights. He proposed under the northern lights in the freezing 
cold, but it was beautiful. I wasn’t expecting it at all. I just 
thought he was treating me to a weekend away.”93 

 
93 Source: Big_Volume1399, “Have you ever ugly cried bcuz of pure 
joy?? What happened??” Reddit. AskWomen. 4 March 2021 < 
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94. “What Is The Funniest Thing A Child Has Ever Said 
To You?” 

1) Entire_Blaze wrote: 

“I was at a family get-together and my cousin (Female, two 
years old) was playing with a toy fish. 

“When she threw the toy, I picked it up and said, ‘The fish 
is now very sad because you hurt her. She won’t play with 
you anymore.’ 

“She looked at the fish and said, ‘Hey, fishie, you are 
dumb.’” 

2) Cheeky-Guy wrote, “I was on an old-school chain hill 
rollercoaster, and after the ride this kid sitting behind me 
tells his dad, ‘That made my penis tingle.’” 

harvsnova wrote, “Oh, Jesus. That was my son, when he was 
three years old. He was on one of those swinging pirate ships 
with his mum. They make me hurl, so I’d gone for drinks 
and snacks, for when they were done. I was around 200 yards 
away and I heard him shout to his mum (who was next to 
him), ‘It’s tickling my dinkle.’ Yes, we told him his penis 
was a dinkle.” 

3) wasteblablabla wrote: 

“She was nine and I showed her The Karate Kid, forgetting 
that movie had a huge teenage makeout scene in it, which 
she was not a fan of. A couple weeks later, we went to see a 
movie in the theater, and the teenage characters kissed in that 
one, too. It was just a quick peck this time, but she saw it 
coming and covered her eyes and started looking away. 

 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lxe8ee/have_you_eve
r_ugly_cried_bcuz_of_pure_joy_what/ >. 
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“As if that wasn’t funny enough, I decided to embarrass her 
on the car ride home and ask about it, ‘I saw you covering 
your eyes. Haha. What was that about?,’ and then she said, 
‘BECAUSE TEENAGERS KISS SO WEIRD!’ 

“And that’s the funniest fucking thing I’ve ever heard, not 
just from a kid.” 

4) Crosswired wrote, “I asked a four-year-old how he 
wanted his eggs. He replied ‘Good.’ Touché.” 

lizzi6692 commented, “This reminds me of something my 
sister used to say around the same age. She called her 
favorite kind of eggs ‘stay-together eggs.’ She came up with 
it on her own and because we knew what it meant, we didn’t 
feel the need to correct her because it was cute. However, 
my mom didn’t think to explain it to my aunt when my sister 
stayed the night at her house and the next morning she got a 
frantic phone call. My aunt had apparently gone through 
about half a dozen eggs making different kinds because she 
could not figure out what the fuck ‘stay-together eggs’ were 
and that is what my sister was demanding for breakfast. 
After my mom finished laughing her ass off, she explained 
that my sister wanted hardboiled eggs.” 

5) EducationalTabgelo6 wrote: 

“Overheard a young (like six-ish) boy ask his friend, ‘Do 
you have a girlfriend?’ 

“‘No.’ 

“‘Oh. That’s okay, we can share mine.’” 

6) Sparky62075 wrote, “My daughter at two and a half years 
old said, ‘Daddy, my poo smells like shit.’” 

7) theWildBore wrote, “This was me as a kid, but I told my 
grandmother [on the telephone?] that I was an octopus and 
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wished I could wrap my testicles around her. I missed her so 
much and wanted a hug. I’m also a female.” 

theWildBore added, “Hah, it was cute, but I’m going on 36 
now - she’s about to be 100. Every time I see her she says to 
me, ‘Come on over here and wrap those testicles around me.’ 
And I do, of course, because I love her.” 

8) lor_hookmaster wrote: 

“Back when my son was three, I spent a lot of time teaching 
him about road safety and how to safely cross the street. I 
told him that at intersections you had to wait for the little 
white man to appear on the crosswalk light before you could 
start to cross the road and not to go when the orange hand 
was there. 

“Of course, my son starts screaming, ‘DADDY, WHERE’S 
THE WHITE MAN?’ at the top of his lungs every time we 
walk up to an intersection. We’re Caucasian. Being three, he 
screeches this at everyone we encountered, regardless of 
race, demanding to know if they knew the white man.” 

LostinShropshire commented: 

“My son’s first word was ‘digger.’ He liked diggers and 
would point whenever he saw one and say ‘digger’ in an 
authoritative tone. When there were no diggers around, he 
would point at other things and still say ‘digger,’ but with 
less certainty. 

“Almost caused an incident on a tram in Manchester.” 

LostinShropshire added, “The background noise of the tram 
made it hard to hear if the initial consonant was a /d/ or an 
/n/.” 

9) WarriorJax wrote, “I’m a chubby guy. I was hanging out 
with some friends after work and one of my friend’s kids just 
plainly says, ‘You’re wiggily.’ We all bust out laughing at 
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this because it was such an astute observation. Later we were 
all getting ready to sit down to dinner and the same kid then 
says, ‘I’m going to sit next to the Wiggily One!’ At that point 
my friends and I absolutely lost it.” 

10) JAutumn78 wrote, “I asked my 11-year-old son why his 
room was always so messy and can he keep it clean? He 
sighs, puts his hands on my shoulders and says, ‘Mum, I’m 
not that type of person,’ and closes the door. I burst out 
laughing in the hallway. I was not expecting that response.” 

11) close_my_eyes wrote, “In France seven-years-old is 
considered the ‘age of reason.’ Apparently my daughter had 
this on her mind a lot leading up to her birthday. When she 
woke up on her seventh birthday, she told me, ‘I think the 
age of reason starts at eight years old.’” 

12) WulfRanulfson wrote: 

“I was helping my five-year-old with a computer game.  

“He said. ‘Dad, you’re like a black hole at this.’ 

[Long pause.] 

“‘You suck so much.’” 

13) gofatwya wrote, “I used to be quite heavy, though people 
always said I carried it well. One day I was shopping at the 
grocery store, and noticed a rather attractive young mother 
looking at the produce with her little girl, probably three or 
four years old. Just as I worked my way past them, the little 
girl looked up at me, smiled sweetly, and said, ‘Hello, fat 
man.’” 

14) CarrotAnkles wrote: 

“My little sister was showing off all of her toys to my friends 
once. I was ~15, and she was ~5. 

“She brought out a doll with bright green hair. 
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“Her: Now, this is just an ordinary doll. 

“Me: Her hair doesn’t look very ordinary. 

“Her (suddenly exasperated): It’s in a BRAID, 
CarrotAnkles! 

“Said friends still call me by my name in the exact same 
tone.” 

15) youngmisfit831 wrote, “Working for a school. Listening 
to kids babble on about whatever, I had a child tell me, ‘I 
have three brothers, and they all have girlfriends. Except one 
of them and he paints his nails, but I don’t know why.’”94 

95. How Did Your First Kiss Go?” 

1) necr0phagus wrote, “I had already decided beforehand I 
wasn’t quite ready to kiss him, but I didn’t communicate this 
to him and probably in fact sent opposite vibes to him 
because he had kissed my forehead and I liked that and later 
asked him to do it again, lol, and I had also kissed his hand. 
(This was all on our first date.) I just didn’t feel ready to kiss 
on the mouth yet because … I don’t know … I was nervous. 
Anyways, at the end of the date, I asked him to drop me off 
at a friend’s house, so he did and we were sitting in his car 
saying goodbye, then I put my hand on the car door handle 
and went to turn to leave and he leaned in and kissed me. It 
was bad. It was so quick, I didn’t realize what he was doing 
until after it was over, so I didn’t really kiss him back, and it 
didn’t feel like he … ’ fully’ kissed me?? You know, 
puckered lips, kiss sound, all that. He just very quickly 
touched his lips to mine. Oh, my god. He pulled away and 

 
94 Source: Childish_Gremlin, “What is the funniest thing a child has 
ever said to you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 4 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lxd4ey/what_is_the_fu
nniest_thing_a_child_has_ever_said/ >. 
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we both just froze, not looking at each other, before I decided 
you only live once and shyly asked if he wanted to try again. 
LOL. So we shared a couple more small pecks before I 
finally went in to my friend. We got better with practice (it 
was my first kiss; meanwhile, he had kissed before, but it 
had been like five, six years), but the worst part is … reading 
this, you’re probably imagining like, 14 years old, right? 
Well … we were 22/23.” 

2) Ambivalent_doc wrote, “Her reply: What’re you doing? 
Eww.” 

3) lexi_pencil wrote, “It was actually super sweet; the guy is 
now a very good bro to me. We were in my friend’s 
Quinceañera ,and it was very fancy so I wore a very beautiful 
green dress and he was in a suit so we went to the pool area, 
which was very beautifully lit. We stood there next to the 
pool and kissed. It wasn’t sensual or deep. It was very soft 
and cute. Overall, I think my first kiss was really cute. (I was 
14.)” 

4) BM_gamer36 wrote: 

“Heart was beating fast. Felt extremely warm. The girl I was 
chatting with was whispering with me. Then I just went in 
for it. 

“All the stress went away afterwards.” 

5) newwriter365 wrote: 

“Here’s a slightly unusual answer (I hope). I remember who 
my first kiss was with (Matt) and who ‘French’ kissed me 
first, Brian. I’m in my mid-fifties now, and after Dad died 
two years ago, my sister asked for our family ‘slides’ so that 
she could get them digitized and share them with all 
descendants. Very nice, very expensive project. I love her 
for doing this. 
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“The first batch of slides gets delivered, we are going 
through them on her TV, and up pops a picture of me and 
Matt and Brian. I don’t even think about it before I announce 
their roles in my life. My twenty-something son turns bright 
red and says, ‘Why? Why did you need to tell us that?’ I 
don’t know. It just seemed like an important part of my 
history? 

“To answer your question, both first kisses were 
memorable.” 

6) Recyclebitch wrote, “We accidentally bumped our front 
teeth together and both burst out laughing.”  

7) ExhoLimaOscarDelta wrote: 

“My first kiss was super sweet and innocent. We were like 
eight or nine, and we had known each other since we were 
like four, went to school together, and always played 
together. 

“Anyway, there was this knoll behind my house and it was 
sort of surrounded by trees and had a dip at the top, so it was 
a bit secluded and private. I have no recollection of how it 
came about, but I remember it being a planned thing. 

“So, we were lying in the dip side by side, I think we were 
holding hands and he looked over at me and we just kissed 
on the lips. It felt like butterflies. Then somehow our moms 
found out and we got in big trouble and got the talk.” 

8) Klown1327 wrote, “It was a dare while playing Truth or 
Dare my senior year of high school. I was so fucking scared 
the girl would freak out and say ‘no,’ but to my surprise she 
came to me and initiated the kiss. It was nice. Someone 
objected and said that it wasn’t a real ‘kiss’ as the dare was 
to ‘aggressively kiss’ her. I wasn’t sure I entirely understood 
the mechanics behind a regular kiss, and I had no clue what 
an ‘aggressive kiss’ should be like. We locked lips again, but 
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kinda pressed a little tighter. Next thing I know, her tongue 
is pressed against my lips. I kinda panicked, not knowing 
what to do, so I opened my lips enough to let her tongue in 
a bit and then we made out for a while, a couple lip bites here 
and there. It was amazing. I was in a bit of a haze for the next 
several minutes, just savoring it all. To this day, one of the 
best kisses I’ve ever had.” 

9) jack104 wrote, “She kissed me, and I didn’t say anything 
for a few seconds from sheer shock.” 

10) BroReesta wrote: 

“Junior prom. My date (my high school girlfriend) kept 
making comments as we walked around about how this 
would be the best place to do something romantic, how she 
was a true sweet 16 because she’s never been kissed, etc. I 
was too busy taking in the scenery and talking about Star 
Wars to notice the hint. Well, halfway through the night she 
asked me if I was going to kiss her already. I realized I was 
failing in my Dately Duties, screwed my courage to the 
sticking place, and moved in to do the deed. 

“Then I fainted. A combination of sheer excitement and 
weapons-grade guilt from my family’s ‘Parenting for Purity’ 
lifestyle overwhelmed me. I remember saying something 
like, ‘Wow, that was great!’ and then waking up on the 
deck.” 

11) kifer84 wrote, “Very scary at first. But after a few long 
seconds, it was magical. Butterflies-in-the-stomach kind 
magical.” 

12) portablecabbage wrote: 

“My (then) girlfriend and I were at a church dance she 
invited me to back in middle school. As the last song ends, 
Lonestar’s ‘Amazed’ begins to play. As we’re dancing, I 
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start singing along with the song. She picks up on it and 
moves her ears to my lips to see if I was really doing it. 

“It gets to ‘Baby, I’m amazed by you’ and she pulls away, 
looks me in the eye, and plants one on me. 

“The song ends, and she runs off to her friends while I’m 
over here in a complete stupor. After processing what just 
happened, I leapt in excitement in the middle of the fricken 
dance floor before leaving to get some punch. 

“Months later, we broke it off because she was Mormon and 
I was not. Found her a while back and found out she had a 
couple of kids and had found her Mormon prince. I wound 
up with a pagan girl and became an atheist myself. 

“Never did forget that girl, though. 

“TL;DR: Country Music Caused a Kiss.” 

13) Trashbat8 wrote, “Fantastic! I married that boy.”95 

96. What Is A Song You Cannot Listen To For An 
Emotional Reason? 

1) thatlittleredhead wrote, “My grandpa and I used to listen 
to Johnny Cash in the car together (he and my grandma 
helped raise me, so we spent a LOT of time together). When 
I was very little, I thought Grandpa was Johnny Cash, as his 
name was Johnny also and he had a gravelly bass-baritone 
and a thick twang. No matter what, when ‘I Walk the Line’ 
came on, he’d hold out his hand for me to hold and he’d sing. 
I didn’t know until I was much older that none of my family 

 
95 Source: SexySexStories12345, “How did your first kiss go?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 4 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lxli0t/how_did_your_fi
rst_kiss_go/ >. 
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had ever heard him sing. He died two years ago, and I still 
can’t hear ‘I Walk the Line’ without bawling my eyes out.” 

2) jsauruslove wrote, “My first real boyfriend played this 
song for me on his guitar. My first ‘our song.’ Accompanied 
by my first real breakup and my first real heartbreak. Shit. 
Listening to it now even 14 years later hurts.”  

dannymb87 commented: 

“One of my first serious relationships was when MySpace 
was at its prime. MySpace allowed you to pick songs that 
would play when you opened someone’s profile. 

“It sounds ridiculous now, but we’d pick songs that 
expressed how we were feeling at the time. We broke up and 
got back together probably a dozen times while in college. 
(Young love can be toxic love.) Usually when Keane or The 
Script or Gavin DeGraw was on her MySpace profile, I knew 
that she was ready to get back together.” 

3) MelaninlyChallenged wrote, “‘Mr. Blue Sky.’ Used it as 
my morning alarm for a couple months and now it triggers 
my fight-or-flight response.” 

bad_girl71 commented, “I’ve noticed whatever song I use 
for an alarm is ruined as it just reminds me of getting up for 
work, have to change them up pretty often … might go back 
to the radio. Lol.” 

BubblyBullinidae commented, “Same here. I once changed 
it to some environmental music from Skyrim and when I 
played the game and that song came on, it made me feel sick 
to my stomach.” 

SunnyLonglegs wrote, “I used ‘Take On Me’ for a while and 
I woke up way too early for some reason. Listened for a bit, 
and guess what was on the radio?” 
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4) Think-Anyewhere-7751 wrote, “Ozzy Osborne’s ‘Mama, 
I’m Coming Home’ and ‘Runaway Train’ by Soul Asylum. 
Both are wrapped up in my son’s suicide. They are just too 
much for me.” 

5) brantlythebest wrote, “Anything that was in the Tarzan 
soundtrack immediately makes me burst into tears. My mom 
used to sing those songs to me when I was a little, little kid. 
Now she’s dead and I can’t tell you how much I wish I could 
claw my way back through time for her to sing all those 
songs to me again.” 

6) PersonalCover wrote: 

“‘What a Wonderful World’ by Louis Armstrong. This song 
was what my parents used for their first dance at their 
wedding. My mom made sure it played at my dad’s funeral 
in 2016, and I haven’t really been able to feel the same when 
I listen to it. 

“Today, I broke down and listened to it again, celebrating 
what would have been my parents’ 26th wedding 
anniversary.”96 

97. “What’s The Worst Way You’ve Been Embarrassed 
By A Child?” 

1) TrutiTru wrote, “I remember one time I was at the beach 
pre-pandemic. Summer of 2019. I was in my swimsuit 
putting on sunblock when my little cousin (seven years old) 
decided it would be a great idea to start slapping me. Not in 
a painful way, just slapping me in general. I’m relatively 
chubby, mainly having it all in my thighs, chest, and a little 

 
96 Source: missedundermifflin, “What is a song you cannot listen to for 
an emotional reason?” Reddit. AskReddit. 5 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ly3972/what_is_a_son
g_you_cannot_listen_to_for_an/ >. 
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on my stomach. This suit has extended legs and arms and it 
makes me feel a little less awkward. Cousin starts slapping 
my thighs and making what she called ‘fat noises,’ which 
were just gurgles. I was there with a bunch of my friends and 
they were laughing. Wasn’t super embarrassing in general at 
the moment. What’s embarrassing is that those same friends 
brought it up in public as a joke for a very long time, And 
they still bring it up.” 

2) BrownNpound wrote, “My four-year-old and I were 
waiting in line to grab a shopping cart at Walmart when she 
yells as loud as possible to the crowd of many, ‘Daddy, we 
are at the people zoo you talk about all the time, right?’” 

3) makesomemonsters wrote, “At a cafe with my eldest 
daughter, who was four at the time, the waitress comes over 
to our table and asks my daughter if she would like a drink 
or some food. My daughter looks up at her and says, ‘The 
parts of my drink that my body doesn’t want come out as 
wee. The parts of my food that my body doesn’t want come 
out as poo.’” 

4) TotallyCrebe wrote: 

“I was at work. I worked at the movie theater in my late teens 
at the ticket booth. A young girl came up with her mom and 
was like ‘Eww, Mom, she’s so ugly!’ Talking about me. 

“She had to have been between five and seven. Her mom hit 
her and promptly apologized. And the little girl was like, 
‘Whaaat? She is.’ 

“I felt like utter shit the rest of the day.” 

5) Josie13209 wrote, “A five-year-old asked me why I was 
white. Lol. I mean, clearly she was just trying to understand 
the world around her and some things she might be hearing 
adults say. But it was still embarrassing, especially since I 
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was the only white person in the room. Her dad luckily just 
quickly changed the subject. Lol.” 

6) Pentacostal-Haircut wrote, “I was on a plane trip with my 
three-year-old. He used the tiny restroom then I did. There 
was a line. I thought I’d secured the door but hadn’t. He 
slings the door open to tell me something he was excited 
about. There I sat in open humiliation for all the line to see. 
I had to convince him to let me shut the damn door!” 

7) K_Xanthe wrote: 

“We had our son in the middle of the very first COVID 
shutdowns, so for the first few weeks of his life he was taken 
care of solely by my husband and me, who were starting to 
get deliriously exhausted from no sleep. 

“We went to our first checkup for him barely awake and they 
told us to take him into a room and remove his diaper to be 
weighed. However, as soon as the diaper was removed a 
geyser of shit fountain erupted from his ass and coated the 
scale, the wall, and even got some on the ceiling. Apparently 
breast-fed babies tend to have very explosive shit. 

“By that time, I was so tired that instead of helping, I just 
began laughing like an insane person while the nurse and my 
husband looked horrified. For the rest of the day, any time 
my husband and I made eye contact we couldn’t stop 
laughing. 

“It was very embarrassing, but we were so tired that it ended 
up being hilarious.” 

8) 1980pzx wrote, “My older daughter (five years old at the 
time) and I were over at my girlfriend’s (now-wife’s) 
parents’ house when we first started dating. They have 
horses. We were all checking them out, and one of the horses 
farted. Without skipping a beat, my daughter said, ‘That 
sounds just like yours, Daddy.’ I thought I was going to die 
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right there. My future in-laws were laughing their asses off, 
but I was not. It’s funny as hell 15 years later, but I was 
extremely embarrassed at the time.” 

9) MindfulMuser wrote: 

“I don’t remember this story, but my mom tells it all the time. 
When I was five, my mom took me into the stall in the 
women’s restroom because she had to go. She had been in 
there awhile and the bathroom had been crowded so she 
asked me, ‘MindfulMuser, can you take a look and see if 
there is a big line out there?’ 

“I excitedly screamed, ‘A LION!’ — and flung the stall door 
open. 

“There was a big line.” 

Meleegirl3919 asked, “What happened when you couldn’t 
find the lion?” 

MindfulMuser answered, “I darted out of the stall looking 
for him.” 

10) amberdowney wrote: 

“I was bagging a lady’s groceries and her kid asked me, 
‘Why are you so fat?’ 

“My brilliant comeback was, ‘Why are you so short?’  

“To which he replied, ‘I’m not short. I’m five.’” 

chesarahsarah commented, “Hahaha. I hate it when kids 
have that quick witty comeback that they don’t fully realize 
is witty.”97 

 
97 Source: Great-Plateau, “What’s the worst way you’ve been 
embarrassed by a child?” Reddit. AskReddit. 5 March 2021 < 
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98. “What Is The Most Sincerely Good Thing One Of 
Your Parents Has Done For You?” 

1) SamBurger35 wrote: 

“For me it was when I was 16 with my dad. For some 
background, I had some acne, and my dad and I are 
Christians. 

“Because of the acne, I took Acutain. It’s a medicine that’s 
supposed to rid you of acne within a six-month period. The 
doctor said my acne would get worse before it improved. 
And at first I noticed some more outbreaks but didn’t think 
anything of it. However, after a few months on the drug it 
never improved and several large cysts began growing on 
my face and neck. Eventually I stop taking the medicine, but 
the cysts took months to heal. The drug had some other side 
effects, like causing me to gain at least 30 pounds. 
Psychologically I was a wreck, too, because I could barely 
look at myself in the mirror and my confidence went to hell. 
Also the cysts were incredibly sensitive, and my skin would 
tear if the cysts were touched too hard. That made playing 
sports difficult, too.  

“One night after driving me home from youth group I unload 
all of this on my dad. I go off about how much I hate looking 
at myself and how it sucks to have this problem. After my 
dad listens to everything I say, he tells me, ‘Your life doesn’t 
have value because what you look like, know, can do, or 
have. God loves you because you are His. And that value 
can’t be taken away.’ That simple message gave me great 
perspective. The acne eventually got better. It came back a 
few times, but I was never in as bad of a place as I was 

 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lyaskw/whats_the_wor
st_way_youve_been_embarrassed_by_a/ >. 
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before. I still have scars today, but it doesn’t bother me as 
much. My dad really helped me that day.” 

2) Willywambam wrote, “Pulling me out of my school where 
I was bullied for four years. I was broken and miserable. I 
think it might have saved my life.” 

Willywambam added, “After moving school, I had two of 
the best years of my life. Too bad that bullies don’t know 
that they can cause psychological damage to a person for the 
rest of his / her life.” 

3) wipeout-105 wrote, “My dad had me and my twin brother 
when he was 50, so he was a lot older than most fathers. I 
remember on every school night after dinner, he’d take the 
time to read to us even though he’d been at work all day and 
usually fell asleep after like half an hour of reading.” 

4) WhiskeyBuffaloSB wrote: 

“This may seem not huge, but it was huge to me at the time. 

“I was living in St. Louis, working a very stressful high-
paced job, and I was depressed as hell in an unhealthy 
relationship living with my girlfriend of three years at the 
time. Said girlfriend and I had moved to a new house a 
couple months back, but due to depression / apathy the house 
was a huge mess, mostly because we got about only halfway 
through unpacking our things, so there were boxes and 
miscellaneous shit everywhere. 

“I got fired from my job, and pretty soon afterwards my 
girlfriend and I broke up. I was a ragged mess. My mom 
drove six hours to come see me, spent the night for several 
days, cooked me food, and helped me deep clean the house 
as well as finish organizing and unpacking our things. She 
really came through for me in a huge way when I was in a 
really dark place, and it helped out so much. 
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“I love you, Mom.” 

5) JesusDied4U316 wrote, “Stopped giving me money when 
I asked for it, so I could learn to not depend on her for it.” 

6) map_t wrote, “Taught me to read through blatant 
bribery.” 

7) Back2Back wrote: 

“All through my high school years, Mom taught me how to 
cook. By the time I went to college, I was skilled at cooking 
almost any dish. 

“Mom was both an excellent teacher and a talented cook. So 
I’m grateful to her for encouraging me to learn useful skills 
to be utilized over a lifetime.” 

8) MyPokemonRedName wrote, “This one time they made 
me.” 

9) MissJacksonismylife wrote, “When I was little, my dad 
would take me on ‘Daddy-Daughter-Days’ and we’d go get 
lunch at a BBQ joint. They had crayons and paper on the 
tables so we could draw and play tic-tac-toe and Pictionary 
while we waited for our food. It was just really special and I 
had a lot of fun spending time with my dad. We’ve grown 
more apart now that I’m older, but I still look back at those 
days with fondness and so does he.” 

10) QuigleyCopperpot wrote, “They kicked me out of their 
house and quit talking to me for being gay, but it was a 
blessing because I really came into my own and my overall 
happiness was way better. I could just live for myself 
without worrying about justifying myself to anyone. I didn’t 
have to hide anymore — I was free. Now I own my own 
house, make a healthy six-figure income, have an amazing 
boyfriend, and couldn’t give a fuck less about my parents.” 
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11) DocDavreil wrote, “Just being both loving and 
supporting parents who only want to love and support what 
I do with my life. I really did not realize how much of a 
blessing it is to just have parents who love me, because 
seeing how my parents act, I thought it was just common 
knowledge to love, support, and accept their kid for who they 
are, and not try to force their own views on to their children, 
completely suppressing any individuality. But also it’s as 
much a blessing that they make me feel as if there isn’t a 
doubt in my mind I will be safe with them.”98 

99. “People Who Have Never Had A TV In Their House, 
What Did You Do To Occupy All The Time?” 

CoffeeAddict1011 wrote, “Granma had 12 children. Take a 
guess what she did to occupy her time.”99 

100. “What’s The Cutest Thing Your Partner Does That 
The World Should Know About?” 

1) CentaurosaurusRex wrote: 

“Since the moment we met, he always has conversations 
with my husky when he thinks I can’t hear him. She’s very 
chatty and will ‘awoo’ in conversation format, but only with 
the humans she loves the most. And my partner is a stoic and 
seemingly-rough-around-the-edges man who’s a big softie 
on the inside. 

 
98 Source: SamBurger35, “What is the most sincerely good thing one of 
your parents has done for you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 5 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ly77ea/what_is_the_m
ost_sincerely_good_thing_one_of_your/ >. 

99 Source: Silenciomofo, “People who have never had a TV in their 
house, what did you do to occupy all the time?” Reddit. AskReddit. 5 
March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lybiwo/people_who_ha
ve_never_had_a_tv_in_their_house/ >. 
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“He’ll playfully say things like ‘Oh, really?’ or ‘You said 
that yesterday!’ 

“Absolutely melts my heart!” 

2) Shallow-ishPuddle wrote: 

“When I wake up in the middle of the night (either from a 
bad dream or just being restless), I’ll be shuffling around to 
get comfy again and my partner will pull me closer to him 
and snuggle up. 

“I thought I was always waking him up, so I brought it up 
and apologized and he said he doesn’t remember being 
woken up at all. Apparently the cuddling up is a reflex now. 

“I also taught him how to floss (the dance move) as a joke 
and now he does it while he’s waiting for his food to be 
done.” 

3) MexicanYenta wrote, “I actually just realized this a few 
hours ago — he tucks me in every night. He’s generally in 
bed a little before me, and when I get in and start to pull the 
covers up, he makes sure I’m completely covered, that the 
blanket comes all the way up to my chin, etc., so I don’t get 
cold. Now I feel guilty because I don’t generally do that for 
him when he comes back from using the bathroom or a 
midnight snack.” 

4) winslowings wrote, “Mine sometimes brings an armchair 
into the bathroom and hangs out with me while I’m taking a 
bubble bath.” 

5) Barcollare wrote: 

“My taller half is autistic and struggles with facial 
expressions; he copies most of the time. 
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“But when something genuinely makes him laugh! That 
Cheshire grin from ear to ear! That absolute joy that crinkles 
his eyes! The melody of happiness from his lovely laughter! 

“I fucken melt. And also spend 65% of our time trying to 
make him laugh. 

“He is also the kindest person I’ve ever met. Something I did 
not think would be so cherished when I thought about 
qualities desired of a partner.” 

6) tokyomoon wrote, “When I get dressed up, he says to our 
four-year-old, ‘Doesn’t mommy look beautiful?’ and my son 
says ‘YES!’ So sweet.” 

7) joycesayshi wrote: 

“My family lives an hour drive away from me, and since I 
don’t have my driver’s license yet, I usually go there with 
public transport (which takes about to hours). 

“My husband picks me up at the end of the day so that I have 
to be in the car for only one hour instead of in the train and 
bus for two hours. 

“So he’s willing to drive two hours himself to prevent me 
having to travel with public transport for two hours. 

“I really appreciate that.” 

8) ilyooow wrote, “Maybe lame for some ,but he would kiss 
my forehead whenever we meet and before we part ways. 
He’ll even come back running when he forgets sometimes 
(and I just stand there waiting for him to come back because 
I know he’d come back just to kiss me).” 

9) Emptyplates wrote: 

“He’s a giant, 6’6" and 270lbs. He’s looks like a mountain 
man, tough, capable and intimidating. 
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“We have a Jack Russell, she’s smol [small and cute]. When 
he’s sitting on the sofa, he cuddles the dog, whispering to her 
and kissing her head. She lays her head on his chest, and it’s 
pretty goddamn adorable.” 

10) andreav- wrote: 

“When I mention that I want something in passing, like when 
we’re out shopping and I see something, or maybe mention 
that I want to get a book or CD or I don’t know, a cheese 
grater or something small, he makes a note of it in his phone 
and picks it up for me later. 

“He’s been doing this for years, and I only found out 
recently.” 

11) TulaTheDesertRat wrote, “He gets super into teaching 
our dog tricks. She’s really smart, and it’s cute to see them 
click like that. He has taught her: sit, lay down, roll over, 
play dead, high five, shake, back up, move left/right, dance 
(stand on hind legs and spin around), throw the ball and 
retrieve it only when he says ‘three’ (like he throws it and 
says 1, 2, 7, 8, 5, 6, 10, 3, and she only runs after he says 
‘three.’ Lol). She is so attached to him it’s insane. I joke 
she’s just in it for the treats.” 

12) keepusguessing wrote, “He picks me up from work with 
coffee because he knows I’ve had a long day and is so 
understanding. I think I asked him maybe once to go to 
Starbucks or Tim Horton’s after work so now he either 
shows up with coffee or automatically starts driving there.” 

13) Commercial-Dish-8028 wrote, “He sets his alarm earlier 
than he needs to so we can cuddle before he gets up for 
work.”100 

 
100 Source: Crystal_iceberg, “what’s the cutest thing your partner does 
that the world should know about?” Reddit. AskWomen. 6 March 2021 
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< 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/ly8mrw/whats_the_cu
test_thing_your_partner_does_that_the/ >. 
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APPENDIX A: FAIR USE 

This communication uses information that I have downloaded and 
adapted from the WWW. I will not make a dime from it. The use of this 
information is consistent with fair use: 

§ 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use 

Release date: 2004-04-30 

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of 
a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or 
phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for 
purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching 
(including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, 
is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether the use made 
of a work in any particular case is a fair use the factors to be considered 
shall include —  

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is 
of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;  

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;  

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the 
copyrighted work as a whole; and  

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the 
copyrighted work.  

The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding of fair 
use if such finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors. 

Source of Fair Use information:  

<http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.html>  

I assume these things: 

Everyone wants Good Samaritans to get credit for their good deeds, and 
this book about Good Samaritans is a good way to do that. 

People who post on Imgur and Reddit or write letters to the editors want 
to share their information with the world. 

Credit must be given where credit is due. I definitely try to do this. 

I must not make money from this book.  
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Light editing is OK for such things as Imgur posts, Reddit posts, and 
letters to the editor. I see nothing wrong with correcting an obvious 
misspelling. 
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APPENDIX B: ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

It was a dark and stormy night. Suddenly a cry rang out, and on a hot 
summer night in 1954, Josephine, wife of Carl Bruce, gave birth to a boy 
— me. Unfortunately, this young married couple allowed Reuben 
Saturday, Josephine’s brother, to name their first-born. Reuben, aka “The 
Joker,” decided that Bruce was a nice name, so he decided to name me 
Bruce Bruce. I have gone by my middle name — David — ever since. 

Being named Bruce David Bruce hasn’t been all bad. Bank tellers 
remember me very quickly, so I don’t often have to show an ID. It can 
be fun in charades, also. When I was a counselor as a teenager at Camp 
Echoing Hills in Warsaw, Ohio, a fellow counselor gave the signs for 
“sounds like” and “two words,” then she pointed to a bruise on her leg 
twice. Bruise Bruise? Oh yeah, Bruce Bruce is the answer! 

Uncle Reuben, by the way, gave me a haircut when I was in kindergarten. 
He cut my hair short and shaved a small bald spot on the back of my 
head. My mother wouldn’t let me go to school until the bald spot grew 
out again. 

Of all my brothers and sisters (six in all), I am the only transplant to 
Athens, Ohio. I was born in Newark, Ohio, and have lived all around 
Southeastern Ohio. However, I moved to Athens to go to Ohio 
University and have never left.  

At Ohio U, I never could make up my mind whether to major in English 
or Philosophy, so I got a bachelor’s degree with a double major in both 
areas, then I added a Master of Arts degree in English and a Master of 
Arts degree in Philosophy. Yes, I have my MAMA degree. 

Currently, and for a long time to come (I eat fruits and veggies), I am 
spending my retirement writing books such as Nadia Comaneci: Perfect 
10, The Funniest People in Comedy, Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose, 
and William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose. 
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APPENDIX C: SOME BOOKS BY DAVID BRUCE 

Retellings of a Classic Work of Literature 

Ben Jonson’s The Alchemist: A Retelling 

Ben Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Devil is an Ass: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Epicene: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Volpone, or the Fox: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Complete Plays: Retellings 

Christopher Marlowe’s Dido, Queen of Carthage: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus: Retellings of the 1604 A-Text 
and of the 1616 B-Text 

Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Massacre at Paris: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Rich Jew of Malta: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Tamburlaine, Parts 1 and 2: Retellings 

Dante’s Divine Comedy: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Inferno: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Purgatory: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Paradise: A Retelling in Prose  

The Famous Victories of Henry V: A Retelling 

From the Iliad to the Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose of Quintus of 
Smyrna’s Posthomerica 

George Peele: Five Plays Retold in Modern English 

George Peele’s The Arraignment of Paris: A Retelling  

George Peele’s The Battle of Alcazar: A Retelling  

George’s Peele’s David and Bathsheba, and the Tragedy of Absalom: A 
Retelling 
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George Peele’s The Old Wives’ Tale: A Retelling 

The History of King Leir: A Retelling 

Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose  

Homer’s Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose  

Jason and the Argonauts: A Retelling in Prose of Apollonius of Rhodes’ 
Argonautica 

The Jests of George Peele: A Retelling 

John Ford: Eight Plays Translated into Modern English 

John Ford’s The Broken Heart: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Fancies, Chaste and Noble: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Lady’s Trial: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Lover’s Melancholy: A Retelling 

John Ford’s Love’s Sacrifice: A Retelling 

John Ford’s Perkin Warbeck: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Queen: A Retelling 

John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore: A Retelling 

John Webster’s The White Devil: A Retelling 

King Edward III: A Retelling 

The Merry Devil of Edmonton: A Retelling 

Robert Greene’s Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay: A Retelling 

The Taming of a Shrew: A Retelling 

Tarlton’s Jests: A Retelling 

The Trojan War and Its Aftermath: Four Ancient Epic Poems 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 5 Late Romances: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 10 Histories: Retellings in Prose  
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William Shakespeare’s 11 Tragedies: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 12 Comedies: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 38 Plays: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 1: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 2: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 1: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 2: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 3 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 3: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s All’s Well that Ends Well: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s As You Like It: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Comedy of Errors: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Coriolanus: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Cymbeline: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry V: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry VIII: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s King John: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s King Lear: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Love’s Labor’s Lost: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure: A Retelling in Prose  
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William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Othello: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Pericles, Prince of Tyre: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Richard II: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Richard III: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Tempest: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Timon of Athens: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Two Gentlemen of Verona: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Two Noble Kinsmen: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale: A Retelling in Prose  

Other Fiction 

Candide’s Two Girlfriends (Adult) 

Honey Badger Goes to Hell — and Heaven 

I Want to Die — Or Fight Back 

The Erotic Adventures of Candide (Adult) 
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Children’s Biography 

Nadia Comaneci: Perfect Ten 

Personal Finance 

How to Manage Your Money: A Guide for the Non-Rich 

Anecdote Collections 

250 Anecdotes About Opera 

250 Anecdotes About Religion 

250 Anecdotes About Religion: Volume 2 

250 Music Anecdotes 

Be a Work of Art: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

The Coolest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in the Arts: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

Create, Then Take a Break: 250 Anecdotes 

Don’t Fear the Reaper: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Dance: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 4: 250 Anecdotes 
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The Funniest People in Families, Volume 5: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 6: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Neighborhoods: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Relationships: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Television and Radio: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Theater: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes  

The Funniest People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 1: 250 Anecdotes 

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Maximum Cool: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 2: 250 
Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 3: 250 
Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Religion: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 
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Reality is Fabulous: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Resist Psychic Death: 250 Anecdotes 

Seize the Day: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Discussion Guide Series 

Dante’s Inferno: A Discussion Guide  

Dante’s Paradise: A Discussion Guide 

Dante’s Purgatory: A Discussion Guide 

Forrest Carter’s The Education of Little Tree: A Discussion Guide 

Homer’s Iliad: A Discussion Guide 

Homer’s Odyssey: A Discussion Guide 

Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice: A Discussion Guide 

Jerry Spinelli’s Maniac Magee: A Discussion Guide 

Jerry Spinelli’s Stargirl: A Discussion Guide 

Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal”: A Discussion Guide 

Lloyd Alexander’s The Black Cauldron: A Discussion Guide 

Lloyd Alexander’s The Book of Three: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Tom Sawyer: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court: A 
Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s The Prince and the Pauper: A Discussion Guide 

Nancy Garden’s Annie on My Mind: A Discussion Guide 

Nicholas Sparks’ A Walk to Remember: A Discussion Guide 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Discussion Guide 

Virgil’s “The Fall of Troy”: A Discussion Guide 

Voltaire’s Candide: A Discussion Guide 
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William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Discussion 
Guide 

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Discussion Guide 

William Sleator’s Oddballs: A Discussion Guide 

 

 

 


